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Join Learning of Gro p- ise Diffeomorphic Regis ra ion and Recons r c ion of Cardiac
Cine MRI
Haikun Qi
School of Biomedical Engineering, ShanghaiTech Uni ersit , Shanghai, China

In rod c ion
Cardiac cine MRI is usually acquired under multiple breath-holds to minimi e respiratory
motion, and its acceleration is clinically warranted to shorten breath-hold duration.
Accelerated dynamic MRI reconstruction has been extensively investigated by
exploiting temporal correlation (1-3). Among these methods, some have incorporated
cardiac motion into reconstruction to increase the sparsity and improve reconstruction
(3), which however, require time-consuming alternative optimi ation of registration and
reconstruction. Deep learning-based dynamic reconstruction methods have reduced
the reconstruction time significantly (4), but most of them neglect motion in the
reconstruction. In this study, we aim to propose an unrolled deep learning framework
with each iteration consisting of a group-wise diffeomorphic registration network (GWNet) to predict the implicit template and backward and forward motion fields, and a
dealiasing network to perform motion-augmented reconstruction.

Fig. 1 The architecture of the proposed
GW-Recon-Net with one of the unrolled
iterations shown. The yellow block shows
the GW-Net and green block is the
dealiasing network.

Me hods
Gro p- ise Diffeomorphic Registration: As shown in Fig. 1, the GW-Net based on a 2D UNet (5), takes input of the dynamic images
(𝑋 , T is the number of dynamics) of the previous iteration which are stacked as different channels and outputs the implicit template
(𝑋 ) and the invertible non-rigid motion fields (𝑈 →
and 𝑈 → ) between the template and the dynamic images. The template is
the average of the warped dynamic images. Then, by warping the template image with the forward motion fields (𝑈 → ), a new
dynamic sequence ( 𝐺 ) is generated. The information of the full
dynamics is fused into the template and then the generated cine images,
which can be used to enhance the reconstruction performance.
Motion-a gmented Reconstr ction: Following the GW-Net is the
reconstruction network. To take advantage of the motion-augmented
cine images, 𝐺 and 𝑋 are stacked along the channel dimension to be
inputted to the dealiasing network (green block in Fig. 1), which is a
residual 3D UNet. After the data consistency (DC) layer (4), the dynamic
images (𝑋
) are outputted as inputs of the next iteration. The whole
framework is termed as GW-Recon-Net.
Net ork Training: For GW-Net, the registration loss (𝐿 ) is designed to
measure the dissimilarity between the warped dynamic images and the
Fig. 2 Example cardiac cine images for 8x (a) and 12x (b)
template, and the dissimilarity between the motion-augmented and
accelerations, including the fully sampled and ZF images,
original dynamic images, as well as the smoothness of the velocity field
and the reconstructions obtained with GW-CS, CNN-DC and
the proposed GW-Recon-Net. The temporal profile with the
slice location shown by the white line in the fully sampled
image is provided for each dynamic sequence.
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, where 𝑋 means fully sampled ground truth image, TV
means total variation, and is the weight of the smoothness term. The
mean-squared-error between the reconstruction output and the ground truth is used to calculate the reconstruction loss (𝐿
). The
∑
final loss for end-to-end training is the weighted combination of 𝐿
and 𝐿
:𝐿
𝑤 𝐿
𝐿
, where controlling
the contribution of the registration loss and 𝑤
𝑒 𝑝 𝑛 𝑁 is the weight of each unrolled iteration.
Dataset and E al ation: The publicly available breath-hold
cardiac cine datasets from (6) are used, which includes data of
33 subjects. Each subject's cardiac cine consists of 20 frames
and 8-13 short-axis slices. We have used 25 subjects for training
with data augmentation, 2 subjects for validation and 6 subjects
for testing. The data was retrospectively undersampled for 8x and
12x acceleration factors with the sampling density conforming to a ero-mean Gaussian distribution. To evaluate the performance of
GW-Recon-Net, it was compared with GW-CS (3) which performed GW registration during reconstruction, and the deep unrolled
reconstruction framework (CNN-DC) without considering motion (4). The network was trained for 100 epochs with initial learning rate
of 1e-4, which was decreased by a half every 20 epochs.
Res l s
For each cardiac cine dataset, 7-8 central slices were selected, resulting in a total of 46 slices to evaluate the reconstruction
performance. Fig. 2 shows the example reconstructions for 8x and 12x accelerations with GW-CS, CNN-DC and the proposed GWRecon-Net, as well as the corresponding fully sampled and ero-filling reconstructed (ZF) images. The PSNR, SSIM and
reconstruction time of the 3 reconstruction methods are summari ed in Table 1. The proposed method had the highest PSNR and
SSIM among the tested methods. The improved performance of GW-Recon-Net compared with CNN-DC highlighted the benefit of
incorporating group-wise registration into deep learning reconstruction.
Disc ssion & Concl sions
We have proposed a method of joint learning of group-wise diffeomorphic registration and reconstruction of cardiac cine MRI. The
GW-Net predicted both backward and forward motion between all dynamics and an implicit template. The backward motion was used
to fuse the information of all dynamics into the template and the forward motion was used to transform the template to a dynamic
sequence to augment the reconstruction. Furthermore, the group-wise registration exploits information of the full dynamics more
efficiently than the pairwise registration. With aggressive acceleration, such as 12x, the cardiac cine MRI could be completed in a
single breath-hold. Therefore, the highly accelerated cardiac cine acquisition together with GW-Recon-Net reconstruction may greatly
simplify the cardiac cine MRI.
References: 1. Lingala, S.G, et al. IEEE TMI 2011. 2. Ota o, R, et al. MRM 2015. 3. Royuela-del-Val, J, et al. MRM 2016. 4.
Schlemper, J, et al. IEEE TMI 2018. 5. Ronneberger, O, et al. MICCAI 2015. 6. Andreopoulos, A, et al. MIA 2008.
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Modeling cerebral small vessels from 7T TOF-MRA images
using neural network and random forest
Zhixin Li1,2,3 , Yue Wu1,2,3 , Dongbiao Sun1,2,3 , Jing An4 , Qingle Kong5 , Rong Xue1,2,3, Yan Zhuo1,2,3 , and Zihao Zhang1,2,3
1State Key Laboratory of Brain and Cognitive Science, Institute of Biophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing,
China, 2The Innovation Center of Excellence on Brain Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China,
3University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China, 4Siemens Shenzhen Magnetic Resonance Ltd., Shenzhen,
China, MR Collaboration, Siemens Healthcare Ltd, Beijing, China
Introduction: Time-of-flight MR angiography (TOF-MRA) at 7T has been proved to be a valuable technique
for noninvasive imaging of cerebral small vessels, especially for lenticulostriate artery (LSA) 1 . However, the
accurate segmentation and modeling of cerebral small vessels remains challenging, due to the limited signalto-noise ratio and artifact of the images2. To solve the problem, we used convolutional neural network (CNN)
and random forest algorithm for the automated 3D modeling and analysis of LSA vasculature.
Methods: Six healthy controls and three patients with cerebral small vessel disease (CSVD) were included in
our study. The images (N=7) were acquired on a 7T research MRI system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany).
The parameters of TOF-MRA were: resolution = 0.23 0.23 0.34mm3, matrix = 576 768 144, TR = 15ms,
TE = 3.57ms, FA = 20°. Segmentation stage: Large arteries (such as middle cerebral arteries) were
segmented by intensity thresholding. The CNN was trained for the segmentation of small vessels. There were
1600 positive patches and 12000 negative patches were used as the training unit for high robustness. After
the vessel mask was generated, mean filter was appllied to remove the scattered false positive voxels and
smooth the edge of the vessels. The cluster algorithm was used to overcome the interruption of blood vessels
and remove tubular motion artifact. Tracing stage: The most appropriate cylinder vertex position was
determined by the random forest method, which had the following features: a. Blood vessel points number in
the cylinder. b. Distance bias to the center of the blood vessel. c. The vector deflection angle. d. Blood vessel
points number around the target point. e. The eigenvalues of Hessian matrix.
Results: The vascular models of a healthy volunteer and a patient were represented in Fig. 1, along with their
MIP images. The mean radius (mm) of different levels of vascular branches were listed in Tab. 1. Compared
with U-NET, our method achieved higher dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and lower Hausdorff Distance.
Especially, in the area of small vessels, our method achieved higher performance on segmentation, as shown
in Tab. 2.
Table 1. The mean radius (mm) of different levels of
vascular branches

Table 2. Comparison between our approach and U-NET
for segmenting small vessels.

Figure 1. 3D vasculature and MIP image of a healthy volunteer and a
CSVD patient, with the radius(mm) of vascular branches noted on the
images. The red circles indicate the discontinuous flow signal, which was
well characterized in the vascular model.

Discussion: In this work, we realized the automated modeling of LSA from 7T TOF-MRA images by CNN
and random forest method. Quantitative features of LSA was successfully obtained.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(82001804, 8191101305), the Natural Science Foundation of Beijing Municipality (7191003), the National Key
Research and Development of China (2017YFC1307904), and the Strategic Priority Research Program of
Chinese Academy of Science (XDB32010300).
References：[1] Cho ZH et al., Stroke. 2008;39(5):1604-6. [2] Liao W et al., IEEE T Image Process.
2015;25(1):400-13. [3] Livne M et al. Front Neurosci. 2019 Feb 28;13:97.
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QISS-MRA and other flow related MRA-sequences at 3T in comparison to CE-MRA/-MRI for
evaluation and quantification of the thoracic aorta after therapy – preliminary results
Tamara Sand, cand med1,2, Ingeborg Keeling, MD2, Martin Hasenhüttl1, Manuela Aschauer, MD1
1

Department of neuro-, vascular and interventional radiology, Medical University of Graz, Austria
2
Department of cardiac surgery, Medical University of Graz, Austria

Purpose:
After treatment of aortic diseases, a CE-MRA/-MRI is one of the diagnostic standard methods for further
treatment decisions. The purpose of the study was to compare the image quality and diagnostic accuracy
of the flow related MRA-sequences: QISS-, 4D-flow- and SPACE-MRA, with the standard CE-MRA/-MRI.
Methods:
Seven patients (57±19 years, 2 men) were selected for the prospective study. In March 2021, these
patients were examined with 4D-flow-, SPACE- and sometimes QISS-MRA in addition to the CE-MRA/-MRI
(mostly with SIEMENS® PRISMA fit E11, CE-MRA/-MRI with the use of Gd-based cyclic contrast agent).
The thoracic aorta, sometimes the abdominal aorta too and the supra-aortic, mesenteric and renal vessels
were evaluated. One reader took the 4D-flow-measurements with the software cvi42. Three readers
evaluated the image quality and the diagnostic accuracy of the QISS-, 4D-flow- and SPACE-MRA.
Results:
None of these flow related MRA-sequences can replace the CE-MRA-/-MRI-sequences in total. If there is
no contraindication of contrast agent application, the CE-MRA is the first sequence that should be aquired.
If a short-term follow-up is requested, the flow-related MRA-sequences add useful information.
The QISS-sequence had unacceptable inhomogeneities and signal loss, also the acquisition time took too
long in our patient cohort.
4D-flow offers information about the aortic segments with higher wall shear stress, compared with other
aortic segments. This may be useful information in addition to the diameter to decide for another invasive
diagnosis or treatment. No complications occurred in the first three months of follow-up.
Discussion:
Although we had no possibility to use the free-breathing fast low-angle shot quiescent-interval sliceselective MR-Angiography4, the SPACE-MRA6 sequence seems to be the first sequence to choose, if the
use of contrast agent is not recommended.
The 4D-flow sequence3,5 can be used to get additional hemodynamic information without invasive
diagnostic tools, i.e. catheter pressure measurement.
Chronic aortic dissection, male, 68 years:
SPACE

Flow

Wall
shear
stress

Pressure

Energy
loss

4D-flow

CE MRA
QISS

References: 3Schnell et al, Altered aortic shape in bicuspid aortic valve relatives influences blood flow patterns, European Heart
Journal – Cardiovascular Imaging 17, 1239–1247, 2016
4Akos Varga-Szemes, MD, PhD et al, Free-Breathing Fast Low-Angle Shot Quiescent-Interval Slice-Selective MR Angiography for
improved Detection of Vascular Stenoses in the Pelvis and Abdomen, Abstract SMRA 2019
5Michael Markl PhD et al, 4D flow MRI, JOURNAL OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING 36:1015–1036, 2012
6Ashkan A. Malayeri et al, Utility of a High-Resolution 3D MRI Sequence (3D-SPACE) for Evaluation of Congenital Heart Disease,
Pediatr Cardiol (2015) 36:1510–1514, 2015
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Analysis of the value of High Resolution-Vessel Wall Imaging in the
etiology of single small subcortical infarction
Yutian Li1,2 Tong Han2
1-Tianjin Medical University, Tianjin, China；2-Department of Radiology, Tianjin Huanhu
Hospital, Tianjin, China
Purpose: The etiology of small subcortical infarct (SSI) located in the region supplied by the
perforating artery is still controversial. For SSI without atherosclerotic plaque in the carrier artery,
the currently recognized pathogenesis is perforating artery fibrosis or hyalinosis [1]; however, for
SSI patients with atherosclerotic plaque found in the carrier artery[2], it’s still unclear whether
the same pathogenesis exists. In the work, taken atherosclerotic lesions as reference, high
resolution-vessel wall imaging (HR-VWI) was used to study biological indicators of SSI such as
the total CSVD score, the lenticulostriate artery (LSA) and responsible plaques, so as to further
provide imaging indicators for clinical diagnosis.
Methods: 92 patients with acute isolated subcortical cerebral infarction were collected (30 LAA,
28 SUD and 19 SAD patients). MRA/ CTA showed horizontal segment of the middle cerebral
artery (MCA)’stenosis rate was less than 50%. Imaging data include infarct information, total
cerebral small vessel disease (CSVD) score. The number of LSA trunks, branches, and total
length of the patient were measured, and laterality index (LI) of LSA trunks, branches, and total
length were calculated. the differences between the LAA group, SUD group and SAD group
were compared. Remodeling index (RI) and other plaque characteristics were calculated. The
differences between the LAA group and SUD group were compared.
Results: The total CSVD score of the SUD group and the LAA group were lower than that of
the SAD group (P=0.017; P=0.001). The lowest cumulative level of the LAA group is lower than
that of the SAD group (P=0.004); The incidence of proximal lesions in the LAA group was higher
than that in the SAD group (P=0.001). The number and total length of LSA branches in the LAA
group and SUD group were shorter than those in the SAD group; the total length LI of LSA in
the LAA group and SUD group was greater than that in the SAD group. WA index of the SUD
group was higher than that of the LAA group (P=0.037). Wall normalization index (P=0.026),
plaque enhancement ratio (P=0.037), and stenosis rate (P=0.006) of the SUD group were lower
than those of the LAA group. RI of the SUD group was significantly higher than that of the LAA
group (P=0.002) in which positive remodeling were dominant in SUD (60.7%) while LAA was
mainly non-positive remodeling (83.3%).
Conclusion: HR-VWI can provide quantitative imaging information of atherosclerotic plaques
and perforating arteries and can provide imaging evidence for the diagnosis of the cause of SSI
patients. SSI patients with atherosclerotic plaques may also have a coexisting atherosclerotic
mechanisms, which are manifested by a lower total CVSD score and a shorter total length of
the LSA. The carrier vessel of plaque LSI is mainly non-positive remodeling, while the carrier
vessel of plaque SSI is mostly positive remodeling. The microemboli produced by the positively
reconstructed unstable plaques may be the pathological mechanism of the appearance of small
infarcts.
References:[1] Moran C, Phan TG, et al. International Journal of Stroke, 2011,7(1):36-46.[2]
Liao S, Deng Z, Wang Y, et al. Frontiers in Neurology, 2018,9.
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Risk factors of new ipsilateral ischemic lesions after carotid artery stenting: A MRI and
clinical study based on high-resolution carotid plaque images
Ranying Zhang1，Jiang Lin1
Department of Radiology, Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University, and Shanghai Institute of Medical Imaging,
Shanghai, China
Background and purpose: Carotid artery stenting (CAS) is an established treatment for carotid stenosis. The most
common complication is the new ipsilateral ischemic lesions in the brain after CAS, which may increase the risk of
recurrent cerebrovascular events and postoperative cognitive dysfunction [1, 2]. High resolution magnetic resonance
imaging (HR-MRI) can provide reliable and non-invasive images of vessel wall and carotid plaque. The current research
mainly focuses on the relationship between the clinical-related factors and the new cerebral infarction after CAS[3, 4]. We
aimed to investigate the risk factors associated with the new ipsilateral cerebral ischemic lesions within 72 hours after
CAS by comprehensively analyzing the clinical information of patients and the morphological characteristics from carotid
plaque HR-MRI images.
Materials and Methods: This study retrospectively collected 147 patients who had undergone CAS. The degree of
carotid stenosis of all patients was moderate-to-severe (NASCET criteria [5]). Inclusion criteria were: HR-MRI
examination of carotid plaque and routine brain MRI within 4 days before CAS, re-examination of brain MRI within 3
days after CAS. Exclusion criteria were: incomplete clinical data, cardiogenic embolism, intracranial vascular disease,
restenosis after vascular intervention, new ischemic lesions outside the territory of the treated vasculature and poorquality MR images. MRI examination was performed on a 3-Tesla scanner (Verio, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with
an 8-channel carotid coil. Using following sequences to scan the carotid artery around the bifurcation level and obtain
the cross-sectional images: 3D time of flight (TOF)、3D T1- / T2-weighted turbo spin-echo (T1W/T2W TSE), and 5minute delayed post-contrast T1W TSE. Patients were divided into two groups (DWI-positive and DWI-negative)
according to whether new ipsilateral high-signal lesions (new cerebral ischemic lesions) appeared in the postoperative
DWI images. Clinical information of the patients was collected, including gender, age, history of heart disease, smoking,
hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidemia, symptomatic events and surgery-related information (embolization protective
device type, pre-/ post-dilation, and carotid stent type). Morphological features included aortic arch type, aortic arch
atherosclerosis, aortic arch ulcer, degree of stenosis, minimal lumen area, plaque burden, remodeling index, contrast
enhancement ratio, presence of intraplaque hemorrhage, lipid-necrotic core, and lumen surface irregularity. Univariate
analysis (t test, Mann-Whitney U test, or Chi-square test) was used for all variables to assess whether there were
differences between two groups. Variables with P < 0.05 after univariate analysis were retained for multivariate logistic
regression analysis to screen out the independent risk factors of new cerebral ischemic lesions.
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Results: Among all the enrolled patients (134 male, 13 female; mean age, 67 years), 64 patients were DWI-positive
and 83 patients were DWI-negative after CAS within 72 hours. Univariate analysis showed that intraplaque hemorrhage
(P=0.007), symptomatic events (P=0.030), post-dilation (P=0.035) and degree of stenosis (P=0.041) existed significant
differences between two groups. Multivariate analysis demonstrated that intraplaque hemorrhage (P=0.005; OR = 4.00;
95% CI =1.54-11.23), symptomatic events (P=0.040; OR = 2.53; 95% CI=1.98-6.54) and post-dilation (P=0.007; OR =
3.80; 95%CI =1.44-10.03) were independent risk factors of new cerebral ischemic lesions after CAS.
Conclusion: This study comprehensively analyzed the clinical and morphological factors associated with new ipsilateral
ischemic lesions in patients who underwent CAS. It was concluded that intraplaque hemorrhage, symptomatic events
and post-dilation were independent risk factors. This report will better help identify patients who are suitable for CAS,
especially for those who are also eligible for carotid endarterectomy.
Key Words: Magnetic resonance imaging. Machine learning. Carotid Stenosis. Ischemic stroke.
Reference: 1 G
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Comparison of MRI, MRA, and Vessel Wall Imaging features of Cerebral Amyloid
Angiopathy and Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy-Related Inflammation
aVance

Lehman MD, aJohn Benson MD, bMatthew Koster MD; cTina Gunderson MS, dErika Weil MD,
bAshima Makol MBBS, eJohnny Sandhu MD, dJonathan Graff-Radford MD

aDepartment of Radiology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester MN bDepartment of Rheumatology Mayo Clinic,
Rochester MN cDepartment of Quantitative Health Sciences, Mayo Clinic, Rochester MN dDepartment of
Neurology Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester MN eDepartment of Radiology, Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville FL

Purpose. To compare MRI, MRA, and vessel wall imaging (VWI) features of CAA to
CAA-ri.

Methods. Imaging of consecutive patients with either CAA or CAA-ri was scored.

Results. 53 patients were identified; 27 with CAA-ri, 26 with CAA. Prevalence of cortical
vessel wall enhancement (VWE) did not differ between patients with CAA (10/26, 38%)
and patients with CAA-ri (15/27, 56%) (p=0.29); further, neither the co-localization of
VWE to other imaging findings nor the extent of VWE differed. Leptomeningeal
enhancement was more common in CAA-ri (19/27, 70%) than CAA (13/26, 50%) (p =
0.008), while the number of chronic microbleeds, siderosis, MRA findings, T2
hyperintense lesions, and parenchymal enhancement did not differ. All 7 (100%)
patients with extensive leptomeningeal enhancement (> 20 sulci) had CAA-ri.

Conclusions. Findings suggest that extensive leptomeningeal enhancement is a
feature of CAA-ri. CAA and CAA-ri were not differentiated by presence, extent, or
anatomic pattern of VWE.
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Velocity-based cardiac self-gating in free-running radial 4D Flow MRI
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Introduction: Free-running whole-heart acquisitions with the capability of deriving cardiac self-gating (SG) signals
present clear interest, particularly at 3T, where the ECG signal suffers from the magnetohydrodynamic effect and
acquisition related noise. Our goal was to develop a novel velocity-based cardiac SG strategy for free-running radial 4D
Flow imaging and to investigate the impact of cardiac SG on the velocity quantification in the thoracic aorta.
Methods: We implemented a free-running interleaved (8 spokes/interleaf) 3D radial velocity mapping sequence on a 1.5T
Philips Ingenia (Philips, Best, The Netherlands), based on a spiral
phyllotaxis pattern [1]. Imaging was performed on the thorax of 5
ea
b ec a f
: TE/TR 2.5/6
, FA=6 , VENC=180-240
cm/s, 2.5 mm isotropic voxel, acquisition time: 8 12 minutes. First, a
sliding-window reconstruction using 64 consecutive spokes and a step
of 8 spokes yielded high temporal and low spatial resolution velocity
resolved volumes. The average speed in the aorta was obtained for
each volume, using a mask drawn on the fully sampled reconstruction.
Then, to obtain the cardiac SG signal, the temporal evolution of the
aorta average speed was filtered in the frequency domain and
interpolated using multiscale kernel ridge regression [2].
Finally, the cardiac SG signal and the ECG were used to bin the data
in the same number of cardiac phases (N=12-18). Cardiac and
velocity resolved images were then reconstructed offline using a
compressed sensing algorithm implemented in Matlab (The
A
Mathworks, Inc, Natick, MA). Velocity measurements in the thoracic
aorta were then compared between SG and ECG based gating.
Results: A comparison of the frequency analysis of the temporal
evolution of the aorta speed and the ECG signal is presented in Figure
A for a representative case. The frequency peak corresponding to the
heart rate and the first harmonic can be observed at the same
location. Despite similar average RR intervals between SG and ECG,
the R-peak detection precision for SG was 50ms on average.
Velocity quantification showed underestimation of peak systolic values
for SG compared to ECG (Figure B). In order to confirm that the
underestimation is due to the R-peak detection precision, we
B
simulated 1% and 5% variability in the R-peak location in the ECG
signal by random sampling according to a uniform distribution and
used this simulated signal for cardiac binning. Similar to SG, an
underestimation can be observed for the same case in the average
speed (Figure C).
Discussion: We present here a novel approach to cardiac SG
specifically dedicated to 4D Flow MRI. Our results are in agreement
with previously reported results using a navigator spoke based method
for cardiac SG in 3D radial [3]. While this precision does not affect the
resulting anatomical images, we have shown an impact on the velocity
quantification, particularly an underestimation of the peak systolic
values. This underestimation was described previously for 3D radial
C
4D Flow [1], however its source was not completely identified.
Improvement of the precision in the R-peak detection is expected with the use of more advanced methods in the sliding
window reconstruction. In addition, a respiratory SG signal can be obtained in absolute values and enable respiratory
motion correction (not shown). This is an advantage of our method, compared to other previous fully self-gated strategies.
Funding: ANR-18-CE19-0025-01
References:
1. Ma LE, Yerly J, Piccini D, et al (2020) Radiol Cardiothorac Imaging 2:e200219
2. Duchateau N, De Craene M, Sitges M, Caselles V (2013) SEE International Conference on Geometric Science of
Information (GSI 2013). Paris, France, pp 578 586;
3. Sopra LD, Piccini D, Coppo S, et al (2019) Magn Reson Med 82:2118 2132.
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Non-contrast enhanced 3D Cartesian MRA of the thoracic aorta in 3 min: preliminary clinical evaluation
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Purpose: Cardiovascular magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) has been established for serial monitoring of thoracic
aortic disease. Conventional 3D bSSFP MRA techniques use diaphragmatic respiratory gating (dNAV) to minimize the
effects of respiratory motion in the images, leading to unpredictable and excessively long acquisition times along with
the risk of incomplete or aborted scans because of respiratory drift. Additionally, the aortic arch experiences a wide
range of displacements during the respiratory cycle1, that cannot be accurately corrected solely with the clinical dNAV
approach. Here we propose to apply and evaluate the performance of a previously introduced non-rigid respiratory
motion compensated Cartesian coronary MRA2 framework, for the visualization of the thoracic aorta in a short and
predictable 3 min scan with inline reconstruction.
Methods: An ECG-triggered free-breathing 3D T2prep
bSFFP sequence (Fig. 1) acquired with a 3-fold
undersampled variable-density Cartesian trajectory 3 and
2D image navigators (iNAVs)4, reconstructed with nonrigid motion correction5 inline (FOV: 400x300x128-154
mm3, spatial resolution 1.6×1.6×1.6 mm, flip angle = 90°,
T2-prep duration = 40ms, TE/TR = 1.72/3.44 ms, coronal
orientation) was evaluated against the clinical 3D T2prep
Fig. 1: Acquisition (A) and non-rigid motion corrected reconstruction
bSSFP with dNAV gating sequence (FOV 400x300x155(B) framework for the aortic iNAV T2 prep bSSFP.
3
165mm , spatial resolution 1.6×1.6×1.6 mm, T2-prep
duration = 40 ms, GRAPPA parallel imaging 2x undersampled, flip angle = 90 , agi a ie a i ) for the visualization
of the thoracic aorta. Fifteen patients were scanned with 1.5T MRI scanner (MAGNETOM Aera, Siemens Healthcare,
Erlangen, Germany). Two experts blinded to the technique used, recorded their diagnostic confidence (from 1: poor
diagnostic confidence to 4: full
diagnostic confidence). Co-axial
aortic
dimensions
in
three
landmarks were measured by one
reader with both sequences and
twice with the proposed apporach
and intra-observer variability was
assessed.
Results: Good quality depiction of
all thoracic aortic segments (Fig. 2)
in short scan time was achieved
with the iNAV-based approach
[3.1 1.1min (iNAV) versus 11.5 Fig. 2: Images of the thoracic aorta for six representative patients. Proposed (iNAV) and
min 3.4 (dNAV), P<0.0001]. The conventional (dNAV) non-CE MRA are showed in the first and second row respectively.
reconstruction time for the proposed sequence was 3 0.3 min inline on the scanner. Diagnostic confidence was high
and similar to the proposed and the clinical sequence for both reviewers (Reviewer 1: 3.80±0.41 vs 3.86±0.35,P=1;
Reviewer 2: 3.86±0.35 vs 3.93±0.26,P=0.6). Bland Altman analysis showed very good agreement in the co-axial aortic
measurements of the aortic root, sinotubular junction and mid-ascending aorta between the two datasets, with a small
mean difference of <0.03 cm across these landmarks (Fig.3). Intraclass Correlation Coefficient showed excellent intraobserver reproducibility at the corresponding anatomic segments [aortic root (0.9; 95% CI: 0.82, 0.95), sinotubular
junction (0.89; 95% CI: 0.79, 0.93), mid-ascending aorta (0.9; 95% CI: 0.81, 0.95)].
Discussion:
Thoracic aortic iNAV-based MRA with fast acquisition (3 min) and inline reconstruction (3 min) provided
A

Fig. 3: Bland-Altman plots for co-axial diameter measurements of the aortic root (A), sinotubular junction (B) and mid ascending
aorta (C) between the dNAV and the iNAV T2prep-bSSFP sequence for one reviewer.

high-quality visualisation of the thoracic aorta in a cohort of patients with thoracic aortic disease. High diagnostic
confidence and reproducible aortic measurements are promising for imminent clinical integration.
References: 1. Sailer AM et al. Journal of Endovascular Therapy. 2015;22(6):905-911. 2. Cruz G et al. Magn Reson
Med. 2017;77(5):1894. 3.Prieto C. et al. J Magn Reson Imaging 41:738 746. 4. Henningsson M et al. Magn Reson
Med. 2012;67:437- 445. 5. Bustin A. et al, J Cardiovasc Magn Reson. 2020;22(1).
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P rpose: Segmenting the whole heart over the cardiac cycle is a challenging and time-consuming process, as there is
considerable motion and limited contrast between blood and tissue. The aim of this study was to develop and evaluate a
deep learning based segmentation method to automatically segment the cardiac chambers and great thoracic vessels
from 4D Flow MRI over the cardiac cycle. The resulting segmentations should be suitable for visualization and analysis
of hemodynamic parameters of 4D Flow MRI in large cohort research studies and clinical workflow.
Methods: A deep learning model based on the 3D U-net architecture [1] was trained and evaluated on a set of 205 4D
Flow MRI acquisitions [2], including 40 healthy volunteers and 165 patients with a variety of medical diseases. These
datasets were segmented using a previously reported atlas-based approach [3], followed by manual correction were
appropriate. To train the neural network, the group was randomly divided into 144 of 205 for training, 20 of 205 for
validation, and 41 of 205 for testing. Each MR acquisition was reconstructed to cover the entire cardiac cycle in 40
timeframes; accordingly, the CNN was trained using each timeframe as an independent segmentation. This resulted in
5760 3D volumes for training, 800 3D volumes for validation, and 1640 3D volumes for testing.
Res lts: Mean Dice score for all 4 cardiac chambers, aorta and pulmonary artery was 0.908 0.023 (mean SD), with
the highest scores in the aorta, left ventricle, and left atrium, and slightly lower scores in the right ventricle and right
atrium. This was confirmed by Hausdorff distance and average surface distance (Fig. 1). The median result in the test
set according to Dice scores is shown in Fig. 2.
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Disc ssion: The proposed method reduces the time required to generate a full four-dimensional segmentation when
compared to the previously published atlas-based technique from 25 minutes to approximately 6 seconds per acquisition,
which represents a significant runtime improvement. The segmentations include all the regions of interest within the
acquisition and can be used to perform a comprehensive assessment of the blood-flow hemodynamics. Addition of this
technique to the 4D Flow MRI assessment pipeline would expedite and significantly improve the utility of this type of
acquisition in the clinical setting.
References: [1] O. Cicek et al. 3D U-Net: Learning Dense Volumetric Segmentation from Sparse Annotation. MICCAI, 2016. [2] M. Markl et al.
Comprehensive 4D velocity mapping of the heart and great vessels by cardiovascular magnetic resonance. J
al f Ca di a c la Mag . Re .
13(1):7, 2011. [3] M. Bustamante et al. Automated multi-atlas segmentation of cardiac 4D flow MRI. Medical Image A al i , 49:128-140, 2018.
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Purpose: The hippocampus is a complex grey matter structure that plays an important role in spatial and episodic memory.
It can be affected by a wide range of pathologies including vascular abnormalities. We recently introduced the concept of
MICRO (Microvascular In-vivo Contrast Revealed Origins) protocol to image cerebral vessels 100 m i diameter [1].
MICRO uses Ferumoxytol, an ultra-small superparamagnetic iron oxides (USPIO) agent, to induce susceptibility in the
arteries and veins. In this work, we use MICRO imaging to map the hippocampal microvasculature, evaluate the change in
fractional vascular density (FVD) in each of its subfields and estimate the subfield volume as a function of age.
Methods: A total of 35 healthy volunteers (aged 35.2±14.6 years, from 18 to 81 years old, women=20) were scanned on a
3T Siemens VERIO scanner with a high-resolution SWI sequence at four time points during a gradual increase in
Ferumoxytol dose. The imaging parameters were: TE1/TE2/TR=7.5/15/27ms, bandwidth=180Hz/pixel; with a voxel size =
0.22×0.44×1mm3 (interpolated to 0.22×0.22×1mm3). Dynamically acquired SWI data were co-registered and adaptively
combined to reduce the blooming artifacts from large vessels, preserving the small-vessel contrast [1]. Frangi vesselness
filter was used on the resultant SWI data to segment the microvasculature and the FVD of the subfields was measured [2].
Results: The presence of Ferumoxytol helped to enhance the hippocampal microvasculature, something that has
previously only been demonstrated in cadaver brain studies (Figure 1). The hippocampal fissure, along with the fimbria,
granular cell layer of the dentate gyrus and cornu ammonis layers (except for CA1), showed higher microvascular FVD than
other parts of the hippocampus. On the other hand, the FVD of major arteries and major veins was higher in the hippocampal
fissure and CA2/3 composite regions, suggesting a stronger probability that these regions serve as the entry/exit area for
the penetrating arteries and draining veins. There was also a reduction in FVD, especially for the parasubiculum,
presubiculum, subiculum, CA1 and CA2/3 subfields as a function of age. The CA1 region exhibited a significant correlation
i h age (R = 0.37, p < 0.05), as shown in Figure 1. In addition, the total hippocampal FVD showed a negative correlation
with age, demonstrating an overall loss of hippocampal vascularity in the normal aging process. However, the volume
changes showed a weakly negative or lack of correlation as a function of age.
Discussion: By administering Ferumoxytol, the small vessels in the brain can be enhanced. The hippocampus exhibited a
reduction in FVD as a function of age, suggesting that the hippocampus becomes more vulnerable to further reductions in
flow due to normal aging, especially in the CA1 territory. This vascular density reduction was more prominent than the
volume reduction of the subfield, which could indicate that vascular atrophy is a precursor to the tissue volume reduction
due to the reduction of oxygen supply and, hence, the reduction of tissue metabolism.
References: [1] Buch, S. et al. NeuroImage 220, 117106 (2020). [2] Frangi A et al. in Medical Image Computing and
Computer Assisted Intervention vol. 1496 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science 130 137 (1998).

Figure 1. Revealing the microvasculature of the hippocampus using USPIO. Pre- and post-contrast SWI data, for two
healthy subjects (each in one row), are displayed with the overlays of major arteries (red), major veins (blue) and intrahippocampal microvasculature (green). Although the pre-contrast SWI was able to highlight the presence of major veins
due to the presence of deoxyhemoglobin, the vascular contrast from both arteries and veins was improved significantly on
the post-contrast SWI data. The plots represent the age-dependent changes in the FVD for the CA1 subfield and for the
entire hippocampus (TotalHC). Pearson correlation coefficients (R) are indicated in the top-right corner of the plots.
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Purpose: The medial temporal lobe (MTL), including the hippocampus, is a key area implicated in many brain
diseases such as Al hei e di ea e (AD), schizophrenia, and epilepsy.1 To date, we still lack non-invasive
techniques to measure its oxygen extraction fraction (OEF), which is a quantitative indicator of neural function.
In this work, we aimed to develop a novel technique to measure OEF in the basal veins of Rosenthal (BVs),
which are major draining veins of the MTL.
Methods: Pulse sequence: The proposed sequence is based on accelerated-T2-relaxation-under-phasecontrast (aTRUPC) MRI.2 aTRUPC uses phase-contrast complex subtraction to isolate pure blood signals in the
vessels. Venous T2 is quantified by using T2-preparation (T2-prep) with varying effective TEs (eTEs) and then
converted to venous oxygenation (Yv).2 To suppress the posterior cerebral arteries (PCAs) adjacent to BVs, we
added arterial suppression modules to aTRUPC. Fig. 1 shows the sequence diagram.
Fig 1. Sequence
diagram, consisting of
arterial suppression
(black boxes), T2-prep
(red box), phasecontrast acquisition
(green boxes) and postsaturation (blue box).
TOF MRV shows the
position of imaging slice

MRI experiments: 12 healthy subjects (7M5F, age 38±12) were scanned. To visualize the BVs, a TOF MRV was
first performed. Maximum-intensity-projection images were obtained, and the aTRUPC slice was placed to align
with the trajectory of BV along the anterior to posterior direction (Fig 1). aTRUPC used: single slice, voxel-size
= 0.8×0.8×10mm3; 3 eTEs: 0, 40 and 80ms; 4 averages; scan time = 4.8min. Arterial suppression used 20 pulses
before T2-prep and a gap of 10mm between the arterial suppression slab (40mm thick) and the imaging slice
(Fig 1). On each subject, Yv was quantified in 4 regions of interest (ROIs): ROI1&2 on BVs, ROI3 on great vein
(GV) and ROI4 on superior sagittal sinus (SSS) (Fig 2). OEF was calculated as: OEF = (Ya-Yv)/Ya×100%, where
arterial oxygenation Ya is assumed to be 98%. To evaluate the sensitivity of our technique to OEF changes, we
conducted a caffeine challenge on two of the subjects (1M1F, age 28±2). Each subject first underwent one
baseline aTRUPC scan, then took one 200mg caffeine tablet and underwent another 8 aTRUPC scans.
Fig 2. aTRUPC images of a
representative subject.
Zoom-in views of 3 eTEs are
shown. Red contours
represent the ROIs for OEF
quantification. The scatter
plot displays venous signal
intensities as a function of
eTEs for ROI1.

Results and Discussion: Fig 2 shows aTRUPC
data of a representative subject. Left and right BVs
are indicated by blue arrows. Across the subjects,
the OEF were 25.3±4.8, 26.3±3.1, and 35.6±4.1%
for BV, GV and SSS, respectively. As shown in Fig
3, OEF in BV and GV had no significant difference
(P=0.25), but both were lower than OEF in SSS
(P<0.0001). Fig 4 plots OEF changes in caffeine
challenge, averaged across the 2 subjects. After
caffeine ingestion, OEF increased in all veins,
which agreed with literature3 and demonstrated
the sensitivity of our technique to OEF changes.
Conclusion: We developed a novel technique to
measure OEF in MTL, which facilitates future
studies of brain diseases such as AD.

Fig 3. OEF in BV, GV and
SSS across subjects.

Fig 4. OEF at baseline (Time=0)
and after caffeine ingestion.

References: [1] Jack et al. Neurology 1997;49:786-794;
[2] Jiang et al. MRM 2019;82:1129-1139; [3] Xu et al.
NeuroImage 2015;110:39-47.
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Purpose
Delayed stenosis is a known complication following flow diversion for cerebral aneurysms. While typically well
tolerated, accurate detection is important to ensure correct management. Vessel wall MRI (vwMRI) studies
using black blood (BB) sequences can improve evaluation of intracranial vascular pathologies, including
aneurysms. vwMRI studies obtained after FD treatment of unruptured intracranial aneurysms were assessed
for ability to predict stenosis on subsequent digital subtraction angiography (DSA).
Methods
According to an IRB-approved protocol, a prospectively maintained database of patients was queried to
identify patients undergoing FD placement for unruptured aneurysms without adjunctive coiling. According to
clinical protocols, patients treated with a FD undergo vwMRI at three months and DSA at six months.
Individuals with confirmed narrowing on six-month DSA were identified, and control cases were then selected,
matching for age, biological sex, vessel segment, and aneurysm type. The three-month follow up vwMRI
studies were then evaluated by two radiologists with certificate of added qualification in neuroradiology blinded
to DSA findings during assessment of vwMRI. Luminal measurements and apparent stenosis were measured
on 3D time of flight (3DTOF) and post-contrast MRA, as well as pre- and post-contrast black blood (BB)
images. Stenosis was calculated using the WASID criteria. Flow limitation on MRA, visualization of soft tissue
in the lumen on BB, or intimal enhancement within the stent were also noted. Fisher’s exact tests were
performed to assess similarities of the two study groups and identify vwMRI features associated with stenosis
on subsequent DSA. A multivariable exact logistic regression model was then constructed including variables
with p£0.200.
Results
Data were analyzed from 15 patients, with no difference between groups for age (p=0.267), biological sex
(p=0.706), aneurysm location (p=0.706) or morphology (p=0.706), or imaging timing (p=0.524). Stenosis on BB
was associated with stenosis on subsequent DSA (p=0.035), while there was no such association found for
3DTOF (p=0.264) or postcontrast (p=0.210) MRA. Downstream flow limitation on 3DTOF (p=0.004) and
postcontrast (p-0.001) MRA, as well as visualization of enhancing intima within the FD (p=0.001), were
associated with stenosis on subsequent DSA. Suspected soft tissue visualized in the lumen on BB was not
associated with stenosis on subsequent DSA (p=0.231). Multivariable analysis found retained significance for
stenosis and intimal enhancement on BB (p=0.001).
Conclusions
Stenosis and intimal enhancement within the FD on BB vwMRI sequences are associated with presence of
stenosis in the FD on subsequent DSA. Apparent stenosis on 3DTOF or post-contrast MRA correlates poorly
with DSA findings. Flow limitation from suspected stenosis on these sequences is associated with stenosis on
DSA, although these are less predictive than the BB findings.
References
1. Mossa-Basha M, Alexander M, Gaddikeri S, Yuan C, Gandhi D. Vessel wall imaging for intracranial
vascular disease evaluation. J Neurointerv Surg. 2016 Nov;8(11):1154–9.
2. Mühl-Benninghaus R, Haußmann A, Simgen A, Tomori T, Reith W, Yilmaz U. Transient in-stent stenosis: a
common finding after flow diverter implantation. J Neurointerv Surg. 2019 Feb;11(2):196–9.
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Introduction: Rupture of an atherosclerotic plaque is the main trigger of myocardial infarction, the leading cause of
mortality worldwide. Coronary vulnerable plaque identified on cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) is significantly
associated with future coronary events, independent of coronary lumen stenosis1. However, CMR plaque imaging is
clinically limited by low spatial resolution, misregistration artefacts, respiratory motion related image quality degradation
and unpredictable acquisition times. We have recently developed a novel 3D free-breathing non-contrast CMR
sequence (BOOST) that allows for simultaneous high-resolution visualisation of the coronary arteries and vulnerable
plaque on co-registered bright and black blood images2,3. Here, we investigate the feasibility of this technique in patients
with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and validate it against the gold standard imaging modalities of invasive X-ray
coronary angiography and optical coherence tomography (OCT)/intravascular ultrasound (IVUS).
Methods: The proposed 3D sequence interleaves the acquisition of a T2prep-IR prepared bright-blood dataset with a
T1 weighted (T1w) dataset without magnetization preparation3. The bright-blood T2prep-IR dataset enables
visualisation of the coronary lumen. Subtraction of the T2prep-IR dataset from the T1w dataset results in a coregistered
black-blood dataset that enables visualisation of the coronary vessel wall, thrombus and intraplaque haemorrhage. 2D
image-based navigation and respiratory binning enables 2D translational motion correction and 3D non-rigid motion
estimation. The final image is obtained using a 3D non-rigid motion compensated iterative sense reconstruction for each
contrast before subtraction. Reconstruction is implemented inline on the scanner. The proposed approach enables
100% scan efficiency and predictable scan times. The acquired spatial resolution is 1.2x1.2x1.2 mm3 with 3-fold
undersampling and an acquisition time of <15 minutes. The proposed sequence was compared against invasive X-ray
angiography and intravascular imaging (OCT or IVUS) in a cohort of 10 patients who presented to our unit with ACS.
For visualisation purposes only, a second black-blood image was obtained with phase-sensitive inversion recovery
(PSIR)-like reconstruction of the T2prep-IR and T1w datasets which was used for image fusion with the vessel wall
(subtraction-based black-blood as described above) dataset.
Results and Conclusion: Figure 1 demonstrates the images of a 54-year-old male patient with type 2 diabetes mellitus,
hypertension and 35-year smoking history. He presented to our Heart Assessment Centre with 48 hours of worsening
chest pain. Peak high-sensitivity troponin was elevated at 2218ng/L. His electrocardiogram was normal. Images A-E
show a critical stenosis in the proximal right coronary artery (RCA) with corresponding acute intracoronary thrombus.
Images F-J show diffuse severe stenosis in the proximal to mid left anterior descending artery (LAD). In summary, the
proposed BOOST framework has the potential to simultaneously visualise coronary artery stenosis as well as coronary
thrombus/plaque in patients with ACS.
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Figure 1: A- Bright blood coronary MR angiography showing a critical proximal RCA stenosis (red arrow). B- Acute intracoronary thrombus
of the proximal RCA on black blood vessel wall images (yellow arrow). C- Fusion of the black blood vessel wall images with the black blood
PSIR dataset for anatomical correlation (blue arrow). D- Critical proximal RCA stenosis on X-ray angiography (white arrow). E- Acute
intracoronary thrombus on intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) (orange arrows). F- Bright blood coronary MR angiography showing severe
proximal to mid LAD stenosis (red arrow). G- Diffuse atherosclerosis on black blood vessel wall images (yellow arrow). H- Fusion of the
black blood vessel wall images with the PSIR dataset for anatomical correlation (blue arrow). I- Diffuse severe proximal to mid LAD stenosis
on X-ray angiography (white arrow). J- Diffuse high signal fibrotic atherosclerosis on optical coherence tomography (OCT) (orange arrows).

References: 1. Noguchi et al, JACC 2014; 2. Ginami et al, MRM 2018. 3. Milotta et a. MRM 2019.
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Purpose: 4D flow MRI provides spatiotemporally-resolved information on blood flow dynamics enabling comprehensive
hemodynamic evaluation. Currently, the clinical use of 4D flow
MRI is hindered by long scan times. Recently, multiple studies
demonstrated the feasibility of a Compressed Sensing (CS)accelerated 4D flow MRI of the thoracic aorta in under 2 min
[1,2]. However, various hemodynamic measurements were
underestimated by CS-accelerated 4D flow MRI when compared
to conventional, GRAPPA accelerated 4D flow [1,2]. Deep
learning based MRI reconstruction has shown to be highly
effective in reconstructing highly accelerated MRI data, including
real-time 2D phase contrast MRI and 4D flow MRI [3,4]. We seek
to expand on these advancements by developing a 3D Dense
Figure 1: Outline of CNN input and output
U-Net for reconstruction of highly accelerated 4D flow MRI to
improve hemodynamic quantifications compared to CS reconstruction.
Methods: For this study, 18 subjects with aortic disease were included (10 for training and 8 for testing; 58 ± 15 y old; 14
M). Each subject underwent four 4D flow MRI scans: (1) GRAPPA, R=2, (2) CS, R=5.7, (3) CS, R=7.7, (4) CS, R=10.2. All
scans were acquired using a 1.5T scanner (Aera, Siemens) with identical field-of-view (2.4-4.2 mm3). These subjects were
included in a prior study [2]. The CNN used was a hybrid 3D DenseNet/U-Net as previously described [5]. Figure 1 provides
an outline for the CNN-based reconstruction. The input to the CNN were zero-padded reconstructed CS-accelerated R=10.2
datasets, while the ground-truth was the GRAPPA-accelerated 4D flow MRI (R=2). Only image-space of the data was used
in the CNN. The real and imaginary elements separated and concatenated together for an input size (2,X,Y,slices,coils) and
recombined (as real + j*imaginary) in the output. Each time frame is fed separately to the CNN. The coils were combined
after going through the CNN using root-sum-squares. For the magnitude images, the reference scan was used as an input
to the CNN, while for the phase
images, the phase difference
data, between the velocityencoded and reference scan,
were used. The loss function
consisted of a structural
similarity index (SSIM) loss
function + mean squared error.
Peak velocity, net flow, and
peak flow were obtained for the
Figure 2: Bland-Altman plots for peak velocity, net flow, and peak flow between
ascending aorta (AAo), aortic
GRAPPA (R=2) and CNN, red=AAo, green=arch, blue=DAo
arch, and descending aorta
(DAo) and compared using Bland-Altman analysis, with the bias and limits of agreement (LOA), as the percent different
from the mean, reported. For the magnitude images, SSIM values were calculated with σSSIM = 1.5.
Results: The reconstruction time for the CNNs was 212 ± 8 seconds, compared to ~240-360 seconds for CS reconstruction.
The median SSIM index for the magnitude images was 0.87 [0.85 – 0.90]. Figure 2 highlights the Bland-Altman comparisons
between the CNN reconstructed CS, R=10.2 data and GRAPPA, R=2 data across all regions. The Bland-Altman
comparisons between the GRAPPA, R=2 and CNN-based, CS R=10.2 showed moderate to excellent agreement for peak
velocity (AAo: bias=0.3m/s, LOA= 9.02% mean difference; arch: bias=0.02 m/s, LOA=10.7% mean difference; DAo:
bias=0.2m/s, LOA=10.2% mean difference), net flow (AAo: bias=3.4mL, LOA=7.4% mean difference; arch: bias=-.25mL,
LOA=13.4% mean difference; DAo: bias=-0.63mL, LOA=15.1% mean difference), and peak flow (AAo: bias=28mL/s,
LOA=7.1% mean difference; arch: bias=3.8mL/s, LOA=12.4% mean difference; DAo: bias=7.5 mL/s, LOA=9.9% mean
difference). The CNN showed better agreement with GRAPPA, R=2 data than the CS, R=5.7 data (across all regions, peak
velocity: bias=-0.13-0.06 m/s, LOA=16-29% mean difference; net flow: bias=0.69-3.4mL, LOA=16%-23% mean difference;
peak flow: bias=-15-19 mL/s, LOA: 14-23% mean difference); CS, R=7.7 data (across all regions, peak velocity: bias= 0.18- -0.01 m/s, LOA=10-28% mean difference; net flow: bias=0.07-4.2mL, LOA=28%-34% mean difference; peak flow:
bias=-21-0.18mL/s, LOA=14-18% mean difference); and CS, R=10.2 data (across all regions, peak velocity: bias=-0.2-0.04
m/s, LOA=14-44% mean difference; net flow: bias=-3.3-4.8mL, LOA=18%-24% mean difference; peak flow: bias=-4.4- 22mL/s, LOA=16-24% mean difference).
Discussion: The CNN-based reconstruction of CS, R=10.2 4D flow MRI showed excellent agreement with conventional
GRAPPA, R=2 4D flow MRI. Future direction of this study is to explore CNN reconstruction on higher acceleration factors.
References: [1] MA, L. et al. MRM. 2019. [2] Pathrose, A. et al. MRM. 2020. [3] Valizadeh, HH. et al. MRM 2021. [4]
Vishnevskiy V. et al. Nature Machine Intell. 2020. [5] Berhane, H. et al. MRM. 2020
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Purpose: Previous studies have demonstrated the potential of 4D flow MRI for the detailed assessment of cardiovascular
flow dynamics in complex congenital heart disease, such as single ventricle physiology.1 However, 4D flow MRI is limited
by its long, unpredictable scan times, need for external signals for cardiac and respiratory gating, and single respiration
state acquisition. This narrows its utility especially in pediatric patients with complex congenital heart disease. To address
these limitations, we have developed a 5D flow2 sequence: a free-breathing, radially sampled 3D velocity encoded
acquisition with compressed-sensing reconstruction and retrospective cardiac and respiratory self-gating. We acquired 5D
flow MRI in two pediatric cases with extracardiac total cavopulmonary connection (Fontan connection). Given the lowpressure environment of the connection, we expected respiratory driven flow to be prevalent
and 4D flow’s single respiratory state acquisition to be insufficient. The goal of this case study
was to demonstrate the feasibility of 5D flow MRI to capture comparable measurements to 4D
flow MRI and elucidate important respiratory driven flow changes in the Fontan circulation.
Methods: 5D flow was acquired in under 9 minutes in 2 patients with extracardiac Fontan
connection (13yr male with ferumoxytol contrast and 12yr female with gadolinium contrast). A
superior-inferior readout was used for cardiac and respiratory gating. The number of
respiratory bins was manually set to 4 where the first respiratory state (RS1) represents end
expiration and the last (RS4) represents end inspiration. 4D flow MRI with navigator gating at
the end-expiration phase was also collected and used as the clinical reference standard. 4D
flow was directly compared with RS1 due to their similar respiratory state. The Fontan
connection was manually segmented for each respiratory state and for the 4D flow data sets.
2D analysis planes placed (fig 1) near the Fontan connection for each of the following: inferior
and superior caval veins (IVC and SVC) and right and left pulmonary arteries (RPA and LPA). Net flow, flow conservation,
and flow distribution to the LPA and RPA were measured for all 4 acquired 5D flow MRI respiratory states.
Results: In case 1, there was excellent agreement between 4D flow and 5D flow measurements (table 1) in the
pulmonary arteries (<5% difference) and comparable net flow in the caval veins (22% difference in IVC and 38%
difference in SVC). Flow conservation was within 10% of total inward flow for all respiratory states. There was a 11%
increase in LPA flow and compensatory 10% decrease in RPA flow in end-inspiration compared to end-expiration which is
most comparable to the 4D flow respiratory acquisition. Case 2 had significant aortopulmonary collaterals that caused
blood to flow from the LPA to the RPA. Yet, with the exception of end inspiration, flow was well conserved (within 0.5%
total inward flow) and net flow was comparable to 4D flow quantifications (table 2). The LPA, RPA and SVC had net flow
within 6.5% of 4D flow measurements and the IVC had a -27% difference. Substantial changes were seen in particular in
the caval veins in case 2. In the IVC, reverse flow nearly compensated for all forward flow in end inspiration.
Discussion: These two cases demonstrate that 5D flow measurements in pediatric patients are comparable to 4D flow
measurements. The deviation in the IVC in both cases may be due to respiratory state definition differences or due to
acquisition and reconstruction method differences between 5D and 4D flow. Additionally, there was excellent conservation
of flow across all respiratory states. While the flow conservation appears to deviate in RS4 of case 2, this is likely due to
increased veinous collateral flow beyond the Fontan connection. In spite of the cases having dramatically different flow
patterns, changes in flow due to respiratory state were seen in both. In case 1, respiration drove the distribution of flow to
the LPA and RPA toward an even 50/50 in end inspiration. In case 2, flow changed more substantially with respiration. In
particular, 4D flow and RS1 5D flow found >10mL/cycle exiting the IVC into the Fontan connection while RS4 5D flow
found less than 1mL/cycle net flow. This suggests respiration played a significant role in hemodynamics in this patient. We
demonstrate rapidly accelerated 5D flow MRI captured respiration driven flow changes in pediatric Fontan patients and
that respiratory resolved flow may be more important in some cases, such as case 2, than others.

References: 1. Jarvis et al. (2016). Pediatric radiology. 2. Ma et al. (2020). Radiology: Cardiothoracic Imaging.
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P rpo e：A techniq e named SIMPLE

as proposed to achie e sim ltaneo s T1 and T2 mapping of carotid plaq e[1]

ith large co erage and 3D isotropic resol tion in one scan. This st d aimed to generate a set of co-registered 3D
high-resol tion T1 , T2 , and PD

images, and MR angiogram (MRA) based on SIMPLE. The performance of the

generated images for carotid plaq e assessment as compared ith the con entional m lti-contrast seq ences.
Me hod ：Fo r different image contrasts ere reconstr cted
sing lo -rank modeling and sparsit constraints (LRS) [2]
reconstr ction method ith a time indo

idth (TW) of 25.

Real- al e representation of images

as adopted to

enhance the contrast bet een blood and other tiss es.
MRA: Similar to SNAP[3], an optimal in ersion time (TI) of
390 ms, at hich the l minal signal
the contrast bet een essel

as negati e

Fig 1. Vie sharing reconstr ction of m lti-contrast images

hile the backgro nd tiss es

all and blood. MRA

as generated b

ere positi e,

sing spokes

absol te al es of the negati e signals. T1 : With T2-prep of 0, T1 images

as applied to ma imi e

ith T2-prep of 25 ms and taking

ere generated at a chosen TI = 640 ms

aro nd the ero-crossing point of blood signal. T2 : N merical sim lation sho ed that short TI leads to fe er T1
rela ation effects, so this st d adopted the minim m a ailable TI of 140 ms. Spokes
centered at the minim m TI and acq ired

ith T2-prep of 50 ms

ere sed for T2

ithin the temporal

indo

images reconstr ction. PD :

Ass ming that the chosen TI is long eno gh for near-complete T1 rela ation, spokes at the end of the shots itho t T2prep p lses

ere sed to obtain PD

reconstr ction. Then the blood signal

of the black-blood T1W image from the PD
Re

l ：M lti-contrast images

as s ppressed b s btracting the phase

image.

ere s ccessf ll

generated from SIMPLE on all 5 s bjects. Fig re 2
demonstrated a carotid plaq e
both SIMPLE-T1

ith IPH, in

hich

and T1 -TSE images sho ed

h perintensit . Ma im m intensit projection (MIP) of
SIMPLE-MRA demonstrated clear depictions of
bilateral carotid arteries. For LRNC, the SIMPLE
dataset sho ed iso-intensit T1W and h pointensit
T2W and agreed

ith con entional m lti-contrast

images (Fig re 2). A calcified plaq e (Fig re 2)
presented h pointensit

on all contrasts e cept

SIMPLE-T2 , hich might d e to the negati e blood
signal on the real SIMPLE-T2 image. SIMPLE-T1
images pro ided a clearer is ali ation of CA than
T1 -TSE.
Di c

ion ： A set of nat rall

registered m lti-

contrast images, incl ding MRA, T1 , T2 , and PD
images,

ere generated based on a single SIMPLE

seq ence, and the acq isition time
con entional protocol (8 min

as less than

s 16 min). The

Fig 2. M lti-contrast reconstr ction for carotid plaq e assessment

preliminar e periment sho ed a good agreement bet een the SIMPLE-generated images
for both l men and essel

ith the con entional ones

all delineation and plaq e components identification.

Reference
[1] Qi, H., et al. MRM, 2018. 80(6): p2598-2608. [2] Qi, H., et al. ISMRM, 2018. 248. [3] Wang, J., et al. MRM, 2013. 69(2): p337-345.
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Objectives
An endovascular-first strateg has been widel adopted for the treatment of peripheral arter disease (PAD) but is
associated with high failure rates. Not all lesions are amenable to endovascular treatment, and it is currently not possible
to predict this in advance with current imaging methods. While traditional MRI is not able to visualize calcium, Ultrashort
echo time (UTE) sequences can not only image calcium but are also capable of characterizing the morphology,
composition, and mechanical properties of plaques ex-vivo1. Our goal is to demonstrate the feasibility of using clinical 3
Tesla MRI scanners for histologic level PAD plaque characterization in-vivo, to aid endovascular patient selection and
treatment planning.
Methods
Eleven patients with popliteal artery chronic total occlusions (CTOs) were scanned with a clinical contrast-enhanced CT
angiogram (CTA). Patients were also imaged with MR-histology (MRH) using a 3T MRI scanner with non-contrast, flow
independent sequences (Steady State Free Precession (SSFP) and Ultrashort Echo Time (UTE)) at high resolution (0.5
mm x 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm) for histologic level plaque characterization. Patients were imaged with an 18-channel knee coil
and UTE images were acquired at an echo time (TE) of 70 microseconds. UTE and SSFP sequences have unique
imaging signatures for various plaque components that were validated with ex-vivo histology and microCT.1 Images were
reviewed by a vascular surgeon and plaque components were identified on MR-histology images and CTA.
Results
MR-histology identified six distinct plaque components in-vivo: concentric calcium (6/9 patients Fig 1), eccentric calcium
(8/9), speckled calcium within dense collagen matrix (3/9), fibrotic dense collagen with minimal calcium (3/9 - Fig 2),
thrombus (1/9 Fig 1), and soft lesion components (4/9). CTA could not differentiate thrombus from dense collagen (Fig 1
and 2) and could not differentiate solid calcium nodules from speckled calcium in collagen matrix due to beam hardening
artifacts.
Conclusions
MR-histology can be used to characterize peripheral artery plaque composition and morphology in-vivo. This imaging
technique can guide endovascular patient selection and tailored wire and device selection according to plaque
composition in the future.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Reference
[1] Roy T, Liu G, Shaikh N, Dueck AD, Wright GA. Puncturing Plaques. J Endovasc Ther. 2017 Feb;24(1):35-46.doi:
10.1177/1526602816671135. Epub 2016 Sep 25.
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Purpose: Carotid atherosclerosis is a leading cause of ischemic stroke and is characterized by
inflammation, wall thickening, plaque build-up, stenosis, and thrombus formation. However, atherosclerosis
is not the only cause of strokes as carotid webs (CaW) account for up to one-third of cryptogenic strokes in
younger patients without vascular risk factors.1 CaWs are intraluminal shelf-like projections in the ICA bulb,
which cause local lumen narrowing of 20-50%, and can cause significant hemodynamic disturbance
resulting in flow separation, recirculation, stagnation, and ultimately thrombus formation.2,3 Understanding
the hemodynamic alterations caused by CaWs is essential for determining the associated stroke risk. The
purpose of this work is to compare time average wall shear stress (TAWSS) in a healthy subject, a subject
with mild atherosclerosis, and a subject with CaW using MRI and computational fluid mechanics (CFD). We
hypothesized that CaWs will have a larger region of low time-averaged wall shear stress (TAWSS) than a
healthy carotid or atherosclerotic carotid with a similar degree of luminal narrowing, indicating a larger
recirculation/stagnation zone in the CaW.
Methods: Eight patients with 11 CaWs (6 female, age
50.9±10.4) with history of stroke or TIA were imaged on
a 3T system (MAGNETOM Prismafit, Siemens
Healthcare) as part of an IRB-approved study. Images
from healthy volunteers and patients with mild
atherosclerosis were acquired from another ongoing
Figure 1. Velocity waveform and profile from PC-MR data and
study. Multi-Slab, transverse, 3D time of flight (TOF) Patient-specific geometry from TOF images were an input for
Images were acquired to cover the bifurcation Fluent CFD Simulation.
(pixel=0.5x0.5x0.5mm3, TR=23ms, TE=3.1ms). 2D, ECG-gated, cine phase contrast (PCMR) images were
acquired 10mm below and 10mm above the bifurcation (pixel size=1x1x5mm3, VENC=80cm/sec, TR=43.6,
TE=7). CFD simulations were conducted in three cases based on TOF and PCMR images; one healthy
subject, and one subject with mild atherosclerosis (24.5% stenosis) one subject with CaW (23.4% luminal
narrowing)1. Mimics (Materialise, 2019) was used to segment the TOF images and create the smoothed
3D geometry. Fluent (ANSYS, 2021 R1) was used to mesh the geometry and conduct transient flow
simulations based on 2D PCMR at the inlet and constant pressure at the outlet with the assumption of rigid
wall and the no-slip condition. Outlet PCMR data was used for validation of our CFD method (Figure
1). TAWSS over the cardiac cycle was determined for each case. The vessel wall area where TAWSS
values are two standard deviations below the mean were considered low TAWSS regions that indicated
stagnation/ recirculation.
Results and conclusion: The total area of low TAWSS was
calculated in the three cases and is presented graphically (Figure
2). In the healthy carotid bulb, low TAWSS was present in 5% of
the model surface area, while it was present in 15% of the surface
area in the atherosclerosis model, and 26% in the CaW model.
These results show that the region of low TAWSS was 57.7%
larger in the CaW than in the atherosclerotic model, indicating a
larger regions of flow disturbance caused by CaW. In conclusion,
CaW caused greater degree of flow disturbance characterized by
low TAWSS compared to an atherosclerotic lesion with similar
degree of luminal narrowing.

Figure 2. Time average Wall Shear Stress results
where A) healthy, B) CaW, C) Mild atherosclerosis.

References: 1.Haussen DC, et al. Stroke. 2017;48(11):3134-3137. 2.Compagne KCJ, et al. AJNR Am J Neuroradiol.
2019;40(4):703-708. 3.Park CC, et al. The 59th Annual Meeting of the American Society of Neuroradiology. 2021.
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Hemodynamic Difference between Borderzone Infarct and non-Borderzone
Infarct in Patients with Middle Cerebral Artery Atherosclerosis
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Purpose: Borderzone infarct (BZI) tends to result in bad clinical course and poor
diagnosis[1][2]. And the low flow hypothesis guessed that hemodynamic compromise was
the possible pathogenic mechanism of BZI and many researches had verified this in
severe stenosis[3]. However, the concrete hemodynamic difference between BZI and
other infarct patterns still remains unclear. So this study aims to investigate whether there
remains a significant hemodynamic difference between BZI and non-BZI in patients with
middle cerebral artery atherosclerosis.
Methods: Patients with unilateral infarction in the MCA territory due to MCA
atherosclerosis within two weeks of ischemic stroke onset were recruited. Patients were
divided into BZI and non-BZI groups based on DWI. 4D flow imaging was performed.
Bilaterally Flowavg of MCA-M1 segment were quantified. Flowavg between the infarct and
contralateral sides were compared using paired sample t-test to verify hemodynamic
lateralization. Demographic and clinical risk factors were compared between two groups
using chi-square test. Intra-observer reproducibility was test using Bland-Altman plot. All
statistical analysis was conducted in Medcalc software. Significant p value <0.05.
Results: The demographic and clinical risk factors were not significantly different
between two groups. Intra-observer reproducibility is shown in Figure 1. In BZI, Flowavg is
significantly lower than contralateral side as shown in Table 1.
Discussion: Border zone regions are supplied by distal end branches of nonanastomosing arteries, which are vulnerable to
hemodynamic changes. BZI is more likely to have
significant hemodynamic lateralization than non-BZI.

References
[1].

Yaghi, S., et al. Infarct Pattern, Perfusion Mismatch Thresholds, and Recurrent Cerebrovascular Events in
Symptomatic Intracranial Stenosis. J Neuroimaging. 2019；29(5): 640-644.
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Raghuram, K., et al. Relationship between stroke recurrence, infarct pattern, and vascular distribution in
patients with symptomatic intracranial stenosis. J Neurointerv Surg. 2018;10(12): 1161-1163.
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Mangla, R., Kolar, B., Almast, J. & Ekholm, S. E. Border zone infarcts: pathophysiologic and imaging
characteristics. Radiogr. 2011;31: 1201 1214.
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Purpose: We aims to investigate the change of the clinical and imaging features during the intensive
medical management and further evaluate the independent high-risk factors in predicting the
recurrent cerebrovascular ischemic events in both short and long time of following up using highresolution magnetic resonance imaging (hrMRI).
Methods: The patients with acute ischemic stroke were prospectively analyzed and imaged using 3D
joint intra- and extracranial vessel wall imaging. And all of the patients underwent hrMRI after intensive
medical management at 3 month intervals. The clinical characteristics including physical activity, the
clinical symptom and blood testing associated with intracranial atherosclerotic disease (ICAD) were
also followed. The evaluation on the recurrence of ischemic stroke was performed by telephone
interview before March 1, 2021. Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analysis were used to
calculate the hazard ratio (HR) and corresponding 95% conﬁdence interval (95%CI) of the plaque
features in discriminating between patients with and without recurrent events.
Results: Eighty patients (age, 59.64±12.03 years) were recruited in the final study. The mean time
interval of short time follow-up was 92.4±15.9 days while the time interval of the long time follow-up
were 583.4±130.8 days. After the intensive medical management, both the clinical features
associated with ICAD (NIHSS, Total cholesterol, Triglyceride, LDL cholesterol and C-reactive protein)
and the plaque activity (plaque with enhancement) had a significant decreasing (P<0.001). But the
ratio of recurrence was still high (8.75% in 3 month intervals and 10% in 12 month interval).
Univariable Cox regression was shown in Figure 1. Multivariable Cox regression indicated that plaque
like gibbous moon (HR, 7.137; 95%CI，1.531-33.277；P =0.047) was a signiﬁcant high-risk predictor
for recurrent ischemic events in short time follow-up and the presence of physical activity or not
(HR=0.104；95%CI，0.018-0.591；P =0.010) was significantly associated with recurrence during the
long time follow-up.
Discussion: It is demonstrated in our previous study that hrMRI may predict the risk of recurrent
stroke due to ICAD.1 However, the 2D&non-whole brain scan and the lack of the clinical management
on the patients’ follow-up and the outcome evaluation were the significant limitation. We improved
these limitations and our finding showed that hrMRI could provide visualization of the change on
plaque features during the intensive medical management, and may help predicting the patients with
ICAD at risk of recurrent stroke. Furthermore, the previous study2 found that physical inactivity should
be aggressively treated in patients with ICAD to prevent future vascular events, which was similar to
our findings. It indicated that physical activity was a strong predictor of stroke recurrence in long time
follow-up.
References:
1
Shi Z, et al. Progression of
Plaque Burden of Intracranial
Atherosclerotic Plaque Predicts
Recurrent Stroke/Transient
Ischemic Attack: A Pilot FollowUp Study Using HigherResolution MRI. J Magn Reson
Imaging. 2021 Feb 18.
2
Turan TN, et al. Relationship
between risk factor control and
vascular events in the
SAMMPRIS trial. Neurology.
2017 Jan 24;88(4):379-385.
Figure 1 Univariable Cox regression of recurrent stroke in short time and long
time follow-up with hazard ratio and 95% conﬁdence interval.
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Visualization of lenticulostriate arteries on intracranial VW-MRI:
relationship between MCA atherosclerotic plaque and infarction types
Li Qian, Zhongda Hospital Affiliated to Southeast University
Objective Using vessel wall magnetic resonance imaging (VW-MRI) technique to investigate
the relationship between the middle cerebral artery (MCA) plaque volume and the number
and length of the lenticulostriate artery (LSA) in patients with different types of infarction.
Methods Retrospective inclusion as performed on 58 patients with suspected cerebrovascular
diseases had received head MRI examination, and all patients were definitively diagnosed by
VW-MRI examination. Among them, 39 patients with unilateral acute cerebral infarction in
basal ganglia region [28 males and 11 females, range 45-75 years old, average
60.92±12.21years], and 19 patients without unilateral MCA plaque and acute cerebral
infarction were used as control group [8 males and 11 females, range 42-81 years old,
average 63.84±12.05 years]. Clinical data of the 3 groups were collected by 2 radiologists and
the length and number of the lenticulostriate arteries were measured. The plaque volume of
MCA M1-2 segments in the LSI group and the SLI group were measured with plaque software.
Comparison between 2 groups was conducted with Student's test, and comparison the 3
groups was conducted with One-way ANOVA or chi-square est. Multivariate logistic
regression analysis was used to analyze the influencing factors of different types of infarction.
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to check the repeatability of measurements
between two radiologists. Results There were no statistical difference in the clinical data
among the 3 groups(all P>0.05).The average branch length and number of LSA in LSI, LSI,
and

control

group

2.00±0.77,2.78±0.94,

were
and

13.48±2.99
3.11±1.15,

mm,15.8±2.71

respectively,

the

mm,and16.4±2.69

mm,

differences

statistically

were

and

significant(all P<0.05).The branch length and number were smallest in the LSI
group(P<0.05),and they

did not significantly differ between the SLI and control

group(P>0.05).The plaque volume was higher in the LSI group than that in the SLI group
(87.5±17.7) mm3、(75.5±9.4) mm3,t=2.579, P=0.014]. The shorter the length and the fewer
number of LSA significantly increased the risk of SLI [OR=0.665, 95% confidence interval(CI):
0.497-0.890,P<0.05;OR =0.253,95% CI: 0.106-0.604,P <0.05,respectively).Plaque volume
and length were consistent, with ICC values of 0.78 and 0.84.Conclusion VW-MRI imaging of
MCA and LSA is helpful to reveal the mechanism of deep perforation infarction, and the
plaque volume of MCA and the length and number of LSA are the key factors affecting the
types of cerebral infarction.
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M Pradella1, M B Scott1, M Omer2, L Lockhart2, C Jensen2, X Yi2, A Amir-Khalili2,
A Sojoudi2, B D Allen1, R Avery1, M Markl1
1

Department of Radiology, Northwestern University, Chicago, USA
2 Circle, Cardiovascular Imaging, Calgary, Canada

Purpose: 2D Phase Contrast (2D-PC) MRI allows for analysis of blood flow in many cardiovascular (CV) abnormities 1,2.
However, because of close anatomical relations between aorta, pulmonary artery (PA) and other vascular structures,
accurate delineation of vessel contours is required 3,4. In this study, we evaluated the performance of a Deep Learning (DL)
application for fully automated contour delineation and flow quantification compared to manual analysis by a CV radiologist.
Methods: We included 97 consecutive patients (pts) who underwent 2D-PC imaging in November 2020. All pts received
2D-PC flow measurements at the sinotubular junction (STJ). In a subgroup (n=28), 2D-PC data was also collected for the
main PA. All exams were performed on 1.5T MRI systems (Siemens,
Germany).
A CV radiologist with 3 years of experience performed the manual analysis.
The outer vessel contour was delineated on the first time point of the
magnitude image, forwarded and adjusted for each time point (Fig 1, red
contours). The DL application (Circle Cardiovascular Imaging, Canada)
autonomously identified the scan location (STJ or PA) and performed
automated vessel contour detection across all cardiac time points (Fig 1,
yellow contours). STJ and PA net flow was calculated for both DL and
manual analysis. Manual and DL contours were compared using mean dice
scores (DSC). Spearman correlation and Bland Altman plots were
generated to compare DL with manual performance. A measurement
difference of <10% between DL and manually measured net flow was
considered as excellent agreement.
Results: In total, 125 manual 2D-PC MRI measurements (STJ: 97, PA: 28)
were performed with a median of 20 cardiac time points
(range: 20-30). Mean manual measurement times were
3:00±0:52min at STJ and 2:47±0:42min at PA.
DL performed 121/125 measurements (overall accuracy
97%; STJ: 95/97 (recall 98%, precision 99%), PA: 26/28
(recall 93%, precision 100%)). Mean DL analysis time
was 1s/case.
Mean DL vs human DSC at STJ was 0.91 (interquartile
range (IQR): 0.03), and 0.83 (IQR: 0.08) at PA (Fig 1). In
one case, DL did not correctly contour the STJ in all time
points causing an outlier (Fig 2A, B). However, Spearman
correlation was still high with 0.98 for both STJ (p<0.001)
and PA (p<0.001) (Fig 2A, 3A). Bland Altman plots
showed DL vs human mean differences for net flow of
0.89ml (limits of agreement (LoA): -13.23 – 15.02ml) for
STJ and 1.8ml (LoA: -7.21 – 10.8ml) for PA (Fig 2B, 3B).
Overall, in 104/121 processed series the measurement
difference for net flow was < 10% (86%).

Conclusion: The evaluated, fully automated DL
application provided equivalent flow quantification at STJ and PA compared to an experienced human observer in 86% of
analyzed series while analysis times were significantly reduced. This represents excellent agreement and suggests that the
DL application can be utilized as a useful tool in daily radiology practice.

References: 1 Wymer Radiographics 2020, 2 Markl Clin Radiol. 2016, 3 van der Geest Int J Cardiovasc Imaging 1997,
4

Nayak J Cardio Mag Res 2015
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Free-breathing 3D whole-heart joint T1/T2 quantification with isotropic resolution:
preliminary clinical evaluation
C. Velasco1, A. Hua1, G. Milotta1, K. P. Kunze1,2, R. Neji1,2, T.F. Ismail1, C. Prieto1, R. M. Botnar1.
1
School of Biomedical Engineering and Imaging Sciences, King’s College London, London, UK
2
MR Research Collaborations, Siemens Healthcare Limited, Frimley, UK

Purpose: Myocardial tissue characterization via T1 and T2 mapping plays an
important role in the evaluation of many myocardial diseases1. T1 and T2 maps
are typically acquired sequentially in 2D under several breath-holds2. However,
they achieve limited spatial resolution and coverage. To overcome these
limitations, a free-breathing high resolution, motion compensated joint T1/T2
water/fat prototype sequence has been recently proposed and validated in
phantom and healthy subjects3. Here, we demonstrate the potential of the
proposed approach to obtain whole-heart, motion-compensated, simultaneous,
and co-registered T1, T2 maps and water and fat images in ~9 min in patients
with cardiovascular disease.
Methods: The joint T1/T2 framework3 consists of four interleaved, ECGtriggered spoiled gradient-echo volumes with 2-point bipolar Dixon encoding
acquired with a 4x undersampled Variable Density Cartesian trajectory4. The
first and fourth volume were preceded by an inversion recovery (TI = 120ms)
pulse and a T2 preparation pulse (T2pTE = 50ms) respectively, whereas no
magnetization preparation pulses were applied prior to the second and third
volume. Nonrigid motion corrected reconstruction was applied to each in- and
out-of-phase volume, employing multi-contrast patch-based higher-order lowrank regularization5. A water-fat separation algorithm6 was then applied, and
water image signal evolution across the four volumes was obtained voxel-wise.
A patient specific dictionary of pre-calculated T1/T2 combinations was simulated
using EPG7 and matched against the measured water image signal evolution.
Ten patients with suspected cardiovascular disease (5 females, 53 ± 13 years)
were scanned on a 1.5T scanner (MAGNETOM Aera, Siemens Healthcare,
Erlangen Germany). Acquisition parameters included FA=8˚, 2 mm3 isotropic
resolution, subject specific mid-diastolic trigger-delay and acquisition window
of ~100ms, TR = 6.67ms, TE1/TE2=2.38/4.76ms, total scan time=~9min. Multislice pre- and post-contrast T1-MOLLI and T2-bSSFP maps, as well as Late
Gadolinium Enhanced (LGE) images were acquired in a short axis (SA)
orientation at the apical, mid-cavity and basal levels for comparison and as part
of the clinical routine.
Results: 3D volumes of joint T1/T2 maps, as well as water and fat CMRA Fig 1. Proposed joint 3D T1, T2, water CMRA
volumes were obtained for each subject and image quality of T1 and T2 maps and fat maps in coronal (top) and SA (middle)
for a representative patient with
was compared against multi-slice reference maps. Fig. 1 shows a orientations
myocarditis. Bottom row shows reference
representative slice from one subject (P02) with an inflammatory disorder in scans. Yellow arrows point to a region of
coronal and SA orientations, as well as the corresponding clinical reference abnormally elevated T1 and T2.
scans. Fig. 2 shows a quantitative comparison of T1 and T2 values measured
within an ROI manually drawn inside the septum of each subject. Further quantitative analyses were performed on a
multi-slice level and compared against the clinical reference maps.
Discussion: We demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed free-breathing, accelerated motion corrected 3D joint T1/T2
prototype sequence, that allows the acquisition of isotropic resolution T1 and T2 maps and complementary co-registered
water and fat volumes in a total scan time of ~9 min enabling assessment of regional abnormalities in T1 and T2 maps
in patients with cardiovascular disease.
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Fig 2. Subject-by-subject quantification of proposed joint T1/T2 sequence compared to their respective clinical reference scans. Average T1
(2a) and T2 (2b) values obtained from proposed sequence (grey bars) are compared against its clinical reference (T1-MOLLI and T2-bSSFP
respectively). Error bars show SD of each individual measurement. ROIs were drawn inside one SA slice at septal mid-ventricular level.

References: 1Kim, P.K. et al., Korean J. Radiol. 2017. 2Messroghli, D.R. et al., JCMR 2017. 3Milotta, G. et al., MRM
2020. 4Prieto C. et al., JMRI 2015. 5Bustin A. et al., MRM 2019. 6Liu J. et al., MRM 2016. 7Weigel M., JMRI 2015.
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Low Rank Motion Correction for free-breathing first pass MR myocardial perfusion imaging
G. Cruz, A. Hua, C. Munoz, T.F. Ismail, R. M. Botnar, C. Prieto
1

School of Biomedical Engineering and Imaging Science , King

College London, London, Uni ed Kingdom

PURPOSE: Magnetic resonance myocardial perfusion imaging is a challenging application ideally requiring freebreathing acquisitions, with both high spatial and temporal resolution. A novel Low Rank Motion Corrected (LRMC)
reconstruction is proposed to enable highly accelerated motion corrected free-breathing MR myocardial perfusion
imaging with superior image quality relative to iterative SENSE and Low Rank plus Sparse (L+S) reconstructions.
INTRODUCTION: MR first pass myocardial perfusion imaging has a challenging acquisition process, often requiring
free-breathing and high acceleration factors. Approaches like k-t SLR1, MASTeR2 and L+S3 have been developed to
cope with the high undersampling factors by leveraging the temporally redundant information (via low rank and/or sparse
terms) or by incorporating knowledge of the motion into regularization. Here we combine ideas from subspace
constrained4,5,6 with motion corrected7,8,9 reconstructions to develop Low Rank Motion Correction (LRMC), a generalized
(non-rigid) motion correction reconstruction operating in the perfusion signal subspace, enabling both respiratory motion
correction and reduction of aliasing artefacts.
METHODS: The proposed LRMC reconstruction requires
knowledge of signal subspace and respiratory motion. To
this end, an auxiliary iterative SENSE (itSENSE)10
reconstruction is performed initially; from these images the
signal subspace can be derived via Singular Value
decomposition of the corresponding Casorati matrix,
whereas the motion can be derived via image registration
(Fig.1). Thereafter, LRMC is performed by solving the
following problem:
,

𝒃

𝒂 𝒈𝒎𝒊

‖∑ 𝑨 𝑭𝑪𝑴 𝑼

‖

𝒌‖

, 𝒃

𝒃 ‖∗

𝒃

where 𝑨 is the corresponding sampling trajectory for the nth temporal frame, F is the Fourier transform, C are coil
.1 Diagram of he propo ed LRMC approach, ha req ire
sensitivities, 𝑴 are the motion fields, are singular value mo ion and ignal b pace e ima ion from a iliar i SENSE
images, 𝑼 is the low rank compression (obtained by image .
truncation of the left singular vectors to rank r), 𝒌 is the
acquired k-space data and 𝑻𝒃 is a high dimensionality patch-based regularizer, HD-PROST.11 Five patients referred for
a clinical cardiac MR scan were scanned on a 3T scanner (Philips Achieva), using FOV = 256x256 mm2; 10 mm slice
thickness; in-plane resolution = 2x2 mm2; TE/TR = 1.6/3.5 ms; radial golden angle; 3 slices (in 3 cardiac phases); flip
angle 15º; WET saturation pulse; 100 ms saturation delay; nominal scan time ~60s. Data was reconstructed with
itSENSE, L+S and with the proposed LRMC.
RESULTS:
Perfusion
frames
from
a
representative patient demonstrate considerably
improved image quality with the proposed LRMC
approach compared to itSENSE and L+S (Fig.2).
Substantial streaking artefacts, blurring and
noise amplification is present with conventional
itSENSE in addition to blurring from respiratory
motion. This is also observed with L+S.
Inspecting the dashed lines in Fig.2 it can be
seen that with LRMC all frames are motion
corrected to a common motion state, unlike
itSENSE and L+S.
DISCUSSION:
LRMC
enables
highly
accelerated, free-breathing MR myocardial
.2 M ocardial perf ion in one repre en a i e pa ien for i SENSE, L+S
perfusion imaging with superior image quality and he propo ed LRMC.
compared with conventional techniques. This
approach should improve perfusion quantification which requires motion compensation to facilitate accurate
segmentation. Clinical utility will be evaluated in future larger patient cohorts.
REFERENCES:1Lingala et al. IEEE TMI 2011; 2Asif et al. MRM 2013; 3Otazo et al. MRM 2015; 4McGivney et al. IEEE TMI 2014;
5Zhao et al. MRM 2018; 6Asslander et al. MRM 2018; 7Batchelor et al. MRM 2005; 8Odille et al. MRM 2008; 9Cruz et al. MRM 2017;
10Pruessman et al, MRM 2001; 11Bustin et al. MRM 2019.
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1. Department of Radiolog , Peking Universit Third Hospital, Beijing, China; 2. Department of Neurosurger , Peking
Universit Third Hospital, Beijing, China; 3. Department of Biomedical Engineering, Tsinghua Universit , Beijing, China
P rpo e: Cerebral blood flow (CBF), one of the major ph siological parameters of cerebral perfusion, usuall changes before
clinical s mptoms

[1]

. Arterial spin labeling (ASL) MR imaging permits noninvasive quantification of blood flow b using the

protons of arterial blood water molecules as endogenous diffusible tracers
a ocia ion be

[2]

. The aim of the present stud was o e amine he

een caro id plaq e charac eri ic and periopera i e CBF b ASL imaging.

Me hod : Patients with unilateral carotid moderate-to-severe stenosis referred for carotid endarterectom (CEA) were recruited and
underwent carotid vessel wall and brain ASL magnetic resonance imaging. The relative CBF (rCBF = CBFindex-hemisphere/CBFcontralateralhemisphere)

in middle cerebral arter territor were measured. Presence of carotid lipid-rich necrotic core, intraplaque hemorrhage

(IPH), calcification, ulcer and fibrous-cap-rupture were identified. The volume and maximum area percentage of plaque components
were measured. Plaque burden including area for lumen, wall, and vessel, maximum wall thickness, normali ed wall index and
vessel stenosis were measured. The associations between plaque characteristics and perioperative CBF were anal ed.
Re l : Sixt -one patients (66.6

7.8 ears old; 55 males) were included. Univariate linear regression showed that rCBF pre-CEA

was associated with stenosis ( -0.462; 95% CI -0.797 to -0.126; P = 0.008) and presence of calcification ( 0.103; 95% CI 0.005
to 0.201; P = 0.040), and rCBFpost-CEA was associated with volume ( -0.060; 95%CI -0.107 to -0.014; P = 0.013) and maximum
area percentage ( -0.127; 95% CI -0.223 to -0.030; P = 0.012) of IPH, respectivel . After adjusting for confounding factors, most
of above associations remained statisticall significant (calcification vs. rCBF pre-CEA:
IPH volume vs. rCBFpost-CEA:

0.099; 95%CI 0.004 to -0.194; P = 0.042;

-0.060; 95% CI -0.109 to -0.011; P = 0.020), while the association between maximum area

percentage of IPH and rCBFpre-CEA was attenuated ( -0.089; 95% CI -0.188 to 0.011; P = 0.080).
Di c

ion and concl ion : Compositional characteristics of carotid atherosclerotic plaques are associated with perioperative CBF

in patients with unilateral carotid moderate-to-severe stenosis undergoing CEA.
Table 1 Multivariate linear regression anal sis between plaque
characteristics and CBF (n = 61)

Fig. 1 The images from a 85 ears old male
Reference :

patients who had carotid atherosclerotic plaque

[1] Straka M, e a . J Magn Reson Imaging 2010; 32(5): 1024-37.

with IPH and calcification in the left side and

[2] Alsop DC, e a . Magn. Reson. Med. 73 (1) (2015) 102-16.

changed CBF undergoing CEA.
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Aortitis
Shivam Kaushik, BS; Arzu Canan, MD; Liisa L. Bergmann, MD, MBA
Purpose: Aortitis is inflammation of the aortic wall, most often the media. It presents with nonspecific clinical symptoms
with resultant challenges in diagnosis.1,2 Ao i i i
picall noninfec io in e iolog , e.g. Taka a s arteritis, however
multiple infectious causes are also known.2 Although biopsy remains the diagnostic gold standard, imaging is crucial in
diagnosis, monitoring and treatment guidance, while eliminating the risks of bleeding and infection associated with tissue
sampling.1 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and angiography (MRA) provides visualization of aortic wall and lumen
without ionizing radiation exposure.1 We discuss relevant MRI sequences and findings in patients with aortitis in the
context of a clinical case.
Case: A 43-year-old female presented with chest pain. Past medical history was significant for positive reactive plasma
reagin (RPR). Coronary computed tomographic angiography (CCTA) showed no intraluminal plaque however there was
periaortic soft tissue and wall thickening of the ascending aorta resulting in extrinsic compression of the left main coronary
artery. Subsequent MRA showed diffuse increased signal intensity within the aortic wall and periaortic soft tissue on fat
suppressed T2-weighted imaging (T2WI). Additionally, focal mild narrowing at the origin of the left subclavian artery was
detected. Concern for tertiary syphilis with aortitis prompted lumbar puncture however cerebrospinal fluid analysis was
negative for neurosyphilis. Takayasu arteritis was presumptively diagnosed given the pa ien age, gender, and
involvement of both the ascending aorta and left subclavian artery. Steroid treatment was initiated.
Findings: MRI findings suggestive of aortic inflammation include thickening and enhancement of the aortic wall, stenosis,
mural wall thrombi, periaortic fluid or soft tissue accumulation and pericardial effusion.1,2 High signal intensity in T2WI is
consistent with mural edema, so long as the signal intensity is maintained even with fat saturation. 2 Black blood and bright
blood imaging may also be considered. If left untreated, aneurysmal dilation of the aorta, pseudoaneurysms or aortic
valve disease can develop.2 MRA (without and with IV contrast) or 4-D flow can provide hemodynamic evaluation of the
aorta.3
Conclusion: Clinical presentation of aortitis is nonspecific and diagnosis can be challenging. MRI is the method of choice
for evaluation of aortitis due to excellent soft tissue contrast. T2WI with or without fat saturation is crucial in diagnosing
acute mural inflammation. MRA with or without intravenous contrast reveals luminal narrowing or other intraluminal
processes.4 Future considerations include MRA with ferumoxytol intravenous contrast, known to be safe in patients who
are pregnant or who have chronic renal disease; 4D flow to show turbulent blood flow path lines and wall shear stress;
and PET-MRI to show avidity for FDG or other more specific radiolabels, yet to be developed.
References
1. Litmanovich DE, Yildirim A, Bankier AA. Insights into imaging of aortitis. Insights Imaging. 2012;3:545-560.
2. Restrepo CS, Ocazionez D, Suri R, Vargas D. Aortitis: Imaging Spectrum of the Infectious and Inflammatory
Conditions of the Aorta. RadioGraphics. 2011;31(2):435-451.
3. American College of Radiology. ACR Appropriateness Criteria: Nontraumatic Aortic Disease. Revised 2020.
4. François CJ, Tuite D, Deshpande V, Jerecic R, Weale P, Carr JC. Unenhanced MR Angiography of the Thoracic
Aorta: Initial Clinical Evaluation. Am J Roentgenol. 2008;190(4):902-906.
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Non-ECG, free-breathing cine T1/T2/T2*/fat-fraction mapping for
comprehensive myocardial tissue characterization with MR multitasking
Tianle Cao1,2, Nan Wang1, Hsu-Lei Lee1, Xianglun Mao1, Yibin Xie1, Pei Han1,2, Anthony G. Christodoulou1,2, Debiao Li1,2
1Biomedical

Imaging Research Institute, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, USA
of Bioengineering, University of California, Los Angeles, CA, USA

2Department

Purpose: Parametric mapping of myocardial T1, T2, and T2* can identify fibrosis, edema, and iron overload1-3; fat fraction
(FF) is associated with heart failure4 and nonischemic cardiomyopathies; and cine imaging is the gold standard for assessing
cardiac function. A protocol combing all five assessments is clinically desirable but typically requires multiple breath-holds,
resulting in long scan time, potential image misregistration, and patient fatigue. Recently we introduced MR multitasking for
non-ECG, free-breathing, simultaneous T1/T2 mapping5, e i ha n inc
a ed T2* and FF mapping. In this work, we
extend MR multitasking for more comprehensive myocardium tissue characterization (T1, T2, T2*, FF) and cine imaging. In
addition, the technique can quantify water specific T1 (T1w), which has enhanced sensitivity for detecting fibrosis 6,7.
Methods: Sequence design: Different from previous MR Multitasking work for T2*
quantification8,9 in the brain and liver, we use a variable TR approach (VTR) to
collect training data with minimal impact on temporal resolution and imaging
efficiency. As shown in Fig. 1, hybrid T2IR preparation modules with different
preparation times are followed by radial multi-echo FLASH readout modules.
Acquisition alternates between a short-TR, single-echo training data readout and
a longer-TR, multi-echo imaging data readout module. The imaging data are
incremented by the golden angle, and navigator data are acquired at the 0° spoke.
Imaging framework: Based on the MR Multitasking framework, we model the
underlying image series as a 6D low-rank tensor with one combined voxel location
Figure 1. Sequence diagram
dimension and 5 temporal dimensions encoding cardiac time index, respiratory
time index, T2 prep time, inversion time, and echo time. The temporal-spatial correlation allows us to efficiently factor the
tensor as the product of a spatial factor 𝑼 and temporal basis 𝛷. The 𝛷 is extracted from the high-temporal-resolution
training data, and the spatial coefficients in 𝑼 are determined by fitting 𝛷 to the corresponding imaging data.
Data Collection: Three healthy volunteers were imaged on a 3T scanner (MAGNETOM Vida, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen,
Germany). Multitasking parameters include FA=5°, FOV=270x270mm2, slice thickness=8mm, spatial
resolution=1.7x1.7mm2, TR/TE1/ΔTE=16.6ms/1.6ms/1.3ms for imaging data (11 echoes), TR/TE=3.6ms/1.6ms for training
data, 5 different T2 preparation times ranging from 0 to 60ms, 1 mid short-axis slice, scan time=2.5min, 20 cardiac bins, 6
respiratory bins. 2D reference Cine images were acquired at end-expiration breath-hold and with retrospective ECG gating.
Reference 2D T1 maps with MOLLI, T2 maps with T2-prep FLASH, T2* maps with multi-echo GRE, and fat fraction maps
with multi-echo Dixon GRE were acquired at diastole with ECG triggering and end-expiration breath-hold.
Results: The reference maps, reference
cine images, multitasking maps, and
multitasking cine images from one subject
are shown in Fig. 2. The white arrows in the
water T1 map indicate where the
myocardial wall is better represented in
water-fat partial volume regions. The
multitasking maps have longer septum T1
(1348 ± 90 ms) than those of the reference
(1237 ± 43 ms), which is known to
underestimate T110. Multitasking also has
Figure 2. Reference maps, multitasking maps, and cine images in a healthy
lower septum fat fraction (2.5 ± 0.5%) than volunteer. The white arrows in the water T1 map indicate where the myocardial wall is
the reference (6.3 ± 0.3%), potentially due
better represented in water-fat partial volume regions.
to the presence of T1 bias in the reference
method11. The fat fraction from Multitasking are closer to previous literature range (~1.9 %)12. The septum T2 and T2* values
of Multitasking (T2: 40.6 ± 1.7 ms; T2*: 28.0 ± 8.4 ms) are similar to those of the references (T2: 41.8 ± 3.3 ms; T2*: 25.2 ±
7.2 ms). The ejection fraction from Multitasking (54.3 ± 15.4 %) are lower than that from reference cine (61.0 ± 11.7%),
which may be a result of different image contrast.
Conclusion: With a single 2.5-min acquisition, our proposed technique can generate co-registered T1, T2, T2*, fat fraction,
and water T1 maps as well as cine images without the need for breath-holding and ECG triggering. Further analysis in a
larger cohort is warranted, followed by clinical validation in patients.
References: [1] Bull S, et al. Heart 2013; [2] Ugander M, et al. Jacc-Cardiovasc Imag 2012; [3] Triadyaksa P et al. MRI.
2020; [4] Kenchaiah S et al. J Am Coll Cardiol 2021; [5] Christodoulou AG et al. Nat Biomed Eng 2018; [6] Mozes, FE, et
al. NMR Biomed. 2019; [7] Larmour S, et. al. MRM. 2017; [8] Cao T, et al. Proc ISMRM 2020; [9] Wang N, et al. Proc ISMRM
2021; [10] Roujol S, et al. Radiology 2014; [11] Liu C, et al. MRM 2007; [12] Liu C, et al. MRM 2010;
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P

e: Treatment of intracerebral hemorrhages (ICH) is often predicated on partial e acuation of the hematoma. ICH sur i ors often li e

ith se ere disabilit and loss

of independence for the rest of their li es. Efforts ha e been made to use minimall -in asi e techniques ia entriculostom catheters and thrombol tic agents to
e acuate these clots efficientl and

ith minimal risk to the patient o er se eral da s. Suction techniques ha e also been tried to e acuate clots more rapidl . Studies

ha e sho n that reduction of clot olume to or belo 15 ml in ICH cases corresponds to impro ed long-term patient outcomes in treatment [1]. Consistentl reaching this
olume, ho e er, has pro en difficult in

ide-scale clinical trials. We propose that MR-image guidance coupled

ith machine learning autonomous segmentation ould

enable surgeons to better isuali e ICH components and regions during surgical procedures, enabling them to more-readil meet this 15 ml goal for impro ed patient
outcomes.

Me

d : For producing rapid, autonomous segmentations of ICH anatom ,

scans of ICH cases

super ised learning. The CNN follo ed a U-Net st led structure [2]
Outputs

e made use of a con olutional neural net ork (CNN). To train the net ork, 27 T2-

ere acquired and de-identified from the UW-Hospital records and manuall segmented ith o ersight from a neuroradiolog fello

ith 5 paired and concatenated con olution/decon olution la ers and periodic batch normali ation.

ere binar masks of predicted hematoma region, and predicted edema region, based on the initial T2-

the result of t o separate net orks- one optimi ed to clot, and the other to edema. The model
segmentation outputs and the pro ided manual segmentations. As data olume
ere both applied, for additional assurances of accurac . The net orks

Re

MRI

for use in

scans fed into the net ork. One output segmentation is

as optimi ed to ma imi e the Dice coefficient (DC) bet een its o n

as relati el lo , data augmentation ia geometric transform and 9-fold cross alidation

ere trained o er 400 epochs for each cross alidation iteration.

: The a erage DC for all cases in the cross- alidated testing datasets

as 0.74 0.22 for clot, and 0.68 0.17 for edema. O erall, the model tended to
underestimate rather than o erestimate these regions of clot and edema. For
clot, the model segmentations underestimated the total milliliter olume of clots
b an a erage of 17% relati e to the manual.

D c

: While the model demonstrated robust and accurate

segmentations on the scans

ithin the dataset, there are features the model

as not trained on. The model

as trained onl o er T2 scans. This is because inconsistent and limited scan protocols for ICH cases did not allo

datasets for e er ICH case a ailable. We made use of T2 scans because the
se eral clot morphologies

ere e cluded from data criteria. The model

for complete T1/T2

ere among the most-commonl acquired scan t pes on these patients. Furthermore,

as trained o er clots that

ere unsuitable for surgical e acuation. Namel , clots that

ere smaller

than 1 ml in olume, e tremel decentrali ed and diffuse, or intra entricular, here the bleed breaches the entricle and leaks into the cerebrospinal fluid.Independent of
morpholog , is the effects of clot aging. O er time, the e tracellular hemoglobin resulting from a hemorrhage breaks do n,
scan [3]. ICH protocols fa or treatment as soon as possible, so for the purposes of this research,
admission. Within this 4 da

indo , there

hich results in changing contrast on an MR

e e cluded an scans taken 4 da s after the patient s hospital

ere still significant changes in contrast bet een clots of differing ages. Though the model

as trained o er all 27 clots,

found that b subcategori ing the clots into three categories on the basis of their percei ed age as determined b the contrast bet een hematoma core and
( ith o er ie

from a neurosurgeon), distinct tiers of model accurac

ere made apparent. In the 12 acute clots, imaged closest to onset,

e

hite matter

e found an a erage DC of

0.9 0.05. The 11 earl subacute clots, imaged slightl later from onset, had an a erage DC of 0.75 0.18. Finall , the 4 late subacute clots had an a erage DC of
0.38 0.15. In this

a ,

e can see that clots imaged closer to onset pro ide more accurate results,

Refe e ce : [1] Hanle DF et al. Efficac and safet of minimall in asi e surger

hich is consistent

ith ideal treatment protocols.

ith thrombol sis in intracerebral haemorrhage e acuation (MISTIE III): a randomised,

controlled, open-label, blinded endpoint phase 3 trial. Lancet. 2019;393(10175):1021-32. Epub 2019/02/12. doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(19)30195-3. PubMed PMID:
30739747; PMCID: PMC6894906.
[2] Ronneberger O, Fischer P, and Bro T, U-net: Con olutional net orks for biomedical image segmentation. International Conference on Medical image computing
and computer-assisted inter ention, 234 241 (2015).
[3] Voss, Y es L. Timeline Diagram of MRI and CT Characteristics of Intracerebral Hemorrhage: Radiolog Case. Radiopaedia Blog RSS, Radiopaedia,
radiopaedia.org/cases/timeline-diagram-of-mri-and-ct-characteristics-of-intracerebral-haemorrhage?lang=us.
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Purpose. Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) is gaining attention as a non-invasive alternative to right heart catheterization
(RHC) for pulmonary hypertension (PH) evaluation. Hemodynamic parameters derived from RHC are the current goldstandard means of distinguishing pre-capillary PH (PRE-PH) from post-capillary PH (POST-PH). POST-PH patients require
a different treatment approach than PRE-PH patients. The purpose of this study was to compare 4D flow MRI-derived
velocities in the pulmonary arterial vasculature between PRE-PH patients, POST-PH patients, and healthy controls, using
RHC as the standard-of-reference.
Methods. PH patients diagnosed using standard-of-care RHC
(resting mean pulmonary artery pressure ≥25 mmHg) were recruited
to undergo CMR including 4D flow MRI within 30 days of RHC. Age
and sex matched healthy controls (N=25, age=52±13 years, 16
males) were prospectively enrolled and underwent the same CMR
protocol. A cardiologist grouped PH patients into PRE-PH (N=29,
age=55±8 years, 10 males) and POST-PH (N=19, age=66±13 years,
9 males) based on RHC cutoff values and clinical history[1]. The
respiratory-navigator gated 4D flow sequence was performed in a
sagittal oblique orientation after contrast administration. 4D flow
analysis was performed with commercial software (Circle
Cardiovascular Imaging) using a 3-step workflow (Fig 1).
Results. PRE-PH had significantly lower peak velocities than POSTPH at the RPA (44.19±13.94 cm/sec vs. 67.94± 26.44 cm/sec) and
LPA (38±12 cm/sec vs. 59±15 cm/sec). Significant differences were
also found between PRE-PH and healthy controls at the LPA (32±9
cm/sec) and RPA (40±9 cm/sec) (Fig
2). Significant correlations between
peak velocities and pulmonary
vascular resistance were moderate at
the LPA and RPA (r=-.56 and r=-.43,
respectively) in PRE-PH and at the
LPA (r=-.55) in POST-PH (Fig 3).
Discussion. 4D flow MRI found
significant velocity differences in both
the LPA and RPA when comparing
PRE-PH and POST-PH. Significant
correlations were also seen between
increasing PVR and decreasing
pulmonary artery peak velocities when
patients
were
categorized
into
hemodynamic groups. PVR has
prognostic implications. Our findings
suggest that velocity data may
complement RHC for classifying and
assessing PH patients. This study is
limited by the time interval between the
RHC procedure and CMR acquisition.
Disease severity may have worsened or
lessened, depending on treatment that
occurred during this interval (20.6±5.8
days). Future work will be designed with
same-day RHC and MRI procedures.
References. [1] Galiè, Eur Heart J, 2016.
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Introduction: To design and implement an image analysis pipeline (MOCHA) that can register multi-contrast and multitime point 3D vessel wall (VW) MRI for flexible and time-efficient multi-planar view and quantitative characterization of
intracranial VW morphology, with a particular emphasis on intracranial atherosclerosis (ICAD). MOCHA is an integrated,
streamlined and optimized workflow that features four distinct benefits: 1) automatic artery tracing and labeling extract
segments of interest from the complicated intracranial artery tree; 2) a reliable registration ensures same plaque location
from images of different contrast weightings and time points; 3) rotational straightened MPR views provide comprehensive
display of the selected artery; 4) cross-sectional views allow consistent quantification of plaque features.
Methods:
MOCHA workflow: 1) Registration. Automatic 3D rigid registrations, using mutual information as the similarity metric, were
performed to register multi-contrast and multi-time point images to the reference scan (Fig 1). In this study, the postcontrast T1-VISTA sequence was selected as the reference due to its clear boundaries of lumen and wall (ref) and high
signal-to-noise ratio. 2) Artery tracing and labeling. An open-curve active contour model (iCafe) was used to automatically
identify artery centerlines from registered TOF MRA (ref) of the reference scan. 12
vessel landmarks were then computed by maximum a posteriori estimation, and 15
vessel segments were subsequently labeled. Fig 2 demonstrated the landmarks
utilized and segments of analysis in this study. With registration in place, artery traces
and labels could be shared with other time points. 3) Tailored MPRs generation. For
each vessel segment, coordinates of the centerline were used to interpolate for
generation of straightened MPR images. Rotation of profiles in each cross-sectional
image led to rotated MPR views for display of the specified artery. Selected vessel
trace, cross-sectional slices and straightened MPR views were all synchronized by
viewing angles and slice positions, with multiple contrast weightings side by side, in a
Fig 1 An example registration scheme of
specially designed GUI (Fig 3), dedicated for an interactive visualization and
pre- and post-contrast T1-VISTA and TOF
in two time points.
quantification.
Dataset and experimentation:
Six patients with diagnosed ICAD received two identical MRIs with an interval of around
one week. All the reconstructed cross-sectional and straightened MPR images of precontrast T1-VISTA, post-contrast T1-VISTA, DANTE-PD and TOF were displayed. At the
same location on both imaging sets, 15 following vessel segments were analyzed for each
patient: the distal BA, the distal VAs, the petrous ICAs, the cavernous ICAs, the
supraclinoid ICAs, the proximal MCAs, the proximal ACAs and the proximal PCAs. For
each segment, atherosclerotic lesions were identified based on the guidelines established
by (ref). Lumen and outer wall boundaries of the detected plaque were manually traced.
Inter-scan reproducibility of plaque detection and lesion quantification were evaluated to
Fig 2 Demonstrations of the 12 artery
landmarks and the 15 vessel segments
facilitate future longitudinal studies.
used in this MOCHA study

Results: The agreement of plaque detection is 92.8% (kappa=0.7981). Table 1 and Fig 4 show excellent inter-scan
reproducibility of lesion quantification for the same 17 plaques that were detected in both analyses.
Table 1 Inter-scan reproducibility of atherosclerotic lesion quantification

Fig 3 The interactive analysis GUI with synchronized vessel trace,
cross-sectional slices and straightened MPR views (S101: pre-contrast
T1-VISTA; S103: PD; S104: TOF; S105: post-contrast T1-VISTA)

Fig 4 Bland-Altman plot of normalized wall index and maximum wall thickness
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Introduction Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common sustained cardiac arrhythmia and
can result in thrombus formation in the left atrium (LA) or appendage (LAA), a leading cause
of ischemic stroke. Contrast enhanced MR angiography (CE-MRA) has been clinically
utilized for pulmonary vein (PV) mapping prior to AF therapy by catheter ablation, and LA
and LAA morphology has been shown to correlate with AF and stroke risk.1,2 Automated
segmentation of the atrial structures (LA, LAA, and PV) may prove useful for streamlined
clinical care and treatment management. The goal of this study was to develop a deep
learning (DL) tool to automatically segment the LA, LAA, and PV anatomies in AF patients
from time-resolved 3D CE-MRA.
Methods 88 prospectively enrolled AF patients [age 63±9, 64 Male] underwent timeresolved CE-MRA pulmonary vein mapping [spatial resolution = 1.3-1.8 mm3, temporal
update rate = 5-5.3 secs, 14 3D volumes] prior to catheter ablation. A 3D segmentation of
the LA, LAA, and main branches of the PV were manually performed by three observers
(MIMICS, Materialise, Belgium) for one CE-MRA time point determined by visually assessing
maximal contrast in the LA. These served as the ground truth for training and testing of a
deep learning network. We utilized a 3D U-Net3 with dense layers architecture with 4 label
outputs to learn how to individually segment the LA, LAA, and PV from a CE-MRA volume
input (Figure 1). Fivefold cross validation was utilized (68-71 training sets and 17-20 test sets
per fold). Dice scores (DSC) were calculated between deep learning and manual
segmentation for 1) fused left atrial structure (LA-LAA-PV), and 2) each sub structure alone.
We aggregated results across all five testing sets. LA and LAA volumes were calculated and
compared between workflows using a Wilcoxon signed rank sum test ( = 0.05), Pea
correlation r2, and Bland Altman analysis (bias and limit of agreement (LoA)).
Results Median fused LA-LAA-PV structure DSC were 0.90 [q1: 0.86, q3: 0.92] and the
manual vs DL derived structure with the median DSC score is shown (Figure 2). Individually, median LA DSC were the
highest with 0.93 [0.90, 0.94] with only three patients having low (DSC <0.80) scores. Median LAA DSC were 0.75 [0.64,
0.80], and median pulmonary vein DSC were 0.68 [0.61, 0.74]. Manual and DL LA volumes were not significantly different
(Median Manual: 95 ml, Median DL: 99 ml, p = 0.52), strongly correlated (r2 = 0.92) and had no significant bias (p=0.26)
with LoA of -20 and 23 ml (Figure 3). DL and manual LAA volumes were not significantly different (Median Manual: 5.4 ml,
Median DL: 5.2 ml, p=0.22), weakly correlated (r2= 0.48), with no bias (p=0.15) and LoA of -5.1 and 5.1 ml.
Discussion A DL tool was developed to segment the left atrial anatomy in CE-MRA of AF patients. LA automatic
segmentation was successful in bulk shape segmentation and measured volumes, likely due to high signal contrast and
comparatively larger anatomy. LAA and PV had lower DSC most likely due to their smaller, more variant morphologies
being harder to learn and consistently segment. Our finding is similar to published reports of deep learning segmentation of
left ventricular scars, which also have small patches.4 Further, ground truth PV segmentations did not have a uniform
anatomic coverage (e.g. after 3 branches or set distance) among observers, leading to cases where DL based analysis
segmented the central parts of the PVs but not enough in the periphery (Figure 2) or segmented even more than the manual
observer. Deep learning segmentation shows highly encouraging results for fully automated LA segmentation and promise
for LAA and PV segmentation.

References 1)Xu et al. Front Neurol 2020. 2)Masci et al. Front Physiol 2018. 3) Cicek et al. MICCAI 2016. 4) Fahmy et al. JACC 2018.
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Abstract
Background: There was a relationship between acute stroke and cardiac dysfunction,
especially for the insular location of ischemic stroke. Although it was established that the
activity of autonomic decreased after infarcts at either hemisphere, the different hemisphere
of ischemic stroke could change left ventricular systolic function whether or not was still
uncertain. There was a need to study the association between left or right hemisphere
infarction and cardiac function.
Method: The patients retrospectively enrolled were hospitalized for cerebral infarction in the
Department of Neurology from January 2020 to May 2021. After accepted the examination
of magnetic resonance imaging (include diffusion weighted imaging sequence),
echocardiography and hematology testing, they were divided into two groups according to
the stroke locations: left hemisphere group and right hemisphere group. Patients with cardiac
dysfunction (abnormal electrocardiogram or myocardial enzyme) were excluded before
ischemic stroke.
Results: 43 patients were enrolled in total, including 21 of them with left-side group (63.6±3.5
years), and 22 of them with the right hemisphere group (64.0±3.5 years). No differences of
demographic characteristics between two groups (P>0.05). The average of left ventricular
ejection fraction (LVEF) (67.06±1.27) and fractional shortening (FS) (37.32±0.99) in the left
hemisphere group were significantly lower than those (71.04±1.22, 40.49±1.04) in the right
hemisphere group (P<0.05).
Conclusions: The differences of the left ventricular systolic function (EF and FS)
corresponding with two sides of cerebral hemisphere infarction were found in the study, and
which were related to a better regulation protection of the left cerebral infarction by the vagus
nerve. In order to reduce the incidence rate of cardiac ventricular dysfunction, it is suggested
clinical doctors to pay more attention to the right hemisphere stroke.
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P
o e: To investigate the effect of the si e of the 3D crop patch on the performance
of the 3D ResUnet model in the vascular segmentation of 3D neck TOF MRA.
Me hod : A total of 166 neck TOF MRA images were selected from the Cardiovascular
Risk of Old Population(CROP) study. Vessel segmentation labels were manually
delineated by professional means. The dataset was divided into training, validating and
test dataset according to a ratio of 8 ∶ 1 ∶ 1. 3D ResUnet was utili ed as the
segmentation model. Three different si es (Large:256 256 64, Medium:192 192 64
and Small:192 192 32) of 3D patch randomly cropped from the original image were
selected for model training and predicting. The Dice coefficients of different parameters
were calculated on the testing dataset with manual annotation results as the gold
standard. The average and standard deviation of the Dice values under 10-fold crossvalidation were used to evaluate the segmentation performance of the model. In this
comparative experiments, One-way ANOVA was carried out for the experiments of the
three kinds of patch si e.
Re l : The 3D ResUnet model obtained the highest segmentation Dice coefficient
value (0.9239) and the smallest standard deviation (0.0096) by selecting large-si e
patch (Table 1). In the results of One-way ANOVA (Figure 1), the p<0.001, indicated
that the results of different patch si es had significant differences.
Concl ion: The 3D ResUnet model, using larger-si e crop patch for training, has
better performance in blood vessel segmentation of the neck TOF MRA images. This
study can provide the basis for the optimi ation of neural network performance
parameters, and then provide more accurate vascular morphology information for
clinical diagnosis.
Table 1: Statistical results of segmentation
accuracy under different patch si es
under 10 fold cross validation
Si e
Dice (Std)
0.9239（0.0096
Large
0.9058（0.0132
Medium
0.8748（0.0149
Small
Figure 1: Statistical distribution and
one way ANOVA of Dice value.
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Purpose: Due to the long acquisition times associated with whole-heart MRI, data collection is usually performed during
free-breathing and triggered with the use of an ECG device. Several methods have been proposed to explicitly extract
cardiac and respiratory motion: ECG-triggering (1), navigator-gating (2), self-navigation (3), or retrospectively binned
free-running acquisitions (4). Recently, a similarity-based multi-dimensional binning algorithm (SIMBA) has been
introduced for the reconstruction of a static 3D volume from a free-running acquisition by projecting the acquired data
into a lower dimensional space and exploiting their intrinsic similarities without explicitly targeting a predefined cardiac
or respiratory phase (5). SIMBA was shown to effectively reconstruct images with minimized motion artifacts by selecting
a subset of the data within the respiratory and cardiac resting phases. However, a more in-depth understanding of the
relationship between the physiological states and the data distribution in the lower dimensional space is still missing. In
this work we therefore employ well-controlled numerical phantom simulations to better characterize the data distribution
and the data selection via clustering in SIMBA.
Methods: The numerical phantom used in this study (6,7) is derived from the XCAT framework (8). The phantom can
generate high resolution (1 mm3) 3D volumes of the whole heart for user defined cardiac and respiratory motion positions
and assign specific intensity values to each tissue type (9) before generating 3D radial k-space data (7). In this work,
we simulated 50 distinct cardiac and 30 respiratory phases. As part of the simulation framework, the amplitude of the
respiratory phases varied with a maximum displacement of 2 mm in RL, 12 mm in AP, and 20 mm in FH direction.
Different scenarios were simulated: only respiratory motion, only cardiac motion, both respiratory and cardiac motion,
and no motion as a reference. Simulation of the data acquisition scheme as well as the SIMBA reconstruction steps
were performed as in the original paper (5). The number of clusters was chosen according to the search procedure in
(5) but within a bigger range, i.e. from 10 to 30, to account for the high number of simulated respiratory phases. The
data distribution in the lower dimensional space was visually assessed by plotting the principal components against
each other and quantified by computing the Euclidean distance (d) between pairs of points in different phases. Finally,
two 3D gridded reconstructions were compared: the first including only data from the SIMBA-selected cluster, and the
second including all the data. The quality of the reconstructed images was compared by visually assessing and
quantifying the blood-myocardium sharpness (sBM) by fitting parametrized sigmoid functions as described in (5).
Results: For all the different simulated scenarios, the distribution of the data in the lower dimensional space seems to
be correlated with the physiological phases in which they were simulated (Figure 1) and a certain regularity, matching
the periodic nature of the physiological signals, can be observed. Two
consecutive respiratory phases, e.g. during end-expiration, are relatively close
to each other (d=1.23 [a.u.]), while end-expiration and end-inspiration are further
apart (d=5.56 [a.u.]). Between adjacent diastolic phases we measure the lowest
distance (d=0.55 [a.u.]), while between diastole and early systole the distance is
the highest (d=9.42 [a.u.]). When simulating both cardiac and respiratory motion,
the respiratory motion dominates the data distribution. In the reconstructed
volumes, the observed cardiac features as well as the liver dome always appear
visually sharper in the images reconstructed with SIMBA than those using all
data. The SIMBA images, however, are overall noisier
due to the selection of a reduced amount of
reconstructed data thus resulting in undersampling
artifacts. When we apply an equivalent SIMBA
selection to the reference dataset without simulated
motion, the sharpness is higher (sBM=3.73 [a.u.]) than
the one from the reconstructed image with both
Figure 1. Visualization of the data in the lowerdimensional space when simulating both cardiac and respiratory motion (sBM=2.63 [a.u.])
respiratory and cardiac motion. The points are color (Figure 2). End-expiration is the respiratory phase
coded according to the physiological phases and consistently selected by SIMBA, while a mixed set of
the data selected by SIMBA are circled in red.
cardiac phases is usually selected (Figure 1).
Discussion: The lower-dimensional space in which the data is projected by the SIMBA
algorithm shows direct correlations with the simulated physiology, although a two-dimensional
visualization of the principal components has some limitations. In the future, we plan to apply
these insights to directly reconstruct a specific cardiac phase using SIMBA, and concurrently
optimize the dimensionality reduction and clustering steps, transferring this knowledge in vivo.
Additionally, we could also consider implementing and training a neural network using a rich
dataset combining both simulated data from the numerical phantom and in vivo datasets.
References: [1] Sievers B, JCMR 2005, 7:587–593 [2] Ehman R, AJR 1984, 143:1175–1182 [3] Stehning C, MRM
2005, 54:476–480 [4] Coppo S, MRM 2014, 74:1306–1316 [5] Heerfordt J, MRM 2021, 86:213–229 [6] Roy CW,
JCMR 2019, 21 [7] Roy CW, JCMR 2021, 23 [8] Segars WP, Med Phys 2010, 37:4902–4915 [9] Wissmann L, JCMR
Figure 2. Reconstructed images.
2014, 16 [10] Piccini D, MRM 2011, 66:1049–1056
The percentage of points selected
(blue) and sharpness (red) are
reported.
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Objective Variants of the Circle of Willis (CoWs) have implications for stroke etiology and outcome as they
present several primary types of collateral pathways and are associated with aneurysm formation [1-2]. This
study investigated the cerebral blood flow distribution during cardiac phases between different types of the
Circle of Willis.
Methods Four-dimensional flow magnetic resonance imaging (4D flow MRI) was used in 30 healthy subjects
(18 females and 12 males, mean 27.5±4.1 years old). CoW was classified into six types according to the vessel
anatomical structures. The cerebral blood flow distribution in different arteries and the total cerebral blood flow
(tCBF) were analyzed and compared between the different types of CoWs. The changes of cerebral blood flow
during different phases of the cardiac cycle were observed and compared between the different types of CoWs.
Results Twelve subjects (40%) had complete CoW (Type I), and 18 (60%) had incomplete CoW (including Type
II: ACoA absent; Type III: bilateral PCoA absent; Type IV: unilateral PCoA opening; Type V: Fetal-type PCA with
the contralateral PCoA opening; and Type VI: Fetal-type PCA with the contralateral PCoA absent) (Figure 1).
No significant difference was found in tCBF between the different CoWs (P=0.787). In Type V, the average flow
rates (FRavg) at contralateral ICA was significantly higher than that of the ipsilateral ICA (P=0.003) (Figure 2).
During the peak systolic and end diastole, compared with Type I, the flow rates ( FR) at bilateral MCA in Type
IV were significantly higher than that of Type I (P=0.012 and P=0.006, respectively). The FR at contralateral
MCA in Type V was significantly higher than that of Type I (P=0.007).
Conclusions and Discussion
Blood flow distribution differs in different types of CoWs
during the different phases of the cardiac cycle, especially in
type IV and type V at peak systolic. Our study analyzed the
anatomical variation in CoWs from the perspective of
hemodynamics. We found that the blood flow changes during
the cardiac cycle in Type IV or Type V were significantly
higher than Type I. Such flow fluctuation and hemodynamic
changes of different phases may cause damage to the
endothelial cell of vessel wall. Whether it is an important
factor leading to aneurysm formation, atherosclerotic disease,
plaque rupture or intraplaque hemorrhage needs to be further
investigated.
References
[1] Liebeskind DS.Stroke. (2003) 34:2279-84.
[2] Kluytmans M, et al. Stroke. (1999) 30:1432-9.
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P rpose：Plaq e enhancemen is a marker of in racranial plaq e ins abili rela ed o s roke risk. Ho e er,
here ha e no nified me hod o q an if in racranial plaq e enhancemen (IPE). We aim o e plore op imal
reference s r c re o normali e IPE and he op imal pos -con ras iming sing m l i-phase con ras enhanced MRI.
Methods：Pa ien s i h ac e s roke prospec i el nder en essel all MRI (SPACE i h MSDE blood
s ppression mod le, hole brain co erage, 0.6mm iso ropic) i h 1 pre-con ras phase and 4 consec i e
pos -con ras phases sing 3.0T MRI scanner. Each scan as 9 min es. The o al scan ime of 4 pos con ras phases as 36 min es. The signal in ensi (SI) al es of in racranial s r c res (incl ding hi e
ma er, gre ma er, middle inf ndib l m, lo inf ndib l m, m scle, ca erno s sin s, choroid ple s,
cerebrospinal fl id) on bo h pre- and pos -con ras phases ere meas red o selec an op imal reference
s r c re o normali e IPE. In racranial plaq e enhancemen inde (PEI) of each pos -con ras enhanced
phase as calc la ed i h he follo ing form la: PEI = ([SIPlaq e-pos /SIreference-pos ]
[SIPlaq e-pre/SIreferencepre])/(SIPlaq e-pre/SIreference-pre) ( here pre indica es pre-con ras and pos indica es pos -con ras ). The rend
of PEI af er con ras enhancemen as anal ed for bo h c lpri and non-c lpri plaq es. Enhancemen as
also graded in o 0 (none), 1(higher han normal essel all) and 2(similar or higher han lo inf ndib l m).
Res lts：30 ac e s roke pa ien s (30 c lpri plaq e and 83 non-c lpri plaq e) ere incl ded in his s d .
The SI al es of hi e ma er of brain, gre ma er of brain and inf ndib l m, m scle, ca erno s sin s and
choroid ple s changed significan l in he 4 pos -con ras phases (changes p o 30%, p<0.05), hile
cerebrospinal fl id sho ed no significan difference in SI al es for pos -con ras phases (p>0.05) and as
selec ed as reference s r c re o s andardi e he PEI. The mean PEI of c lpri plaq e increased d ring he
firs 3 pos -con ras enhanced phases and reached i s ma im m in he 3 pos -con ras enhanced phases (in
abo 27 mins), hile mean PEI of non-c lpri plaq e kep cons an d ring he 4 pos -con ras enhanced
phases (in abo 36 mins). The percen age of grade 2 ends o increase d ring 4 pos -con ras enhanced
phases in c lpri and non-c lpri plaq e, hile he percen age of grade 1 grad all decreased d ring 4 pos con ras enhanced phases.
Disc ssions：Cerebrospinal fl id sho ld be considered as an op imal reference s r c re for q an if ing
plaq e enhancemen , and sing o her s r c res ill lead o significan ariabili . Pro ocols sho ld be
designed o ma imi e he pos -con ras dela
p o 27 min es af er con ras adminis ra ion o bes
demons ra e he enhancemen of c lpri plaq es. Pooling res l s from m l iple s dies i h differen iming
sho ld be ca io s. I is cri ical o s andardi er he pos -con ras iming in m l i-cen er s dies beca se he
plaq e enhancemen changed significan l o er ime. O r s d pro ided a basis for designing f re m l icen er s dies arge ing in racranial plaq e and s roke risk.

Fig re. An e ample of a
c lpri plaq e. Top: plaq e
has increased signal af er
con ras injec ion. Middle,
Lo inf ndib l m has
decreased signal o er ime.
Bo om: CSF has cons an
signal o er ime. The
enhancemen grade changes
from 1 o 2 from phase 1 o 2;
PEI increases from 0.69
(phase 1) o 1.63 (phase 4).
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Standardi ation of Intracranial Ane r sm Enhancement Meas rement b Using M lti -phase
Contrast-enhanced Vessel Wall MRI
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P rpose：Ane r sm all enhancemen (AWE) is associa ed i h in racranial ane r sms (IAs) ins abili .
Ho e er, here ha e no nified me hod o q an i a i el anal e AWE. We aim o e plore op imal reference
s r c re o normali e AWE and he op imal pos -con ras iming b m l i-phase con ras -enhanced MRI.
Methods：Pa ien s i h nr p red IAs prospec i el nder en essel all MRI (SPACE i h MSDE blood
s ppression mod le, hole brain co erage, 0.6mm iso ropic) i h 1 pre -con ras phase and 4 consec i e
pos -con ras phases sing 3.0T MRI scanner. The o al scan ime of 4 pos -con ras phases as 36 min es.
The signal in ensi (SI) al es of in racranial s r c res (incl ding hi e ma er, gre ma er, middle
inf ndib l m, lo inf ndib l m, m scle, ca erno s sin s, choroid ple s, cerebrospinal fl id) on bo h preand pos -con ras phases ere meas red o selec an op imal reference s r c re o normali e AWE.
Ane r sm all enhancemen inde (WEI) of each pos -con ras phase as calc la ed i h he follo ing
form la: WEI = ([SI all-pos /SIreference-pos ] [SI all-pre/SIreference-pre])/(SI all-pre/SIreference-pre) ( here pre indica es precon ras and pos indica es pos -con ras ). The rend of WEI af er con ras enhancemen as anal ed for
bo h sacc lar and f siform ane r sms.
Res lts：34 pa ien s i h 42 IAs (27 sacc lar IAs and 15 f siform IAs) ere incl ded in his s d . The SI
al es of hi e ma er, gre ma er and inf ndib l m changed significan l be een pre- and pos -con ras
phases (p<0.05). While cerebrospinal fl id sho ed no significan difference in SI al es from pre - o
pos con ras (p>0.05) and as selec ed as reference s r c re o s andardi e he WEI. The mean WEI of
f siform IAs decreased o er ime af er con ras enhancemen hile ha of sacc lar IAs kep cons an d ring
he 4 pos -con ras phases (in abo 36 min es).
Disc ssions：Cerebrospinal fl id sho ld be considered as an op imal reference s r c re for q an if ing
ane r sm enhancemen , and sing o her s r c res ill lead o significan ariabili . When e al a ing
f siform IAs all enhancemen , pro ocols sho ld be designed o minimi e he d ra ion be een con ras
adminis ra ion and image acq isi ion o bes demons ra e he enhancemen of ane r sm, hile he emporal
confines migh less s ringen for sacc lar IAs. Pooling res l s from m l iple s dies i h differen iming sho ld
be ca io s. I is cri ical o s andardi e he pos -con ras iming in m l i-cen er s dies beca se he
enhancemen of IAs, especiall f siform IAs, changed significan l o er ime. O r s d pro ided a basis for
designing f re m l i-cen er s dies arge ing in racranial ane r sm. In addi ion, his is he firs s d o repor
he dis inc con ras enhancemen d namics be een sacc lar and f siform IAs, ho e er, he ndernea h
pa hological differences need f r her in es iga ion.
References: 1. F Q, Wang Y, Zhang Y, e al. Q ali a i e and Q an i a i e Wall Enhancemen on Magne ic
Resonance Imaging Is Associa ed Wi h S mp oms of Unr p red In racranial Ane r sms, STROKE, 2021,
52: 213-222. 2. Li X, Zhang Z, Zh C, e al. Wall enhancemen of in racranial sacc lar and f siform
ane r sms ma differ in in ensi and e ension: a pilo s d sing 7-T high-resol ion black-blood MRI, EUR
RADIOL, 2020, 30: 301-307.
Fig re. Cases of reference
s r c re, a sacc lar IA and a
f siform IA. Firs ro : Lo
inf ndib l m has decreased
signal o er ime. Second ro :
CSF has cons an signal o er
ime. Third ro : WEI of
sacc lar IA keep cons an
o er ime. Fo r h ro : WEI of
f siform IA decreases from
1.03 (phase 1) o 0.75 (phase
4).
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Shorter length of visible intracranial arteries on non-contrast enhanced MRA is
associated with cognitive impairment
Zhensen Chen1, Anders Gould1,2, Duygu Baylam Geleri1, Niranjan Balu1, Li Chen3, Baocheng Chu1, Kristi
Pimentel1, Gador Canton1, Thomas Hatsukami4, and Chun Yuan1
1Radiology, University of Washington; 2Carle Illinois College of Medicine, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign; 3Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Washington; 4Surgery, University of Washington

Purpose: Developing novel risk markers for vascular contributions
to cognitive impairment and dementia is important1. We aimed to
explore the associations of a novel imaging marker, i.e. intracranial
artery length2 measured from non-contrast enhanced TOF or
simultaneous non-contrast angiography and intraplaque
hemorrhage (SNAP) magnetic resonance angiography, with global
cognition.
Methods: In 29 older subjects with atherosclerotic disease, TOF
and SNAP intracranial artery length, arterial spin labeling (ASL)
CBF, and phase contrast (PC) CBF were measured (Figure 1).
Linear regression was performed to study their associations with
global cognition measured with Montreal Cognitive Assessment
(MoCA).
Results: All four imaging measurements were found to be
positively associated with MoCA score (All P < 0.01). The
associations remained significant for TOF intracranial artery length
(P = 0.003), SNAP intracranial artery length (P = 0.038) and PC
CBF (P = 0.032), after adjusting for clinical covariates and white
matter hyperintensity volume (Table 1). The association remained
significant for TOF intracranial artery length after adjusting for
clinical covariates and ASL CBF or PC CBF.
The TOF/SNAP centerline tracings and CBF maps of 3
representative subjects, with low, median and high MoCA score,
are shown in Figure 2 (The first subject (the first row) was a 77-yrold male with a MoCA score of 18 and a PC CBF of 34.0
ml/100g/min; the second subject (the second row) was a 77-yr-old
male with a MoCA score of 25 and a PC CBF of 34.1 ml/100g/min;
the third subject (the third row) was a 40-yr-old male with a MoCA
score of 30 and a PC CBF of 44.5 ml/100g/min).

Figure 2. Traced brain arteries on TOF
and SNAP, and ASL CBF maps of 3
representative subjects with different
MoCA scores.

Figure 1. Illustration of image analyses. (a-b):
TOF (a) and SNAP (b) MRA was analyzed with
iCafe3 software to yield total vessel length. (c):
Brain segmentation and volume calculation was
performed on 3D T1W. (d): Gray matter CBF was
calculated from ASL. (e): Whole brain PC CBF
was calculated from PC images by summing up
that of RICA, LICA and BA. (f): Volume of white
matter hyperintensity was obtained from 2D
FLAIR image.

Discussion: Intracranial artery length on TOF and SNAP MRA is associated
with MoCA score, suggesting that intracranial artery length on non-contrast
enhanced MRA may be a useful marker of cerebrovascular health in cognitive
impairment. Furthermore, the association of TOF intracranial artery length
with MoCA score is independent of age, systolic blood pressure, use of antihypertensive drug, ASL CBF and PC CBF, suggesting that TOF intracranial
artery length provides unique information beyond conventional blood flow
measurement about health of distal intracranial medium-sized arteries.

References: 1. Gorelick PB et al. Stroke 2011;42:2672-2713; 2. Gould A et al. MRI 2021; 3. Chen L et al. MRM
2018;79:3229-3238;
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P
e: Time-of-fligh (TOF) magne ic resonance angiograph (MRA) is ro inel sed in clinical prac ice o e al a e
he in racranial ar eries1. Ho e er, TOF pro ides for onl l minal e al a ion of he in racranial ar eries and does no
pro ide q an i a i e flo informa ion, hich ma be informa i e in pa ien s presen ing i h ac e and chronic cerebral
pa holog . The p rpose of his s d is o in rod ce a ne q an i a i e arian of ime-of-fligh (qTOF) MRA ha allo s for
sim l aneo s l minal and hemod namic e al a ion of he in racranial ar eries, hile also performing ini ial comparisons of
he approach o s andard 3D TOF as ell as 3D phase con ras (PC) MRA.
Me h d : This s d
as IRB appro ed and all par icipan s (n=10, 5 male, 22-71 ears) pro ided ri en informed
consen . Imaging as done on a 3T s s em (MAGNETOM Sk rafi , Siemens Heal hineers). Inspired from recen ork2,
pro o pe qTOF MRA sed a hin-slab m l i-echo s ack-of-s ars fas lo -angle sho reado . Blood flo
eloci
as
q an ified hro gh 3D anal sis of small blood flo displacemen s be een echo imes. Parame ers for qTOF MRA ere:
0.58 0.58 1.0mm3 spa ial resol ion in erpola ed o 0.29 0.29 0.5mm3, 3 TEs of 2.9ms (TE1), 5.1ms, and 7.2ms (TE3),
5.2cm a ial co erage, 3 slabs, scan ime (TA)=4min3s, ramped RF p lses, band id h (BW)=587H /pi el, flo
compensa ed TE1 and TE3, 213 ie s acq ired in 3 sho s i h inner slice loop acq isi ion and ang lar incremen of
13.52 , sho TR of 1.5s, TR=21.1ms, flip angle( )=15 . Veins ere s ppressed sing a s perior in ersion RF p lse
applied e er 1.5s. Using comp er ision echniq es of empla e ma ching and mass-based racking, blood flo
eloci
as q an ified in 3D b anal ing in-plane and hro gh-plane shif s in he MR signal be een TE 1 and TE3 on a o el-b o el basis sing c s om in-ho se sof are. Local eigh ed a eraging of res l ing al es as sed o red ce in er o el
ariabili and comp e mean blood flo
eloci (MFV). Resol ion-, co erage-, and ime-ma ched s andard 3D TOF as
acq ired i h parame ers: TR/TE/ =21.0ms/3.4ms/15 , GRAPPA=2, flo -compensa ion, BW=186H /pi el, TA=4min3s.
Resol ion- and co erage-ma ched 3D PC (PCHR) i h a similar TA (4min40s) as acq ired i h parame ers: TR/TE/
=47.8ms/7.3ms/10 , GRAPPA=3, VENC=60cm/s, BW=440H /pi el. Con ras - o-noise ra io (CNR) as meas red. qTOF
and PC meas res of MFV ere compared sing linear regression, in raclass correla ion (ICC), and Bland-Al man
anal ses. D e o he lo CNR of PCHR hich precl ded i s se in q an i a i e anal sis, lo er-resol ion PC (PCLR,
1.2 1.2 1.3mm3 in erpola ed o 0.6 0.6 0.65mm3) and medi m-resol ion PC (PCMR, 0.85 0.85 1.30mm3 in erpola ed o
0.43 0.43 0.65mm3) ere acq ired in 10 and 5 s bjec s, respec i el . qTOF as also compared o PC MR in a helical
3mm diame er bing phan om a con in o s flo ra es (60-180mL/min, 30mL/min incremen s).
Re
: qTOF pro ided e cellen agreemen i h PC MR in he flo phan om (ICC=0.981, P<0.001), and i h p mped
MFVs (ICC=0.978, P<0.001). Fig e 1 sho s he image q ali of qTOF in comparison i h resol ion-ma ched s andard
TOF and PCHR. qTOF TE1 impro ed CNR i h respec o PC (20.6 3.0 [mean s andard de ia ion] ers s 11.5 2.2,
P<0.001), hile s andard TOF pro ided he larges CNR (37.8 8.7, P<0.001 ers s bo h qTOF and PC). The se of a
s ack-of-s ars reado
i h qTOF elimina ed misregis ra ion ar ifac s from obliq e in-plane blood flo ha ere seen i h
s andard TOF (red arro in Fig re 1)3. The lo CNR from PCHR precl ded i s se for meas ring MFV. S rong posi i e
correla ion (r=0.759, P<0.001) and good agreemen (ICC=0.700, P<0.001) for MFV as fo nd be een qTOF and PC LR
(Fig e 2) and PCMR. Fig e 3 sho s a MFV map ob ained i h qTOF.

Di c
i : We presen ed he ne me hod of qTOF MRA for sim l aneo s l minal and hemod namic e al a ion of he
in racranial ar eries. Compared o s andard TOF, he approach q an ifies blood eloci in he in racranial ar eries and
elimina es ar ifac s from in-plane obliq e blood flo . Compared o PC, qTOF nearl do bles CNR, s ppor s he
acq isi ion of higher spa ial resol ion, and sho s good agreemen i h PC for mean cross-sec ional blood flo
eloci .
Refe e ce : 1. Masar k TJ e al. Radi g . 1989;171:793-799. 2. Kok oglo I e al. Mag Re
Med. 2020;84
(6):3316-3324. 3. Nishim ra DG e al. Mag Re
Med. 1991;22:481-492.
F di g: NIH NIBIB 1R01EB027475.
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Impact of loss function in phase-contrast MRI reconstruction using deep learning
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Purpose: Phase-contrast (PC) MRI provides a non-invasive method for quantification of blood flow in the heart and
vessels throughout the cardiac cycle, with particular impact in the exhaustive and early diagnosis of cardio-vascular
diseases, such as for example congenital heart disease. Because of the need to encode displacement in the phase of the
MR signal and to subtract at least 2 sequential acquisitions, PC MRI is even more time consuming than morphological
MRI. Undersampling can be used to accelerate the time-consuming acquisitions, with a penalty on both image quality and
quantitative information.
Deep learning techniques have shown significant potential in the MRI reconstruction problems [1]. The training stage, and
therefore the resulting performance of a deep neural network, are both heavily driven by the choice of loss function, and
should always be tailored to the needs of the task at hand. Therefore, we intend to estimate the impact of the choice of
loss function in the training of convolutional deep learning approaches on the resulting reconstruction of flow in PC MRI.
Methods: We chose the U-net architecture [2] as a benchmark for this study, since it is the most widely used approach in
image-based tasks.
Three separate trainings of this U-net architecture have been performed independently, one for each of the three selected
loss functions. These loss functions are the mean square error (MSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the structural
similarity index (SSIM) [3], as they are the most commonly used in image-based reconstruction.
The images used in the training and testing of the reconstruction were 2D PC-MRI acquisitions performed on a 1.5T
Phillips system (Philips, Best, The Netherlands). Complex images were created using the morphological images as
magnitude and flow images as phase. Acceleration is simulated by masking measurements in the kspace along variable
density lines according to Lustig et. al. [4]. In the training phase, all 40 acquired cardiac phases are used independently
from the 608 acquisitions, resulting in 24320 images. Complex values are separated into real and imaginary parts at each
layer evaluation, and independent weights are applied.
The quality of the reconstructed flow images was quantified using the relative difference of flow in the vessel of interest. In
order to evaluate the gain in clinical applications, vessels
were manually segmented in systolic peak magnitude
images in a similarly acquired validation dataset and the
segmented regions are then used to compare the flow
between the original phase contrast images and the
obtained reconstructed images.
Results: The whole approach is repeated for
acceleration values of 2, 5 and 7. The obtained
reconstructed flows are then compared to the fully
Figure 1 image of the undersampled (left), reconstructed (middle) and
sampled measured flow. The mean of the 300 ratios of
reconstructed to fully sampled flows are detailed in table
fully sampled (right) phase-contrast image used as the image phase
1. An illustration of reconstruction with the SSIM for an
(displayed here in radian) in the training for an acceleration of 2
acceleration of 2 is shown in fig 1. Indeed, it seems that
the MSE gives best flow fidelity at low acceleration
Acceleration\Loss MAE
MSE SSIM
values, whereas the MAE seems best at high
2
0.381 0.355 0.407
acceleration value.
Discussion: The performance of the different losses shown here could help
5
0.392 0.347 0.555
direct the design of a loss function specifically designed for phase-contrast
0.532 0.603 0.684
7
reconstruction, which would ultimately out-perform the ones discussed here.
Table 1 Mean relative difference of the
reconstructed flow for different accelerations for
trainings with the three studied losses.
Funding: ANR-18-CE19-0025-01
References:
[1] -" Applications of deep learning to MRI images: A survey" Jin Liu et al. Big
Data Mining and Analytics ( Volume: 1, Issue: 1, March 2018) 10.26599/BDMA.2018.9020001
[2] -"U-net: Convolutional Networks for Biomedical Image Segmentation" O.Ronneberger,et al. arXiv:1505.04597
[3] - "Image quality assessment: From error visibility to structural similarity," Z. Wang, et al. IEEE Transactions on Image
Processing, vol. 13, no. 4, pp. 600-612, avril 2004.
[4] - Lustig et. Al. 10.1002/mrm.21391
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Assessing the mechanism of action of sodium-glucose co-transporter 2 inhibition using
quantitative interleaved cardio-renal MRI: pre-treatment findings in SUGAR-DM-HF study
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Purpose: Multi-organ involvement is a hallmark of many chronic diseases, such as diabetes mellitus (DM),
hypertension and heart failure (HF), as well as a prominent feature in both acute and long-term manifestations of
infections such as COVID-19. Traditionally, clinical imaging focuses on a single organ assessment, due to multiple
practical and technical constraints. We have designed a proof-of-concept interleaved cardio-renal MRI protocol to
investigate the mechanism of action of sodium-glucose co-transporter 2 (SGLT2) inhibition in patients with HF and
type 2 DM or prediabetes [1-2].
Methods: SUGAR-DM-HF (NCT03485092) is a single-centre, double-blind, placebo-controlled randomised clinical
trial of empagliflozin in patients with HF (left ventricular ejection fraction ≤40%), type 2 DM or prediabetes, and an
estimated glomerular filtration rate of ≥30 ml/min/1.73m2 [3]. Interleaved cardio-renal dynamic-contrast enhanced
(DCE) MRI was performed at baseline and 36-weeks, on a 3T clinical MRI system (Prisma, Siemens Healthcare).
Dual-bolus DCE-MRI (Figure 1) was acquired using an imaging protocol described earlier [4]. A subset of 22 baseline
pre-treatment scans were analysed, blinded to treatment allocation and date/time of scan: 14 males; age (years)
range 54-86, median 73; BMI (kg/m2) range 23.6 – 38.6, median 31.3. Image pre-processing, segmentation and
motion correction were performed prior to pharmacokinetic modelling using PMI software [5]. Cardiac DCE was
modelled using a 1-compartment model, and Renal DCE was fitted to a 2-compartment filtration model (Figure 1).
Results: A summary of myocardial and renal perfusion measurements is presented in Table 1. The table lists
myocardial blood flow (MBF), renal blood flow (RBF) and regional Glomerular Filtration Rate (rGFR) estimates. A
range of other parameters, including mean transit times (MTT) were also collected.
Figure 1. Illustrations of interleaved DCE
time-series and model fits: 2-compartment
filtration model (Renal) and 1-compartment
pharmacokinetic model (Cardiac) derived
from a single acquisition (pre-treatment scan
in a 74-year old male patient). Insets
represent wash-in and wash-out coronal
renal and mid-ventricular short-axis cardiac
image frames. MBF = 0.81 ml/g/min
(corrected for cardiac work via rate pressure
product, RPP), RBF = 211.9 ml/100ml/min,
Blood MTT = 7.2 s.
We explored the relationship between perfusion and rGFR, and patient age and sex. There was a significant
difference in MBF between males and females, with females having a significantly higher resting MBF (1.03 ± 0.22 vs
0.77 ± 0.18, P = 0.014, independent samples t-test). Both RBF and rGFR were significantly correlated with age (linear
regression ANOVA P < 0.0001), with a steady decrease in both parameters with increasing age (Figure 2).

N = 22
MBF [ml/g/min]
RBF [ml/100ml/min]
rGFR [ml/min]

Mean
0.87
208.9
13.4

SD
0.23
72.7
6.7

Table 1. Summary of perfusion and filtration parameters.

Figure 2. RBF regression against patient age.

Discussion: Baseline measurements of quantitative
biomarkers of cardio-renal perfusion in the SUGARDM-HF study are in agreement with published
values, where renal and cardiac components were
acquired independently in separate scans.
Myocardial perfusion at rest seems to be elevated in
females, and there is a significant decline in renal
blood flow and rGFR with age. The results of our
proof-of-concept cardio-renal DCE-MRI study are
encouraging, and we hope that the introduction of
highly accelerated, undersampled and self-navigated
sequences will lead to more widespread use of multiorgan quantitative MRI.
References: [1] Zinman et al. N Eng J Med 2015;373:2117-28; [2] Lee
MMY et al. Arterioscler Thromb Vasc Biol 2020;40:506-22; [3] Lee
MMY et al. Circulation 2021;143:516-25; [4] Lee M et al. SMRA 2018;
[5]. Sourbron S et al. Magn Reson Mater Phy 2009;22:539.
Funding: Grant from Boehringer Ingelheim.
Acknowledgements: Glasgow Clinical Research Imaging Facility, Ann
Wright, Joyce Thompson, Liz Coyle, Kanishka Sharma.
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Simultaneous Multi-slice Cardiac MR Multitasking for Motion-Resolved, Non-ECG, FreeBreathing Joint T1-T2 Mapping
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Purpose: Quantitative myocardial T1 and T2 mapping techniques using cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) have
been shown to be useful for assessing myocardial pathologies and characterizing tissue. CMR Multitasking1 has shown
promise for non-ECG and free-breathing T1-T2 mapping, for 2D single-slice1 imaging in a 1.5 min scan and for 3D2-3
volumetric imaging in 9 min or longer. Here we combine the CMR Multitasking framework with radial simultaneous multislice (SMS) acquisition4-5 to perform cardiac-resolved T1/T2 mapping of basal, mid, and apical short-axis slices in a single
non-ECG, free-breathing 3-min scan—roughly
half the exam time of a conventional six-breathhold sequence of three T1 slices followed by
three T2 slices.
Methods: Sequence Design: The proposed
continuous 2D sequence uses a radial
trajectory modified to collect low-rank tensor
auxiliary data interleaved with image data. A
golden angle (111.24°) angular increment was
used between consecutive imaging readouts. A
CAIPIRINHA-type phase modulation pattern
was applied to the excitation pulses to achieve
a multi-band factor of 3. The auxiliary data is acquired every other readout. Interleaved IR and T2-IR pulses are employed
to generate the T1 and T2 contrasts (Fig. 1). FLASH excitations alternate between 3° and 10° to allow B1+ mapping,
characterizing the Look-Locker effect during T1 mapping6.
Data Collection: Five healthy consenting volunteers (2 males, 25±1.4 yrs; 3 females, 44±6.1 yrs) were imaged on a 3T
scanner (MAGNETOM Vida, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Multitasking pulse sequence parameters were
FA=3° and 10°, TR/TE=3.5 ms/1.7 ms, recovery period = 2.5 s, FOV=270x270mm2, spatial resolution=1.7x1.7, slice
thickness=8 mm3, 3 slices, scan time=3 min, 20 cardiac bins, 6 respiratory bins. Reference 2D T1 maps with MOLLI and
2D T2 maps with T2-prep FLASH (spatial
resolution=1.4x1.4x8 mm3) were acquired at both
systole and diastole using an end-expiration breathhold.
Results & Discussion: Diastolic and systolic T1 and
T2 mapping results from one subject are shown in Fig.
2, and the AHA segment plots across all five subjects
are shown in Fig. 3. The Multitasking T1 maps reported
slightly higher myocardial T1 values (1349±135 ms)
than the MOLLI T1 maps (1249±39 ms), which are
known to underestimate T1. Regional image noisiness
increases the standard deviation of the Multitasking T1
values in the myocardium. The Multitasking T2 maps
reported a slightly higher range of myocardial T2 values
than the T2-prep FLASH T2 maps. The myocardial T2
values are 47.4±3.2 ms and 43.7±2.4 ms, respectively.
Conclusions: Co-registered T1 and T2 maps were
simultaneously acquired at base, mid, and apex slices
using an SMS accelerated Multitasking technique in a
3-min MRI scan. The myocardial T1, T2 quantification
showed slight bias compared to reference MOLLI and
T2-prep FLASH measurements, but were still in the
reported normal range. This method shows potential
for reducing exam time for quantitative CMR without
ECG or breath-holds.
References: [1] Christodoulou, A.G. et al. Nature
BME. 2018; [2] Mao, X. et al. SCMR. 2020; [3] Mao,
X. et al. ISMRM. 2021; [4] Weingärtner, S. et al. MRM
2017; [5] Ye, H. et al. MRM 2017; [6] Serry F, et al.
Fig. 3 The 16-segment AHA model for the proposed multitasking T1/T2 maps and the reference
ISMRM 2020.
T1/T2 maps in the myocardium in all 5 scanned subjects.
1
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Situation: November 2020 a reduction in image quality is flagged by radiographic and radiology staff for our Siemens
Avanto 1.5T scanner, this particularly affected CE-MRA with a drastic drop in SNR for time-resolved imaging in
particular, effects were less obvious for other MRI scans. MRI Physics and the manufacturer engineers were involved
in troubleshooting these phenomena. MRI Coils were tested and were all within expected values, several equipment
parts were changed (such as sockets) yet the problem persisted, hence we abandoned using this scanner for CE-MRA
examinations for several months attributing the problem to the age of the scanner (nearly 13 years old). However,
eventually the lights within the scan room were suspected and tests were carried out with lights on and off from which
we traced the issue to new energy-efficient LED lights used to replace previous halogen units. We managed to source
halogen bulbs and CE-MRA on the scanner was eventually reinstated as of May 2021.
Background: Energy saving LEDs are now commonplace as a result of European Union directive (EC 244/2009) and
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 874/2012 supplementing Directive 2010/30/EU which led to the phasing
out from 2018 of incandescent bulbs. To investigate the impact this episode had on our MRA image quality we
retrospectively reviewed MRA scans carried out during the period that our MRI scanning room had LED lights.
Assessment: Examples of image quality issues are provided below - a renal MRA plus a base image from a TWIST
series performed for the calves showing marked generalised image noise.

1

2

Additionally, two patients were identified who had had exactly the same MRA protocol before and during the LED period.
In both cases the patient pathologies were largely unchanged but there was a drastic drop in SNR with general increase
in image noise and clear degradation of image quality. Case 1: 39 year old male, forearm arteries with SNR values
calculated as 67 and subsequently 11.5 (2017/2020). Case 2: 62 year old male, lower limb arteries with SNR values
calculated as 60.5 and subsequently 39.3 (2014/2020).
Discussion: The commonest issue with scan room bulbs is the ‘Zipper’ artifact, where low frequency RF from a flickering
incandescent bulb results in spikes in images. Energy-efficient compact fluorescent lights (CFLs) have also been
recorded as culprit for this type of artifact, similar to the issues that occur with imperfection in the Faraday shield or an
incompletely closed cabin door allowing RF leak. However, a drastic drop in SNR with specific sequences in relation to
LEDs has not been previously reported. LEDs have been primarily designed for reduced energy consumption and longer
life, however these new designs are not simply bulbs and need dedicated internal driver integrated circuitry, this may
be very sophisticated and can vary significantly between manufacturers.

LED

Halogen

Conclusions: A drastic drop in SNR for CE-MRA with propagated image noise can be caused by energy-efficient
LEDs, presumably related to resonances generated in ac/dc converter or driver circuitry. By reinstating halogen bulbs
the issue has been temporarily solved in our institution, however further work will need to be undertaken to determine
whether there are energy-efficient LEDs that can be used with our MRI systems going forward.
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Purpose: Quantitative T2 mapping and simultaneous 18F-FDG PET-MRI has shown promise for improved
diagnostic accuracy of inflammatory cardiac diseases, such as cardiac sarcoidosis 1. However, respiratory motion
and mis-registration between free-breathing 3D PET and conventional 2D breath-held MRI remain challenges when
interpreting imaging findings, hindering clinical adoption of this technique. Here we introduce and evaluate an
efficient (accelerated and non-rigid motion-compensated) free-breathing 3D whole-heart T2-mapping sequence,
which provides myocardial inflammation characterisation and non-rigid respiratory motion fields to correct
simultaneously acquired PET data in a 3T hybrid PET-MR system. This is achieved by extending a previously
introduced approach for 3D translational motion-corrected T2 mapping at 1.5T2. Preliminary evaluation is performed
in 8 healthy subjects and 8 patients with suspected cardiovascular disease for MR-only acquisitions at 3T.
Methods: Free-breathing 3D whole-heart T2mapping was implemented on a PET-MRI
system. Three datasets with different T 2preparation pulses (0, 28 and 55 ms) are
acquired using a 3-fold undersampled variabledensity Cartesian trajectory3. The sequence
includes a saturation pulse in each heartbeat to Fig.1 3D free-breathing T2 mapping pulse sequence diagram including three T2
render it heart-rate insensitive and a fat preparation pulses, saturation pulse and fat saturation. 2D iNAVs are acquired for
saturation pulse (Fig1). Beat-to-beat translational translational motion estimation and correction.
motion is estimated from 2D image navigators (iNAVs) 4 (foot-head and right-left directions) and virtual 3D (v3D)
iNAV based on autofocus5,6 (right-left and anterior-posterior direction), and used to motion-correct and bin the MR
data and produce respiratory-resolved 3D images. 3D non-rigid motion is then estimated and incorporated into a
motion-compensated reconstruction7 with patch-based low-rank regularization8. T2-maps are computed using
dictionary,-matching9. The approach was tested in phantom, 8
healthy subjects and 8 patients (Biograph mMR, Siemens
Healthcare). Relevant parameters include: coronal orientation,
FOV=312x312x60-72 mm, 1.5 mm3 isotropic resolution,
TR/TE=3.45/1.57 ms, FA=15°, acquisition time = 9.3±1.1 min.
The proposed technique was compared against the spin echo
reference (phantom) and conventional 2D T 2 mapping (healthy
subjects and patients).
Results: Phantom results show high correlation of the proposed
approach with gold standard 2D T 2-mapping (R²=0.996).
Repeatability studies were performed acquiring 2 datasets on 3
consecutive days. T2 values for all 6 acquisitions of the
repeatability study had an average standard deviation of
±0.98ms. In-vivo 3D T2 septal myocardium values estimated
with the proposed approach in healthy subjects (40.1±1.3ms)
and patients (healthy tissue) (40.5±3.1 ms) are in good
agreement with those measured using conventional 2D T2
mapping
(healthy=39.7±1.3ms,
patients=40.3±2.2
ms)
(Fig.2.a). Improvements due to v3D iNAV motion correction can
be observed in comparison to no motion correction and 2D iNAV
based non-rigid motion correction (Fig.2.b).
Discussion: We introduce a method for good quality highresolution 3D T2 maps at 3T from an efficient scan of ~10 min.
Furthermore, the proposed approach provides non-rigid motion
fields to correct both the MRI and PET data to the same motion
position, enabling direct fusion of both datasets for analysis and
interpretation. Future studies will evaluate the proposed method
in patients with cardiac sarcoidosis undergoing PET-MRI.
References:
1. Birnie, D. H. et al. JACC. 68, 411-421 (2016). 2. Bustin, A. et al. MRM.
83,988-1002 (2020). 3. Prieto, C. et al. JMRI 41, 738–746 (2015). 4.
Henningsson, M. et al. MRM. 67, 437–445 (2012). 5. Atkinson, D., et al.
IPMI 1997. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 1230, 341–354. 6.
Psenicny, A et al. ISMRM2021 7. Batchelor, P. G. et al. MRM. 54, 1273–
1280 (2005). 8. Bustin, A. et al. MRM. 81, 3705–3719 (2019). 9. Weigel,
M. JMRI. 41, 266-2.95 (2015).

Fig.2 a) Comparison of conventional 2D T2 map and the proposed
3D T2 map for a patient (top) with suspected acute myocarditis and
a healthy subject (bottom). Good agreement with clinical
reference is observed. b) 3D T2 mapping with different
respiratory motion correction strategies. No motion correction,
2D iNAV non-rigid motion correction and virtual 3D iNAV nonrigid motion correction are shown here. Improved image quality
can be observed with 2D iNAV non-rigid motion correction and
further improvements with the proposed virtual 3D iNAV nonrigid motion correction.
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Purpose: Fully 3D non-Cartesian acquisitions offer many benefits over traditional Cartesian methods as they efficiently
sample k-space in all dimensions, offer intrinsic motion and flow robustness, and allow ultrashort echo times. For these
reasons, 3D non-Cartesian sampling is being developed for highly accelerated 4D-flow acquisitions and free breathing
pulmonary MRA. One barrier, however, to the clinical adoption of these techniques is the need for lengthy compressed
sensing (CS) iterative reconstructions even when run on graphical processing units (GPUs) (4).
Deep Learning (DL) based on unrolled loops offers the potential for reconstructions which significantly reduce
reconstruction time and outperform CS reconstructions, as has been demonstrated for under-sampled Cartesian acquisitions
(1). These methods, however, have seen limited application to the fully 3D non-Cartesian setting due to GPU memory
limitations. Unlike volumetric Cartesian acquisitions and trajectories like stack of spirals that can be decoupled into 2D subproblems and trained patch-wise, fully 3D non-Cartesian trajectories require the complete 3D volume for data-consistency
(3). This means in the unrolled setting that the entire 3D volume must be passed through the DL regularizer prior to dataconsistency during training. For high resolution acquisitions, this requirement makes reconstructions using standard neural
network (NN) regularizers unable to fit on even state of the art GPU cards.
In this work, we investigate an unrolled DL reconstruction method, denoted decomposition-recomposition, that makes
these high resolution, fully non-Cartesian reconstructions feasible on standard GPUs. For a single unroll, we decompose the
input volume into a series of slabs, push each slab iteratively through the denoising network, and then rebuild the denoised
volume for data-consistency all during training. In place of traditional backpropagation, where all slabs and their associated
NN steps would be saved in memory during the forward pass (meaning no net memory savings compared to passing the full
volume through the network), we use gradient checkpointing which recomputes intermediate network steps during
backpropagation rather than saving them in memory (2). Maximum GPU memory burden then becomes proportional to the
size of a single slab rather than proportional to the full volume.
We apply decomposition-recomposition to reconstruction of highly under-sampled (R=7), high resolution (280x280x280)
pulmonary MRA datasets on a single 16 GB V100 GPU as proof of concept. We show that our method reduces reconstruction
time by 18 fold and results in improved PSNR when compared to conventional CS methods.
Methods, Algorithm Pipeline: We unroll a supervised DL algorithm iterating between a NN regularizer (residual network, 32
channels/conv) and SENSE non-uniform Fast Fourier transform (NUFFT) data consistency term. We use three unrolls, and
train end to end in a supervised fashion using mean-square-error loss between the network output and (effectively) fully
sampled data. The model is implemented in Pytorch with NUFFT from Sigpy (5) and trained using a 16 GB V100 GPU. One
unroll of our reconstruction involves the following steps during the forward pass (gradient checkpointing used for all steps):
1. Volume Decomposition: decompose p x p x p zero-padded input volume into set of m x n x o slabs.
2. Denoising: Iteratively pass slabs one by one through the denoising network. GPU memory reduction relative to passing
the full volume through the network then is proportional to 𝑚𝑛𝑜/ for a single unroll.
3. Recomposition: Slabs are then stitched back together into the full volume. Zero padding at block edges means that
passing the volume block-wise through the network is not equivalent to passing the whole volume through the
network. We correct for these artifacts by passing a second set of blocks through the network with each new block
centered at the edges of the original blocks. We then replace the edge artifacts with the center of denoised new blocks.
4. Data Consistency: The corrected volume is then passed to a (NUFFT) data-consistency step.
Training Data/Evaluation: We acquired 32-channel radial, pulmonary MRA volumes in five healthy volunteers during free
breathing on a 3.0 T GE (Waukesha, WI) scanner. Data sets were coil compressed to 20 channels, and then binned using
respiratory bellows signal. End expiratory phase volumes were reconstructed using the adjoint NUFFT, and then
retrospectively under-sampled (R=7). Three cases were used for training, one case each was used for validation and testing.
We compared decomposition-recomposition to L1 wavelet CS reconstruction (100 iterations, implemented in Sigpy, ran on
V100 GPU) based on reconstruction time and PSNR.
Results/Discussion: Decomposition-Recomposition results in significantly faster reconstructions (81 s vs. 1481 s) with
higher PSNR values (34.10 dB vs. 31.62 dB) than offered by conventional CS reconstructions. To our knowledge, this is the
first time high resolution, fully non-Cartesian datasets have been reconstructed using unrolled DL methods. We note that if
the full volume was used for training rather than the decomposition-recomposition method, a single unroll would require at
least 85 GB of GPU memory. Here, we use a single 16 GB GPU for multiple unrolls. For future work, we plan to extend this
work to 4D respiratory binned and time-resolved reconstructions. Figure 1 demonstrates example test results:

Figure 1:Representative coronal slices from zero-filled, CS and NN recons compared to fully sampled slice
References: 1.Sandino et.al., ISMRM 2020, 2. Sohoni et al. Preprint, 3.Ong et. al. MRM 2020, 4.Ong et al. Trans. Med.
Imag. 2019, 5.Ong et. al. Sigpy
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Purpose: Carotid atherosclerosis can
lead to cognitive decline by causing brain
infarction secondary to thromboembolism
from unstable carotid plaque components
(1). However, the relationship between
the different carotid plaque components,
brain infarcts and resultant effects on
cognition are yet to be studied.
Aim: To investigate the relationship
between carotid atherosclerosis, brain
infarcts and cognition.

Table 1: Correlation of carotid morphology and composition with brain
lesions and MoCA
Brain Infarct
Brain Infarct
Volume (N=33)
Volume (N=33)
MoCA (N=32)
(Ipsilateral)
(Whole Brain)
Variable
r*
P-value
r*
P-value
r* P-value
Mean NWI
0.26
0.048
0.14
0.44
-0.18
0.32
Mean WT
0.23
0.076
0.24
0.18
-0.11
0.53
Max WT
0.31
0.017
0.25
0.16
0.09
0.62
Calcium % volume
-0.14
0.29
-0.24
0.17
-0.36
0.046
LRNC % volume
0.29
0.029
0.34
0.053
-0.07
0.69
IPH % volume
0.25
0.062
0.29
0.10
-0.10
0.60
* Spea man ank co ela ion coefficien . NWI: normalized wall index, WT: wall
thickness, LRNC: lipid-rich necrotic core, IPH: intraplaque hemorrhage. Significant

Methods: 33 subjects with >15% carotid
atherosclerosis by duplex ultrasound p-values bolded, trending p-values bolded and italicized.
underwent carotid and brain MRI after
informed consent. Carotid MRI for measurement of plaque burden and plaque composition included 3D-TOF, 3D-MERGE
(pre- and post-gadolinum contrast) and 3D SNAP. Structural brain MRI scans included 3D-TOF, 2D T1w, FLAIR and DWI.
Contours of carotid lumen, outer wall and plaque components (lipid-rich necrotic core (LRNC), calcification and intraplaque
hemorrhage (IPH) were drawn by a reviewer and an experienced peer reviewer. Brain infarcts were contoured independent
of carotid MRI by a reader with over seven years
Table 2: Comparison of brain lesions by unstable carotid lesion score
of brain review experience. Quantitative plaque
Unstable Carotid Lesion
burden
measurements
(mean/max
wall Variable
Present
Absent
P-value*
thickness (WT) and normalized wall index (NWI, Brain infarct
Present
5/22 (23%)
2/36 (6%)
0.092
Number
1.1 ± 2.3
0.2 ± 1.2
0.061
wall area normalized by outer wall area)) and (ipsilateral)
Volume
77.4 ± 237.4
11.3 ± 65.4
0.058
plaque compositional measurements (percent
Brain
infarct
Present
5/16
(31%)
3/17
(18%)
0.44
volume of each component) were derived from
(whole brain)
Number
1.6 ± 2.6
0.6 ± 1.9
0.33
the contours. Carotid atherosclerosis score
Volume
106.5 ± 275.0
24.6 ± 94.9
0.30
(CAS) indicating unstable carotid lesion (2) was *Wilcoxon rank- m e o Fi he e ac e .
also calculated. Volume of brain cortical infarcts
was measured. Montreal Cognitive Assessment score (MoCA) was assessed for each participant. The association of
quantitative plaque metrics, brain infarcts (presence and volume) and MoCA score was assessed using R statistical
software.
Results: 1) Carotid morphology and plaque composition correlate with brain infarcts on the same side (Table 1): Increasing
mean NWI was associated with larger ipsilateral brain infarcts. Maximum WT showed a similar trend (significant p-values
bolded, trending p-values bolded and italicized). These results suggest that larger carotid plaque size is associated with
larger ipsilateral brain infarcts. Among plaque components, increasing percent LRNC (p=0.029) and IPH volume (p=0.062)
were associated with larger ipsilateral infarct size. The ipsilateral association suggests that the brain infarcts may be caused
by thromboembolism from upstream carotid plaque.
Carotid plaque composition is associated with poor cognition (Table 1): Mean time interval between MoCA and MRI was
144 days (range: -144 to 371 days). Larger calcification was associated with poor MoCA scores suggesting that subjects
with more advanced carotid plaque composition have worse cognition.
Unstable carotid plaque composition is associated with ipsilateral brain infarcts (Table 2)): When examining carotid plaques
based on the presence of unstable plaque components as indicated by the CAS score (lipid rich necrotic core > 40% of wall
volume, presence of IPH or disrupted lumen surface) brain infarcts were more common when there were ipsilateral unstable
carotid plaques than without.
Conclusion: Larger carotid plaques and unstable carotid plaque components are associated with larger ipsilateral cortical
brain infarcts suggesting that unstable carotid plaques are causative of brain infarcts. Furthermore, more advanced carotid
plaque composition is also associated with worse cognition. Larger studies are warranted to examine these association of
carotid atherosclerosis, clinical/silent brain infarcts, and cognitive function.
References: 1) Bayer-Karpinska A et al, BMC Neurol. 2013; 13:201. doi: 10.1186/1471-2377-13-201, 2) Underhill et al,
AJNR. 2010 Jun-Jul; 31(6): 1068 1075. doi: 10.3174/ajnr.A2007
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1

Purpose: Patients undergoing transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) require high-quality diagnostic imaging of
the aortic valve and vasculature to size the valve prosthesis and ensure appropriate vascular access. This task is usually
performed with contrast-enhanced CT angiography (CTA). However, due to multiple comorbidities related to their aortic
al e di ea e i cl di g
e al f c i , he e a e f e e e e
f l
c
a d e CTA. Along with potential
breath-holding artifacts, this approach can limit diagnostic quality. Free-breathing, non-contrast MRA techniques have the
potential to be an alternative to CTA in a subset of TAVR patients, but historically have suffered from relatively poor
spatial resolution, inadequate SNR, or motion artifacts, especially at the aortic root. In this study, we explored the use of a
highly accelerated multiple overlapping thin-slab stack-of-stars balanced steady-state free-precession (tsSOS-bSSFP)
acquisition for thoracic MRA in TAVR patients. We hypothesized that
tsSOS-bSSFP would provide similar aortic annulus measurement to
standard TAVR-planning CTA.
Methods: Patient recruitment: In accordance with an IRB-approved
protocol, potential subjects were identified in collaboration with our
hospital TAVR team and prospectively enrolled to undergo research
MRA within 3 months of their standard of care TAVR planning CTA.
tsSOS-bSSFP MRA: The prototype navigator-gated tsSOS-bSSFP
sequence was acquired using a clinical 1.5T scanner (MAGNETOM
Avanto Dot, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) with 9
overlapping thin slabs, 3D slice thickness = 0.9mm, sampling
bandwidth = 1420 Hz/px, 2 shots, fat suppression, and T2 prep
during end-diastole. The field of view was optimized for coverage of
the aortic root. Acquisition time was approximately 2 minutes.
Image Quality: Overall image quality was graded as 3 excellent, 2
Figure 1: Left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT)
diagnostic, 1 poor, or 0 non-diagnostic by an experienced
and annulus views of TAVR planning CTA
cardiovascular radiologist based on ability to resolve the coronary
and tsSOS-bSSFP showing comparable
arteries and generate acceptable MPR images for TAVR
image quality. Blue line: annular plane,
measurements.
yellow arrow: left main coronary artery
TAVR Measurements: Following reconstruction, tsSOS-bSSFP
images were loaded into dedicated measurement software (Vitrea, Vital Images, Inc., MN, USA). Using standard TAVR
measurement procedures, the aortic annulus was identified and visualized in double-oblique orientation to the left
ventricular outflow tract centerline by an experienced cardiovascular radiologist (Figure 1). The maximum aortic diameter
and annular area were measured manually. The same measurements were performed on CTA by a single dedicated
technologist as a part of the clinical workflow.
Statistics: Diastolic maximal diameter and annulus area were each compared
group-wise between CTA and tsSOS-bSSFP using paired t-tests. Bland-Altmann
analysis was also performed for both measures.
Results: A total of n=7 patients were recruited (age: 76.1 6.6 years, M|F: 3|4).
Overall image quality of tsSOS-bSSFP was 2.7 0.5. A total of 5 exams were
c ed a e celle
ali , a d he emai de e e c ed a diag
ic.
There was no difference between CTA and tsSOS-bSSFP for maximal aortic
annular dimension (30 4 mm vs. 30 4 mm, p = 0.94) or annulus area (538
182 mm2 vs. 559 200 mm2, p = 0.84). Bland-Altman analysis (Figure 2)
demonstrated minimal bias and narrow limits of agreement for maximal diameter
measurements (mean difference: 0.14 [-1.2, 1.5] mm). There was a slight bias
towards increased area with tsSOS-bSSFP (mean difference: 21 [-66, 24] mm2].
Discussion and Conclusions: Our initial results suggest that free-breathing,
multiple overlapping thin-slab tsSOS-bSSFP MRA provides high image quality
and acceptable diastolic TAVR measurements at the aortic annulus in patient
undergoing TAVR planning. Further analysis is ongoing to assess the
performance for measuring other TAVR parameters such as coronary heights as
well as determining correction factors for systolic phase sizing. The slight bias
Figure 2: Bland-Altman Analysis.
toward larger circumference is of uncertain clinical significance at this time, but
future work will determine if this degree of difference impacts device selection.
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Purpose: Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a common consequence of left heart failure (PH-LHF) but can also
occur due to PV narrowing.1,2 As the disease progresses from isolated post-capillary to combined post- and
pre-capillary PH (CPC-PH), mortality rate rises due to right heart failure. CPC-PH is diagnosed by elevated
mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP), pulmonary capillary wedge pressure, and pulmonary vascular
resistance (PVR). In this pilot study, we use 4D flow MRI to assess a novel porcine model of severe PH due to
PV narrowing, aiming to characterize the vascular effects of CPC-PH in the lungs and the right heart.
Methods: Pulmonary
vein banding (PVB)
surgery3 was
performed on two
large white male pigs
(48kg, 56kg) using a
non-occlusive
banding of the inferior
pulmonary venous
confluence. A sham
operation without
band placement was
performed on another
male pig of similar
weight (56kg). After
16 weeks, each pig
Figure 1: Side by side pathline visualization of Sham (left) and PVB1 (right, with band inset).
was scanned using
Descending aorta (DAo), Right Pulmonary Artery (RPA), and Left and Right Inferior Pulmonary
cine bSSFP for
Veins (LIPV, RIPV) are labelled for reference. Band placement is shown.
cardiac function, CE
MRA for vascular anatomy, and radially undersampled 4D flow MRI.4 (3.0 T MRI scanner [GE Healthcare
Discovery MR750, Waukesha, WI], TR=6.3ms, TE=2.1ms, Isotropic Resolution=1.95mm3, tip=8o, Total Scan
Time=13min) Cut planes were placed to measure velocities and flow in the vessels of interest using Ensight
(Ansys, Canonsburg PA) and quantified using custom software in Matlab. (Mathworks, Natick MA) Flow path
line visualizations were also created using Ensight. Cardiac pressures were invasively measured via right heart
catheterization within hours of the MRI exam.
Results: Flow pathline visualization for PVB1 and Sham is shown in Figure 1, with an inset highlighting the
band. Velocities in the banded region of PVB1 reached peaks equivalent to the right and left pulmonary
arteries and ascending aorta. The banded animals developed severe PH quantified by mPAP compared with
the sham. Quantification of 4D Flow MRI after PVB shows dramatic reductions in inferior pulmonary vein (IPV)
flow. PVB1 was banded at the confluence of left and right inferior pulmonary veins (LIPV, RIPV), while the
PVB2 had a band placed on the RIPV alone. Compensatory flow through the LIPV was observed in PVB2.
IPVs Mean Flow
IPVs Peak Velocity
MPA Mean
RV EF
mPAP
PVR
(L/min) (right, left)
(cm/s) (right, left)
Flow (L/min)
(%)
(mmHg) (mmHg-min/L)
PVB 1
0.44, 0.43
10.8, 11.6
2.94
28.7
51
11.00
PVB 2
0.13, 1.23
16.3, 40.2
2.40
63.3
30
2.20
Sham
1.3, 0.87
31.4, 23.5
4.50
65.0
19
1.74
Discussion: In this study, we used 4D flow MRI in a novel porcine model of severe PH due to PV narrowing.
4D Flow MRI provided noninvasive measurement of blood flow and velocity in the vessels of interest,
confirming success of the difficult surgical procedure and offering insight into the progression of PH due to PV
narrowing independent of LHF. Future work will increase the number of subjects and further characterize and
quantify the impact of increased pulmonary venous pressure on pulmonary vascular and right heart function.
References: 1. Assad TR, J Am Coll Cardiol. 2016;68(23):2525-2536. 2. Noordegraaf AV, Pulmonary
hypertension. doi:10.1183/16000617.0096-2015 3. Pereda D, J Cardiovasc Transl Res. 2014;7(5):494-506.
Johnson KM, Magn Reson Med. 2008;60(6):1329-1336.
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Background and Purpose: Nearly 50% of non-ischemic cardiomyopathy patients undergoing gadolinium (Gd)
based imaging cardiac MRI have no myocardial scar. Identifying these patients prior to Gd injection can reduce
costs and improve scan efficiency and safety by minimizing use of unnecessary Gd administration. In this study,
we test the hypothesis that deep convolutional neural network (CNN)-based analysis of non-Gd cine MRI images
can allow accurate identification of patients without scar.
Methods: We retrospectively collected MRI datasets for 759 hypertrophic cardiomyopathy patients. Each
dataset included two MRI scans: (1) pre-contrast (i.e. non-Gd) cine, and (2) post-contrast late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE) images. The dataset was split into training (n=450), validation (n=150), and testing (n=159)
subsets. The testing subset was held-out and was not seen by the model during training or parameter
optimization. We developed a CNN model (Fig 1) to automatically identify patients with scar (SCAR+) from input
stack of non-Gd cine images (short-axis slices at both end-diastolic and end-systolic phases). The model output
was the probability of having scar in the input images. A patient is labeled SCAR+ if at least one image had a
probability >50% to contain scar. Reference labels (SCAR+ or SCAR-) were determined by visual evaluation of
the LGE images by two expert readers. We used hyperband method to optimize the hyper-parameters of the
CNN model using a 5-fold cross-validation of the training/validation dataset. The CNN was trained for 400 epochs
with optimized parameters: kernel size=5x5, number of channels =64 in first layer, learn-rate=0.0001, mini-batch
size=8, dropout=0.5, and cross-entropy loss function. To avoid overfitting, we used inline image augmentation
through rotation, translation, and mirroring. Also, we selected the final model as the one yielded best performance
in the validation set.
Results: The two readers identified scar in 275 (36%) patients. The optimized CNN model showed strong
discriminatory power (i.e. area-under ROC curve (AUC)) to identify patients with scar from non-Gd cine images
in the validation and testing datasets (AUC =0.91 and 0.83, respectively). In the testing dataset, at a cutoff
probability threshold = 50%, the model correctly identified 81% of patients without myocardium scar with
accuracy 74% (Table 1). The overall number of patients who could have avoided unnecessary Gd contrastinjection is 34%.
Conclusion: Deep learning based analysis of non-Gd cine images allows accurate identification of myocardium
scars in HCM patients and may save 1/3 of the patients from having unnecessary Gd injections.
Table 1. Performance metrics of the CNN-based scar identification model.
Metrics

AUC

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

F1

Recall

Precision

Validation
Testing

0.92

0.79

0.9

0.74

0.73

0.94

0.63

0.83

0.74

0.81

0.67

0.74

0.8

0.69

Figure 1. The architecture of the CNN model used for identifying patients with scar from non-Gd cine images.
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Purpose: We have recently introduced a free-running framework for the simultaneous acquisition of 3D T1/T2 myocardial
maps and 3D cine images with whole-heart coverage and isotropic spatial resolution in ~10 min1. In that study, ECG
cardiac gating was used to reconstruct diastolic 3D T1/T2 maps and cine images by splitting data into one (T1/T2 maps)
or multiple (cine) cardiac phases. Herein, we propose incorporating non-rigid cardiac motion correction to the low-rank
dictionary-based reconstruction such that all acquired data may be used in the reconstruction of each cardiac phase for
both T1/T2 maps and cine images, enabling improved image quality and significantly reduced scan time.
Methods: Data were acquired using a low flip angle spoiled gradient echo readout on a 3D golden angle radial trajectory.
To provide sufficient T1/T2 encoding, each shot was preceded by an IR pulse and either no T2-prep pulse or a T2-prep
pulse with an echo time of 30 or 60 ms. 3D rigid respiratory motion correction was applied to the k-space by extracting
a respiratory signal from the k-space centre2 and estimating translational motion from auxiliary respiratory bin images.
The respiratory-motion-corrected spokes were ECG-gated into 10 cardiac phases, and further divided into three bins in
the T1 direction. For each T1/cardiac frame, an auxiliary soft-weighted3 GROG4 reconstruction was performed and used
to estimate the 3D non-rigid cardiac motion fields. The final data sorting, used for the motion-corrected reconstruction,
consisted of the same 10 cardiac phases (with hard-gating), 15 T1 bins and 3 T2 bins. The reconstruction proceeded via
‖ with conjugate gradient iteration. Here, is
the proposed low-rank motion-corrected method, minimising ‖𝐸
the multi-compressed-contrast 3D image at the reference cardiac phase, is the respiratory-motion-corrected k-space
data,
contains the 3D radial density compensation factors and 𝐸 ∑
𝐴 𝐹 𝑀 is the encoding operator, where
𝑀 acts to apply the motion distortion for the th cardiac phase, contains the coil sensitivity maps, 𝐹 is a 3D nuFFT
operator, 𝐴 is the k-space sampling operator for the th cardiac phase and
is a low-rank T1/T2-dictionary-based
compression operator obtained via a truncated SVD, which acts to compress and expand between the 45 T1/T2 bins
and the most significant singular contrasts5 (here
3). For comparison, a motion-resolved reconstruction (𝑀 𝐼)
was also performed. A temporal width of 190 ms (~twice the width of an individual cardiac bin) was considered for the
latter. Both reconstructions were applied to a full set of data and to the same set of data undersampled such that only
the first 50% of the acquired spokes were retained.
Results: The proposed approach is seen to produce good quality 3D images and parameter maps (Fig. 1), and no
particular image degradation is evident from the undersampled data set (~5 min scan time). Compared to the motionresolved reconstructions, the method is seen to avoid the noise and motion artefacts that are present in both cases and
are significantly worse in the presence of undersampling.
Discussion: We have presented an extension of the free-running 3D T1/T2 mapping framework1 which utilises non-rigid
cardiac motion correction to increase image quality and increase robustness to undersampling. Future work will
incorporate
regularisation into
the
proposed
approach.
References: 1Qi,
H, et al. MRI
2019;63:59-169;
2Qi, H., et al. MRM
2019;82(4):13311342; 3Küstner, T.,
et al. NMR Biomed.
2021;34(1):e4409;
4Seiberlich, N, et
al.
MRM
2007;58(6):12571265; 5Assländer,
J, et al. MRM
2018;79(1):83-96.
Fig. 1 2D slices of the 1st singular contrast and T1 and T2 maps achieved using the proposed motion correction
scheme (shown at diastolic phase) and a motion resolved scheme, with 100% or 50% of the acquired k-space
spokes. The motion-corrected 100% reconstruction is shown for two different slice orientations.
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Purpose: To investigate the impact of reducing the saturation-recovery time (TS) as short as 10 ms for quantification of
arterial input function (AIF) and myocardial blood flow (MBF) from cardiac perfusion images.
Methods: We prospectively enrolled 12 subjects (mean age = 61±14 years, 7/5 males/females) and performed resting
perfusion scans during administration of 0.0075 to 0.01 mmol/kg of gadobutrol (Gd) with a previously described pulse
sequence with radial k-space sampling [1]. Relevant imaging parameters included: FOV=384mmx384mm, matrix size
=192x192, TE/TR=1.5/2.9 ms, flip angle = 15 , nominal TS=10 ms, and 38 radial spokes per frame (corresponding to an
acceleration factor of 5). From the same raw k-space data, we applied two different k-space weighted image contrast
(KWIC) filters [3] for AIF and tissue function (TF) images, as previously described [1]. For TF image reconstruction using
compressed sensing (CS)[2], KWIC was applied to maintain the center of k-space from the last radial spoke only such
that the effective TS was 117.3 (=10+2.9*37) ms. For AIF using CS, we reconstructed five different KWIC filtered images,
maintaining the center of k-space from the first to the fifth spoke only to produce effective TS from 10 to 21.6 ms (2.9ms
steps). We then quantified five MBF maps (same TF image, five different AIF images) using the following steps: same
motion correction and segmentation for all sets, signal intensity to gadolinium concentration conversion using the Bloch
equation, T2* correction to AIF as previously described [4], and pixel-by-pixel MBF quantification.
Results: As shown in Figure 1, shorter effective TS linearizes the relationship between signal and Gd concentration
([Gd]), decreases the peak normalized signal, increases peak [Gd] and correspondingly decreases MBF values. For
summarized results, see Table 1. Compared to TS = 10 ms, higher effective TS resulted in significantly decreased peak
AIF (p<0.05) and increased MBF (p<0.05). The resting MBF (0.69 ml/g/min) calculated from AIF with effective TS of 10ms
agrees better with the resting MBF reported by two cardiac PET studies: (a) mean MBF = 0.71 ml/g/min in 363 healthy
subjects using 13N-ammonia [5] and (b) mean MBF = 0.74 ml/g/min in 382 healthy subjects using 82Rb [5].
Discussion: This study highlights the importance of reducing TS as short as 10 ms for accurate quantification of AIF and
MBF. Limitation of this study is that it lacks ground truths for AIF and MBF. This is a common problem for quantitative
cardiac first-pass perfusion studies in patients, unless one is able to perform multiple quantitative perfusion MRI scans on
different days at different TS (logistical and gadolinium risk challenges, image processing steps among different image
datasets can cause MBF variation).
1

References: [1] Naresh NK, et. al. Magn Reson Med 2019 [2] Lustig M, et. al. Magn Reson Med 2007 [3] Song HK, et.
al. Magn Reson Med 2007 [4] Fan L, et. al. Magn Reson Med 2021 [5] Murthy VL,, et. al. Society of Nuclear Medicine
2018
Table 1. Summary of peak AIF and resting MBF values from 12 subjects. Reported values represent mean ± standard deviation.
Compared with TS=10 ms as reference, both AIF and MBF values for different effective TS values were significantly different.

AIF (mM)
MBF(ml/g/min)

TS = 10ms
13.57 ± 1.85
0.69 ± 0.14

TS = 12.9 ms
11.07 ± 1.79
0.85 ± 0.16

TS = 15.8 ms
9.65 ± 1.55
0.98 ± 0.19

TS = 18.7 ms
8.64 ± 1.41
1.11 ± 0.21

TS = 21.6 ms
8.1 ± 1.32
1.19 ± 0.23

Figure 1.
(a) Plots describing
the relationship
between the
normalized signal
and [Gd] for five
different TS values;
(b) Plots of the AIF
signal-time curves,
and AIF [Gd]-time
curves with T2*
correction;
(c) The
corresponding MBF
maps with mean
values as shown.
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Purpose: In-vivo MRI measurement of placental vasculature during pregnancy can provide novel insight into placental
development and sufficiency of nutrient exchange [1-2]. This study investigates the use of iron-based Ferumoxytol to
quantify maternal fractional blood volume (mFBV) and maternal placental blood volume (mPBV) in the rhesus macaque
placenta across multiple gestation ages.
Methods:
Image Acquisition: Seven pregnant rhesus macaques were imaged longitudinally across gestational days 64.5±1.9,
100.8±3.9, and 145.3±1.8. Four subjects received a zika virus injection into the amniotic fluid around day 55 and three
control subjects received a saline injection. All subjects were
sedated using isoflurane and imaged in right-lateral position
on a 3.0 T system (Discovery MR750, GE Healthcare) with
a 32-channel phased array coil. T1 mapping was performed
with a respiratory-gated center out, 3D radial, VFA T1weighted spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) sequence (TR = 6.0
ms, TE = 1.2 ms, resolution = 0.78*0.78*0.78 mm3, flip angle
= 2°, 6°, 10°, 14°). After pre-contrast imaging, Ferumoxytol
was intravenously administered with a power injector (4
mg/kg Feraheme™, diluted 5:1 with saline and infused over
20 sec). Approximately 30 minutes later, the T1 mapping
sequence was repeated (Figure 1).
Data analysis: R1 maps were derived using complex fitting to SPGR signals using an inhouse toolbox. Pre- and postcontrast scans were registered using non-rigid registration (ANTs [4]). Placental volumetric segmentations and ROIs in
major vascular structures were drawn manually. Pre- and post- contrast R1 changes (DR1) in placental and vascular regions
were used to derive (1) mFBV, the fractional amount of placental volume occupied by maternal blood, calculated as the
ratio between median DR1 in placenta and maternal blood [3], and (2) mPBV, the total amount of maternal blood in the
placenta, calculated as placental volume multiplied by mean mFBV.
Results and Discussion: The zika virus injection was shown to result
in modest pathological changes compared to the controls [5]. mFBV
exhibited a regionally heterogeneous distribution as shown in Figure 2.
Longitudinally, mPBV for all subjects increased constantly with
gestational age, whereas mFBV showed heterogeneous trends, with
higher degree of heterogeneity during early pregnancy (Figure 3). Pixelwise histogram distributions (Figure 4) of DR1 values show a shift to the
left for both placental and blood regions at the second gestational time
point. Some variation in the DR1 of blood was observed which could be
due to imperfect injections stemming from the use of a power
injector designed for larger volumes. However, this variation did
not affect fractional blood volume measurements since they do
not require prior knowledge of the amount of contrast injected.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to report placental regional
blood volume estimates in vivo. The mean fractional blood volume
across all subjects shows a slight increase with gestation, which
is consistent with the findings from previous literature using a
mouse model [3]. However, more subjects and more gestational
time points are needed for further
investigation.
References: [1] Roberts VHJ et al.
Reprod Sci. 2018;25(1):110-119. [2]
Hutter D. et al. Int. J. Pediatr. 2010,
401323. [3] Badachhape, AA et al. Sci
Rep 9, 18707 (2019). [4] Brian BA et al.
Proceedings of the Fifth Workshop on
Biomedical Image Registration 2012:266275. [5] Nguyen SM et al. Biol Reprod.
2020 Feb 14;102(2):434-444.
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Purpose: 3D-MERGE1 has been developed as a fast
screening sequence for carotid vessel wall imaging (VWI).
However, it can only provide plaque burden measurement
without quantitative MR maps for plaque component analysis.
Enlarged field-of-view (FOV) may also ease sequence
planning for screening applications. To this end, an enlarged
FOV multi-echo 3D-MERGE acquisition with DIXON water fat
separation and quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM)
reconstruction was developed and evaluated on 10 healthy
subjects and 5 patients.
Methods: Multi-echo 3D-MERGE with enlarged FOV: FOV in
anterior-posterior (AP) was enlarged to cover the whole neck
(160mm vs 40mm), and the scan was accelerated to keep the
same acquisition time (3:30). Unlike 3D-MERGE, fat
Figure 1: Proposed flowchart for multi-echo 3D-MERGE
suppression was not applied. To reduce ∆TE (1.57ms) for
processing to produce water fat separation and quantitative
more robust water fat separation, bipolar readout with
R2*/susceptibility maps. Examples are from a volunteer data.
anisotropic resolution (1.3x0.8x0.8mm3) was used for 5-echo
acquisition. DIXON water fat separation: To estimate water, fat, R2*, and field map, a variable projection (VARPRO) based
DIXON approach2 was adapted with additional even-echo phase correction for bipolar readouts. Water fat total field
inversion (TFI) for QSM: The DIXON model was further used to estimate the susceptibility map by using a preconditioned
water fat TFI approach3. The preconditioner was derived from another rapid low-resolution gray-blood scan which can better
separate the foreground tissue (including lumen regions) from the background air. The overall post-processing flowchart
was summarized in figure 1. MR scans: All MR scans were performed on a Philips 3.0T scanner using an 8-channel carotid
coil. Besides multi-echo 3D-MERGE, 0.8mm isotropic 3D-MERGE and SNAP4 were acquired for comparison.
Results:
Example
images from a patient
were shown in figure 2.
The enlarged AP FOV
can cover the entire
carotid arteries and allow
simplified scan planning
even without a localizer
MRA. Compared to water
fat separation by Philips
mDIXON product, the
proposed approach can
robustly reduce the water
fat swapping artifacts
(red
arrows),
which Figure 2: Comparison of single-echo and multi-echo 3D-MERGE on a patient case.
allows more accurate fat quantification. Additional large-coverage carotid R2* and susceptibility maps can also be
reconstructed to provide quantitative maps. Figure 3 showed a zoom-in comparison for a calcified plaque (identified by
bright-blood I2 image of SNAP, red arrow). Multi-echo 3D-MERGE provided quantitative evidence (i.e. high R2* and
negative QSM, red arrows) to identify calcification.
Discussion: A 3:30 multi-echo 3DMERGE with DIXON and QSM
reconstruction was developed for
carotid VWI, which simplifies the scan
planning and provides robust water fat
separation and quantitative MR maps
for plaque component analysis.
References: [1] Balu N, et al. Magn
Reson Med. 2011;65:627-37. [2] Zhou
Z, et al. ISMRM 2021, p1627. [3]
Boehm C, et al. ISMRM 2021, p0792.
[4] Wang J, et al. Magn Reson Med.
2013;69:337-45.
Figure 3: Zoom-in comparison (blue square) of different scans for calcification detection.
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Predicting In Vivo Gadolinium-Based Contrast Agent Concentration in
Contrast Enhanced MRA Based on Blood Signal Intensity
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Purpose: Recent in vitro and theoretical work (1,2) has demonstrated a sublinear relationship between the blood
concentration of gadolinium-based contrast agents ([GBCA]) and R1, as well as potentially impactful R2* values at high
concentrations. These relationships were recently validated in a pig model where blood [GBCA] and time-resolved CEMRA signal intensity (SI) were simultaneously measured, concluding that a) blood SI for CE-MRA can be accurately
predicted based on [GBCA], and b) if the aforementioned relaxivity relationships are discounted, prediction of SI is poor,
particularly at high [GBCA] (3). This is of significant importance to the optimal use of GBCA for techniques such as CEMRA, and supports the use of slower, longer contrast injections. Also important is the reverse – namely can [GBCA] be
accurately predicted from SI? This is of considerable interest for techniques such as dynamic contrast MRI, where
accurate relationships between SI and [GBCA] are important for quantitative techniques such as perfusion. This work
utilizes this same dataset to explore the “reverse” problem; i.e. how well [GBCA] can be predicted from SI.
Methods: We investigated six juvenile German swine (53-63 kg). Under general anaesthesia, two animals each were
administered three separate 0.1 mmol/kg doses of one of three GBCAs: gadoteridol (ProHance, Bracco), gadobutrol
(Gadavist, Bayer), gadobenate (MultiHance, Bracco). All injections were performed at randomized-order varying rates (1,
2, or 3 mL/s) during time-resolved 3D SPGR imaging of the aorta (1.5T Siemens Aera, TR/TE 4.6/1.4 ms, a=300, temporal
resolution 1.7 s). Concurrent with MR acquisition, 0.5 mL aliquots of arterial blood were sampled every 2 seconds x 40
through an indwelling aortic catheter and sent for mass spectrometry to determine [GBCA]. Only the initial injection for
each pig (n=6) was analyzed, as baseline [GBCA] was zero. Matlab was used to create a lookup table of [GBCA] vs. SI
based on the known SPGR SI equation - SISPGR a (1-e-TR R1)/(1 - cos a e-TR R1) sin a e-TE R2* - as well as the water exchange
and spin-spin effects affecting the behavior of R1 and R2* in blood (1,2). For each known [GBCA] based on mass
spectrometry, the corresponding SI was determined from the appropriate Matlab lookup table after normalizing the baseline
MR SI to zero [GBCA]. Time shifts between actual and predicted [GBCA] were fine-tuned so that rise times coincided.
Regression analysis was performed on actual vs. predicted scatter data.
Results: Stacked left figure pair below demonstrates example predicted vs. actual [gadoteridol] – quite good for < ~6-7
mM, but much less accurate at higher peak [GBCA] (note arrow). Immediately to the right is the same, however neglecting
described R1 effects (i.e. assuming R1 behaves as in plasma) and discounting R2* effects; note poor correlation. Scatter
plot represents predicted vs. actual [GBCA] (limited to < 6.5 mM), demonstrating good correlation at these lower [GBCA];
3 agent correlation slopes 0.83 – 0.88, R2 0.78-0.95, mean absolute error 0.17-0.22, mean square error 0.09-0.26.
Predicted SI vs. [Gd] - 1.5T, TR 4.6, TE 1.4, Flip 30
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Discussion: All GBCAs are expected
to have a brisk but sublinear rise in SI
vs. [GBCA], followed by a plateau and descent (right graph).
Beyond 6 - 7 mM, the curve flattens (with two solutions for even
higher SI’s due to R2* effects). Thus it is expected that prediction
will be poor at higher [GBCA]. Furthermore, slight gain offsets have no solution if SI exceeds predicted SImax (arrow left
graph). Considering ony [GBCA] < 6.5 mM (scatter plot) there is good correlation when incorporating the described R1
and R2* effects, with a trend of underestimating [GBCA] by ~15% and mean errors 0.2 mM or less. Notably, these results
suggest the feasibility of accurately predicting in vivo [GBCA] from SI in an animal model, arguably the most difficult proving
ground for such quantitative analysis. We believe the largest errors occur during [GBCA] peak due to slight timing
differences in sampling vs. MR, and without occasional such errant data even better results are possible.
References:
1.
2.
3.

Wilson GJ, Woods M, Springer CS et al. Magn Reson Med 2014;72:1746–54.
Wilson GJ, Springer CS Jr, Bastawrous S, Maki JH. Magn Reson Med 2016;77:2015–27.
Norris E, Schneider G, ClarkTJ, Kirchin MA, Wilson GJ, Maki JH. Proceedings ISMRM 2021, Abstract 1137.
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Automated Cerebral Vascular Function Estimation for Permeability Estimation
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1Radiology

Purpose
Quantitative physiological maps of permeability parameters, like volume transfer constant (ktrans)
and fractional plasma volume (vp), have proven to be a valuable tool for the diagnosis of brain
cancer.1,2,3 However, the estimation of permeability maps involves the identification of a suitable
vascular function (VF) that describes the concentration of the injected contrast agent over time in
a blood vessel within the organ of interest.4 A VF is often obtained manually, making this process
time-consuming and subject to error. In this work, we propose a method to automatically extract
a suitable VF to estimate the permeability maps.
Methods
A total of 43 patients with glioblastoma were enrolled in this study (age: 59 ± 9.8 years [mean ±
standard deviation], 19 male). They were scanned post-resection using a protocol approved by
our local research ethics board. A total of 155 DCE-MR image volumes were obtained from these
patients. Manually, 155 regions in the left or right transverse sinus were selected from a coronal
image slice. The image volumes were randomly divided into 100 (64.5%) volumes for training, 23
(14.8%) volumes for validation, and 32 (20.6%) volumes for testing. We used a 3D U-net
architecture to take full advantage of the volumetric information from the DCE MR images. The
VF extracted from our model was compared with the manually extracted function. The
permeability maps (ktrans and vp) estimated by the manual VF were compared to the maps
estimated using our VF extracted automatically. The non-brain tissues were removed from the
permeability maps prior to performing the statistical test.

Figure 1: The average (line) and standard deviation (shaded region) over (left) manual test data and (middle) predicted
vascular function (VF) curves. The average and standard deviation difference (right) between the manual and predicted
VF curves. Note the six-fold reduction in scale for the vertical axis in the difference plot.

Results and Discussion
The mean absolute error found for the test set was 6.98 x 10-4, where an error close to zero
represents a good VF (Figure 1). This small error suggests that our model can predict an
acceptable VF. The median and IQR of all 32 ktrans and 32 vp maps using the VF manually
extracted were 4.68 × 10-3 min-1 [3.63, 5.50] × 10-3 min-1 and 3.33 × 10-2 [3.04, 3.73] × 10-2
(unitless). Values obtained using our automatic VF were 4.87 × 10-3 min-1 [3.60, 5.53] × 10-3 min1
and 3.31 × 10-2 [2.94, 3.72] × 10-2. No statistical differences were found. Our method was able
to estimate permeability maps similar to the those obtained with manual VF. Additional
experiments are required to evaluate the generalization of the model and to evaluate the quality
of the permeability maps in broader clinical practice.
References
[1] Nam JG, Kang KM, Choi SH, et al. AJNR Am J Neuroradiol. 2017; 38(12): 2243-2250. [2] Thomas AA,
Arevalo-Perez J, Kaley T, et al. J Neurooncol. 2015; 125(1): 183-190. [3] Yun TJ, Park CK, Kim TM, et al.
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Guidelines for institutional policy regarding the safe use of ferumoxytol for MRI and MRA
Yasaman Soltani; Mubeena Abdulkarim, MD; Shivam Kaushik, BS; Liisa L. Bergmann, MD, MBA;
Chris J. François, MD; Mark L. Schiebler, MD; J. Paul Finn, MD
Purpose: Ferumoxytol (Feraheme®, AMAG Pharmaceuticals, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) is a type of ultrasmall
superparamagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) agent which the FDA approved for the treatment of iron deficiency anemia (IDA) in
adult patients with chronic kidney disease in 2009. In 2018, approval was broadened to all adults with IDA. Ferumoxytol is
also useful, off-label, as an intravenous contrast agent for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and angiography (MRA).
Ferumoxytol’s high cost, Boxed Warning, and highly specialized knowledge level regarding its use as an MR contrast agent
have been barriers to wide clinical adoption. Recently an adult congenital cardiologist ordered an adult cardiac MRI with
MRA and requested ferumoxytol contrast, at a multi-specialty medical center where MR with ferumoxytol had never been
performed clinically in an adult before.
Method: Numerous stakeholders were identified following a web-based MR Operations Committee meeting. Stakeholders
included hospital administration, pharmacy, MR technicians, radiology nursing, radiologists, and the few cardiologists who
interpret adult cardiac MR at our institution. Initial policy was drafted by a faculty member who had completed fellowship
less than one year previously at an institution where ferumoxytol was used regularly, with assistance from a trainee and
students. Searching the 2021 ACR Manual on Contrast Media for “ferumoxytol” generated zero results. Searching the same
document for “iron” did not generate results regarding intravenous iron-based contrast agents. The hospital’s affiliated
children’s hospital ferumoxytol quick reference guide (QRG) was reviewed following correspondence with the pediatric
radiologist MR Medical Director. Additional references were identified via a search of the peer-reviewed literature. At the
time of this writing, the policy is undergoing multiple iterations. The trainee involved will graduate fellowship shortly after the
abstract submission due date and intends to pursue similar policy creation at her first faculty job.
Result: The authors hope that by the time of SMRA 2021 a policy will have been approved. Ferumoxytol has unique
relaxivity characteristics with a high r2 of 100 L mmol-1 sec-1 low r1/r2 ratio, and an intravascular half-life of 14 - 15 hours,
nearly 15 times that of gadolinium. This makes ferumoxytol ideal for patients who require serial scans or repeat imaging
and endowing it with uniquely flexible properties. In order to ensure safety in use of ferumoxytol, some specific actions are
recommended prior to, during, and after its administration. Patient history must be reviewed for any factor that
contraindicates ferumoxytol administration, such as iron overload or a history of adverse reactions to intravenous iron
products. Informed consent should be obtained from the patient or patient representative, unless this is waived per local
institutional policy. In all cases, patients should be informed that about 1 in 200 may experience self-limiting ‘Fishbane’
reactions to intravenous iron, which most commonly manifests as flushing, chest tightness, back pain or abdominal pain.
These symptoms usually resolve spontaneously within minutes of stopping intravenous infusion but can be distressing if
patients are not aware of their nature and significance. Fishbane reactions are not accompanied by signs of anaphylaxis,
such as wheezing, tachycardia and hypotension. Once symptoms resolve, slow infusion of ferumoxytol can generally be
safely resumed without recurrence of symptoms. If patients are not made aware that these symptoms can occur, they may
panic and become distressed. True anaphylaxis with ferumoxytol is extremely rare and has not been described with its
diagnostic use. Ferumoxytol administration should generally be slow, over a period of about 10 minutes, with recommended
blood pressure check at baseline, 5-minutes following the start of infusion and at the end of the study. For outpatients, this
could be performed under the supervision of radiology nursing; for inpatients, this may be performed by radiology nursing
or by inpatient nursing with specific training in assessing symptomatology. Nurses should be physically present and maintain
communication with the patient. In the rare event of a severe contrast reaction, local contrast adverse reaction policy should
be followed as necessary.
Discussion: It is our hope that sharing our ferumoxytol policy creation experience with SMRA will be of assistance to
individuals at other institutions in developing their own ferumoxytol policies as needed or amending existing policies for
improved patient safety. We also hope to inspire discussion regarding how to propel our already innovative field into the
future while simultaneously increasing patient safety and attracting the brightest young minds to our profession.
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Prototype Platform for Real-time MR-guided Brain Clot Evacuation
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Purpose: The international Phase III MISTIE Trial, which used CT-image guidance to position a catheter at the site of intracerebral
hemorrhage (ICH) for periodic clot drainage and infusion of thrombolytic drugs, showed a subset of patients whose interventions left
[1]
less than 15 ml of residual clot volume had statistically significant reductions in morbidity and increased independence . The Trial
concluded that improved guidance was needed to help a wider set of neurosurgeons meet the 15 ml residual volume goal without
endangering rebleeds. MR-guidance of ICH evacuation could help meet these needs. We present here an MR-guidance prototype
that is designed to allow neurosurgeons to periodically assess and alter the clot evacuation by manipulating catheter position and
spatially visualizing the delivery and distribution of clot-busting drugs with respect to normal brain tissue.
[2]
Methods: We used the HeartVista RTHawk interventional platform , as it allows us to design the interventional guidance without
knowing specific software constructs or data pathways on the commercial scanner. Interfaces were created with the purpose of
providing neurosurgeons easy and intuitive access to MRI viewpoints that are already commonly used in a stereotactic operating
room setting. For this work, these viewpoints included standard axial, sagittal, and coronal views, as well as two views in the plane
of an in a i e deice, and one pe pendic la o he de ice, e med p obe
[3]
monitoring pioneered by Ozhinsky

e e ie . Interface based on a similar project in ablation

Results: Due to time constraints and difficulties related to COVID-19 MR, the prototype results are all from a simulated phantom. A
prototype 6-panel interface is presented in figures 1 and 2. A real-time spiral GRE sequence is used. Each of the 6 panels are fully
adjustable by the user, and can be individually manipulated without affecting other panels. This includes selecting any through-plane
to visualize, rotating the image, and selecting parameters in real-time such as TR, TE, and FOV. The TE can easily be extended to
provide T2* imaging that highlights clot. All parameter changes and image acquisitions would be performed in real time and
displayed accordingly.
Discussion: The flexibility provided by the RTHawk interface allow for rapid prototyping and feedback from our neurosurgery
collaborators. After integration, we plan to first test the real-time visualization system in ex-vivo models of swine blood and then
move to a swine model of ICH using injected blood to simulate an ICH. The MR-guidance prototype created using RTHawk shows
potential to be a flexible and reliable tool to assist as a monitoring and guiding tools and lysing drugs during clot-evacuation
procedures, potentially for more extensive clot evacuation while minimizing chances of rebleeds.
References:
[1] Hanley DF, Thompson RE, et al. Lancet. 2019. doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(19)30195-3. PubMed PMID: 30739747.
[2] Santos JM, Wright GA, Pauly JM. Conf Proc IEEE Eng Med Biol Soc. 2004;2:1048-51. PubMed PMID: 17271862.
[3] Ozhinsky E, Salgaonkar VA, Diederich CJ, Rieke V. J Ther Ultrasound. 2018 Aug 13;6:7.

Figure 1: Through plane tool can be used on any panel to
view a plane in real-time, such as a plane coaxial with a
catheter.

Figure 2: 6 panels can be displayed at once, each displaying a
different viewpoint in a methodology similar to stereotactic
neurosurgical worksatations. Views and parameters can be
adjusted.
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Abdominal 4D Flow MRI in Obese Patients – A Pilot Study
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Purpose: The image quality in abdominal and chest 4D Flow MRI deteriorates in obese patients due to the high confounding
signal from fat, larger required imaging volume, and chemical shift artifacts from fat [1]. These artifacts are exacerbated
when using accelerated imaging such as non-Cartesian trajectories and can also compromise background phase
corrections [2]. In this pilot study, we investigate the utilization of fat suppression and advanced reconstruction approaches
in hepatic 4D Flow MRI to improve image quality and flow consistency in severely obese (BMI>40) patients.
Methods:
Image Acquisition: In this IRB-approved study, 4D Flow data were acquired after fasting
using a 5-point encoded radially undersampled trajectory (PC-VIPR [3], full volumetric
coverage of the upper abdomen: imaging volume=32x32x24cm; resolution=1.25mm
isotropic; f i =6 ; ca i e=11 i ; TR/TE=6.5ms/2.4ms; no contrast; with retrospective
ECG and respiratory gating. Data were acquired with and
without fat saturation pulses, which were played out every 15
TRs. Two offline cine reconstructions (20 time frames) were
performed on the acquired data: (1) gridding with temporal
view sharing [4] and PILS [5] and (2) conjugate gradient
iterative SENSE (Fig. 2). First scan was acquired without fat
suppression (height=1.66±0.01 m, weight=131.5±0.5 kg,
BMI=47.7), followed by a fat suppressed scan 150 days later
(height=1.65±0.01 m, weight=111.4±0.5 kg, BMI=40.9).
Data analysis: Standard corrections for Maxwell terms and
gradient non-linearity were included in the reconstruction.
Fig 2: Representative image
Third-order polynomial background phase correction [6] was
reconstruction results (maximum
Fig 1: Planes
conducted using a custom MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA)
intensity projection images) for
evaluated in 4D Flow
tool.
Following phase correction, 4D Flow streamline
subject 1 at visit 1 without fat sat.
analysis.
visualizations and measurements were obtained using EnSight
(A,B) and visit 2 with fat sat.
Blue-bifurcation,
software (ANSYS, Canonsburg, PA). Volumetric flow rates
(C,D).
(A).
Applying
the
orange-confluence
were measured in the portal venous system with 6 cross
c j ga e g adie ( CG panel
sections of interest: right portal vein (RPV), left
B) or fat suppression (C)
reconstruction
reduces
the
portal vein (LPV), cranial portal vein (PV2), caudal
artefacts and simultaneous use
portal vein (PV1), superior mesenteric vein
of CG and fat suppression
(SMV), and splenic vein (SV) (Fig.1).
provides the visually best
Measurements of the net flow (ml/s) in these 6
artefact suppression (D). Slight
regions were used to evaluate mass conservation
blurring is noticeable when using
at confluence and bifurcation.
CG reconstruction.
Results and Discussion:
Abdominal 4D Flow scans in a severely obese patient showed strong streak artefacts
from signal outside the imaging volume (arms) and subcutaneous abdominal fat and
errors from imperfect background phase corrections (Fig 2). Image quality was
Fig 3: 4D Flow streamlines of the
significantly improved when combining fat suppression and conjugate gradient
portal
venous
system
from
reconstruction. Fig. 3 shows a streamline visualization of the portal venous system
acquisitions
a)
without
fat
with increased homogeneity, more likely to reflect the actual flow field. The
suppression, b) with fat suppression.
consistency of flow measures also improved with fat suppression. Confluence
Right portal vein (RPV), left portal
percent errors in mass conservation reduced from 19.98% (without fat suppression)
vein (LPV), main portal vein (PV),
to 8.47% (with fat suppression). Similarly, bifurcation mass conservation error
superior mesenteric vein (SMV),
reduced from 14.8% (without fat suppression) to 5.20% (with fat suppression).
inferior mesenteric vein (IMV) and
In summary, combined fat suppression and CG reconstruction in the abdominal MR
splenic vein (SV).
vascular scans of a severely obese patient (BMI>40) significantly improved image
quality and consistency of vascular flow measurements in the portal venous system. While additional subjects are needed
in controlled studies, these results suggest benefits of fat saturation observed in other applications may extend to 4D Flow
acquisitions.
The authors wish to acknowledge the NIH (R01 DK088925) and Pfizer Healthcare for supporting this study, as well as GE
Healthcare who provides research support to the University of Wisconsin.
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[3] Johnson, K. M. et al. MRM. 2008; 60(6), 1329-1336. [4] Liu J et al. IEEE TMI. 2006; 25(2):148-57 [5] Griswold MA et al.
MRM. 2000; 44(4), 602-9 [6] Walker, P.G., et al. JMI. 1993; 3, 521-530.
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Neurovascular 4D-Flow using Motion Correction and Deep Learning Denoising
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University of Wisconsin – Madison, WI, USA, Departments of 1Medical Physics, 2Radiology, and 3Medicine
Purpose: Neurovascular 4D-Flow has emerged as a powerful tool to understand vascular contributions to dementia, image
flow within aneurysms and arterial venous malformations, and quantify flow features related to atherosclerosis. Further,
emerging paradigms are being developed to provide unique measures of low frequency flow oscillations (LFOs), pulse wave
velocity measures of arterial stiffness, and flow turbulence and disorder. However, these new 4D-Flow applications and the
need to characterize flow in small vessels require high spatial and temporal resolution, leading to long scan times and hence
higher sensitivity to motion and noise. In this work, we develop a neurovascular 4D-Flow imaging paradigm which provides
motion correction capabilities and acceleration using deep learning denoising. Initial results are demonstrated in
retrospectively re-analysis of previously acquired data.
Methods: The proposed methodology (Figure 1) combines 3D radial
sampling, 3D self-navigation1, and deep learning denoising using noise-tonoise learning. Data is collected with 3D radial sampling using
pseudorandom ordering such that the data can be binned temporally and
with respect to the cardiac cycle. Images are first reconstructed temporally
using the Extreme MRI2 framework, providing 3D images with a ~1s frame
rate. These images are rigidly registered to provide estimates of translation
and rotation at each time point, which are utilized in a motion corrected
iterative image reconstruction. This provides motion corrected but still noisy
4D-Flow data. To reduce the variance from noise and residual under
sampling artifacts, the data is further refined using a post-reconstruction
deep learning based denoiser. Initial Testing: All methods were
implemented in GPU accelerated python (SigPy and PyTorch). The deep
learning denoiser was trained using a noise-to-noise training approach3 in
which time averaged 4D-Flow datasets were randomly split in k-space by Figure 1. Framework for motion corrected
subsampling the projections and reconstructing a highly sampled image and deep learning enhanced 4D-Flow.
(7/8ths of the data) and a low sampled image (1/8th of the data). A block-wise
3D UNet was used to estimate the highly sampled complex images from the low sampled images. Training data was from
120 quality controlled neurovascular 4D-Flow scans acquired with a similar protocol (0.7mm isotropic resolution, whole brain
coverage, TE/TR=2.7/7.8ms, 426s scan time, Venc=80cm/s). A training/validation/test split of 100/10/10 was used with
standard geometric augmentations performed, with care to avoid rotations that would alter dipole kernel symmetries.
Results and Discussion: Figure 2 shows initial results using this framework in a patient with apparent motion artifact.
Motion estimates demonstrate motion on multiple scales including large bulk motion as well as smaller motions. The
incorporation of motion correction into the framework substantially improves image quality in subjects where motion is
present. Deep learning enhancement visually improves image quality and also resulted in an improvement in correlation
between velocities measured with high and low fractions of the data. The proposed framework represents a promising
method to reduce variance from motion, noise, and undersampling in 4D-Flow MRI. Ongoing work is needed to validate
and quantify these improvements, and evaluate their potential to enable imaging in challenging populations (e.g. children).
References: [1] Kecskemeti et al. doi:10.1148/radiol.2018180180 [2] Ong et al. doi:10.1002/mrm.28235 [3] Lehtinenn et
al. arxiv:1803.04189
Acknowledgement: Research support from GE Healthcare, NIH R01NS066982/P30AG062715, AARFD-20-678095

Figure 2. Initial results showing
(A) motion estimates, (B)
improved image quality in
angiograms and flow fields using
motion correction (MC) and deep
learning (DL), and (C) reduced
variance and higher correlation
between the data using deep
learning enhancement (bottom)
in the 10 test datasets.

